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Abstract
Trawl research s w e y s for groundfish populations provide an important source of information for estimating the size of the population. T h e m e y s usually provide an estimate
of the size of a component of the population, c d e d trawlable abundance. In this thesis
we consider how to efficiently estimate trawlable abundance, and how to construct precise
confidence intervals for this quantity. The mob*

of the population and other aspects of

the survey design motivate us to pursue a model-based approach for inferences. Another

advantage of the model-based approach is the relative ease in which scientific knowl-

edge can be incorporated into inferences. We demonstrate that this can have important
consequences on the precision of inferences.
We propose a mixturcmodel approach for the analysis of trawl survey data. With
such data it is comrnon that extremely large catches occasionally occur. W

e most

catches vary smoothly in terms of spatial location and depth, these large catches are
quite different. In some years large catches do not occur, but it still seems likely that
the dense fish aggregations that produce these catches exist. These aggregations are

not sairpled sixnply due to the small probability of sarnpiing a very dense aggregation.
Simple habitat-selection theory su*ts

that it is reasonable to expect different trends

in abundance at favorable and l e s favorable locations. This is because anïmals tend to

move to more favorable sites as space becomes available. This is the basis for our mixturemodel. We use a smooth mean-function rnodel for most trawl catches (type 1's) in terms
of spatial location and tow depth. For the rare large catches (type II's) we use a simple
constant mean model, where the mean of the large catches is constant over t h e . The
d u r e - m o d e 1 combines the models for S p e 1 and type

LI catches. Habitat-selection is

accommodated because the mean for type II catches c m remain high while the mean for
S p e 1 catches declines. We apply these methods to trawl research survey data for cod on
the Southern Grand bank of Newfoundand.

We used a M e t y of graphical procedures for model building purposes They suggest

a nonparametric approach for modelling type 1catches is useful. The approach we take is
local lrkelihood estimation. A concern in model building is which covariates to inclde. We

propGse a nonparametric &able

selection procedure for this purpose. We do not know

exactly which catches are type II a priori, so robustness is a n issue. For this we develop
a robust nonparametric Negative Binomial smoother, to identify type II catches and for

"robustifiedY'variable selection. The Negative Binomial distribution is the stochastic
mode1 we use for trawl catches. We show that the mixture-model is an improvement over
the model commonly used to analyze trawl survey data. We suggest approximate pivotal
methods for confidence intervals for total type 1and type II abundance, and use the profile
likelihood to cornpute confidence intenals for total m e 1 + type II abundance.

Our estimates show less interannual variation than traditional methods for estimating
abundance. We feel the mixture mode1 estimates are more consistent with the survey
data. Our confidence intervals are also considerably shorter in some years than those
based on f2 x the design-based standard errors-
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In this dissertation me present methods to make probabilistic inferences about the size of
a &h stock based on scientific survey data. The total number of fish in a stock changes

mit h t h e , and it is very important to know whether the stock is increasing or decreasing,

and at what rate. The total number of fish at time t, denoted as A&, is never known
exactly; however, annual research surveys are often available which provide quantitative
information about components of the stock. These surveys involve random trawl samples,
and they are often conducted for periods of 10 years or more. Many measurements are

taken during the surveys, and the one we focus on is the number of fish caught in the
trawl. Statistical methoàs are required to make inferences about trends in stock size
from the survey data- The methods we investigate NiU be used to estimate the relative
magnitude of Nt with high precision, and we develop confidence intervals for this quantity
as weU.

The fkh stock we consider is the Atlantic cod ( Gadus morhua; see Figure 1.1), located
off the east coast of Newfoundland in NAFO (North Atlantic Fisheries Organization)

Divisions 3N and 30 (3NO; see Figure 1.3 in the Appendix). This area is commonly
referred to as the Grand Bank of Newfoundland. A Grand Bank cod fishery has b e n
conducted for nearly 500 years. This stock and other Atlantic cod stocks have played a
fundamental role in the devebpment of the econorny of Newfoundland and the Maritimes

in Canada, as well as the northeastern United States. Despite the recent commercial
collapse of this stock and several other Northwest Atlantic cod stocks, great scientinc and

Fi-gure 1.1: The Atlantic cod, Gadus morhua
commercial interest stU exists in these fish. Hence, the cod example is quite important
and met hodologies developed in t his dissertation may well be applied in future assessrnents
of this stock.

We fkst review cornmon methods used to

assess

the size of fish stocks. -Most of these

met hods require accwate estimates of the size of commercial fish catches. Next we review
the s w e y design used to assess 3N0 cod, including methods for summarizing the survey

data. The basic design used is stratified random sarnpling. Ekploratory graphical analyses
are presented that suggest a mixture model is useful for analyzing the survey data. Stock

size inferences are then based on the mixture model.

A common method used to analyze research survey data is based on the survey design
used to obtain the data. This method is often referred to as the design-based approach.
There are several problems with the application of this approach to the 3N0 cod survey

data. With design-based methods we must assume that fish are stationary; however, this
assumption is not tnie for

3N0 cod. Failure to meet this assumption implies that the

precision of inferences may be compromised. To assess the variability of an estimator, the

design-based approach requtes that any two sampling units have a positive probability
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of being included in the sample. This is not the case for the 3 N 0 survey (see Chapter
3). Another implicit assumption in the design-based approach is that all s a m p h g units

are alike, at le& for those in the same stratum. For 3N0 cod extremely large catches
occasionally occur that seem very difEerent fkom the other catches within the stratum-

Such catches should be considered as special cases because, otherwise, they have undue
influence on stock size inferences. A n approach for dealing with such extremes is to

identiEy these units before conducting a survey and assign specZc inclusion probabilities
to the large units accordingly; however, for our case it is not possible to do this.

To address these problems we use a model-based approach to analyze the survey data.
Such an approach is based on an assumed stochastic model that "generates" the data.

A model-based approach can accommodate random movements of &h. This approach
facilitates variance estimation in that it does not require that any two sampling units
have a positive probability of being included in the sample. In fact, it does not even
require that observations be collected using a sampling design with known inclusion probabilities, which is a basic assumption in the design-based approach. We can also use
a separate model for large catches, according to any biologically relevant theory about

their incidence. The model we use can be categorized as nonparametric regression. The
fundamental assumption we make is that fish abundance varies smoothly over tirne, space

and depth, and possibly other covariate dimensions. Many covariates are measured in
the

3N0 cod survey, and

we use these data t o construct a hopefully reliable predictive

relationship between some of the covariates and fish abundance. In doing this, some
interesthg statistical problems ariseIt is well known that when the number of observations is limited we cannot fit a
model with a large number of mvariates. Otherwise the model will over-fit the data

and have little predictive value, and this is important in our application. Including too
few c o d a t e s may result in a poorly fitted model and possible bias.

A challenging

statistical problem in our work has been to determine which covariates should be included

in the model. This problem has received rnuch attention for linear models; however, little
discussion is present in the statistical literature for nonparametric models. We use a
two-stage approach for this purpose. First we conduct graphical analyses that focus on
potential covariate associations that seem plausible. Covariates that seem unrelated to
survey abundance are removed fkom further analyses. The second stage involves analytic
variable selection procedures performed wit h the covariates that appear important in the

graphical analyses. These rnethods are used because it is difiicult to graphically assess
the relative strengths of corniate associations in more than two dimensions. Confounding
among covariates is also a problem in the data we analyze; hence, an association between
trawl catches and a covariate may be an artifact caused by the association betrveen that
covariate and some other variable that is truly related to trawl catches. In this dissertation
we select covariates subsets that minirnize, or nearly minimize, an estimate of mean square
prediction error; that is, the mean squared difference between a random observation and
its predicted value.
Even if we know exactly %-hichcovariates to include there are still difficulties due to
a srnall number of extremely Large catches. These large catches are dissimilar to other

catches with sirnila. covariate valu&, and this conflictç with the assumption that fish
abundance M n e s smoothly as a hinction of covariates. R e c d that this is &O a problem
in the design-based approach. These large catches should be removed when fitting the

nonparametric regression, and yet we do not know which catches are clearly extreme
without the regression. It is not a simple matter of deciding which catches are large
through the use of a cut-off criterion because spatial clusters of large catches can occur
that are consistent with nearby catches. We use robust smoothing techniques as a solution
t O this problem.
Large catches do provide vital information about the size of the stock however, and

they cannot be ignored. It commonly occurs that 50% or more of the total catch of cod in
a siwey occurs in less than 10% of the samples, and this is merely a reflection of the truly
contagious nature of stock abundance. It is quite easy for a large percentage of the total
stock abundance to lie between two sample sites, and yet no fish acist at these sites. The

large catches are not mistakes. They are often more informative than other catches. To
utilize the rich information contained in these catches we use a separate model specifically
designed for this purpose.
Before analysis we do not know which large catches are inconsistent with nearby
smaller catches. Visual inspection of spatial plots of the data are very useful for this
purpose, but analytical methods are still required because other covariates, specifically
tow depth, are also important, and we cannot visually inspect trawl catches for covariate
dimensions greater than two. For this nre use robust nonparametric regression to identify
the large discordant catches. Robust residuals are used for this purpose. It is well known
that nonparametric regression techniques are quite sensitive t o outliers, and the standard
non-robust fitting techniques nrill ccmask"the discordant catches. A simple example of this

is given in Chapter 5. Robust nonparametric regression techniques are much more useful
for this purpose. Once the discordant catches have b e n identified the nonparametric
model is then fitted to the data with the discordant catches removed.
We propose to use a very simple model for the number and size of catches discordant

-5th a smooth mean function of covariates model. The probability of a discordant catch
is assumed to be constant over tirne, but vary spatially over three large geographic regions
within 3NO. This is consistent with Mehistory information about cod in this region. The

mean and variance of the discordant catches are assumed t o be constant over time and
throughout 3NO. Part of the rationale for thk assumption is that the number of discordant
catches we ident% is quite s m d , and we simply do not have enough information to fit a
more complicated model than the one we have chosen. The s m d number of large catches

does not mean that they have no influence however.
It is easy to use the model for stock size inferences. Each year the nonparametric
model is used to predict trawl catches at a large number of locations. These predictions
are merely weighted averages of the observed catches for the year in question, minus t hose
that are identsed as discordant. The predictions are combinai with predictions for the
discordant catches. The combination is also a weighted average, where the weighting
involves the probability of a discordant catch. The end result is a set of weights used to
estimate total trawlable stock abundance, and in this respect our inferential methods are
identical to the design-based approach. Note that the weights used in the two approaches
may be very different however.
This dissertation is orientated tomards the solution of an important practical problem
that involves rather complex data. To reach this solution a variety of statistical methods
are employed.

In important analyses we have evercised great care to ensure that our

estirnators are as efficient as possible. For exampie, the nonparametric regression procedures were selected to provide a reasonable summary of trawl catches while maintaining
as many "error degrees-of-keedom" a s possible. Our main contributions to statistical the-

ory involve pract ical issues in nonparametric variable selection, and fitting nonparametric

regession models to over-dispersed 'count data. We have developed useful theoretical results for robust estimation with Negative Binomial data, and robust srnoothing of count
data. We have also developed inferential procedures for the mixture model. We have
tested some of our inferential results with sirnulated data and found them to be good for
the samples sizes in our time series. Our main contribution to fjsheries theory is a method
more suitable for summazizing trawl sujrvey catches than stratum ara-weighted averages,

which is the current method used. We have also developed a method for dealing with
large errant catches. We have assimilated a wide range of fisheries literature relevant for
stock size inferences. We have also explored the importance of this literature for 3N0 cod,

and where possible we have attempted to quantïfjr the covaziate relationships suggested
in this literature. In doing so we were able to assess the importance of these relationships

in terms of inferences about annual stock size.

The mixture model is an important contribution. It is an implementation of a simpliûed version of a habitat-selection model in Rlhich &h move hom less favorable areas
to more favorable areas as space becomes available; hence, annual stock density trends in
less favorable axeas are expected to be dxerent than in more favorable areas. The model
estimates, especially in 199l-lg93, are more realistic than t hose fkom the design-based

approach. We anticipate that the results in this dissertation will lead to irnproved estimators of stock size in other regions. For example, 87% of the s w e y biomass for 3PS
(just w e s t of 3NO; see Fi,gure 1.3) cod in 1995 occurred in one out of more than 100 tows,

and this has lead to considerable uncertainty in assessing the history of this stock. The
met hods developed in this dissertation may improve t his situation subst antially.

1.1. Data source: Trawl research surveys
Trawl research surveys are conducted annually by the Canadian Department of Fisheries
and Oceans (DFO). Data are co&ted

by towing a standard research trawl ( s e Figure

1.2) at a constant speed for a fixed duration of time. The measure of stock size me
considered is based on the number of cod caught per tom; however, a varie@ of other
abundance and biological information for many species is also collected. Essentially the

unit of rneasurement is a three-dimensional quadrat sample of relative stock abundance.
Measurements are relative because not all h h in the path of a trawl are caught, and a
portion of the local abundance will be above the trawl and also not caught. The time
period chosen for analysis is 19844994 This period was selected because relatively few
changes in the survey design occurred during these yearç.
The survey design used in 3N0 s i n e 1974, and in ail aeas that DFO s w e y s in the

Fieme 1.2: ,4 trawler towing an otter trawl.

Northwest Atlantic Ocean, is stratifieci random saxnpling. Doubleday (1981) presents a
comprehensive manu& on the survey methodology. The strata boundaries for NAE'O
Divisions 3N and 3 0 are presented in Fi,gre 1.4in the Appendix (Section 1.3). These
boundaries are primarily based on depth, which is important in delineating distributional
patterns of some species (Pitt e t al., 1981). Each time a station is trawled many variables
are measured, such as the time a d location of a tow, light conditions, wind and sea
states, depth of a tow, water temperature, and the number and weight O£ every species
caught. Samples of the catch are taken to rneasure individual fkh lengths, whole and
gutt ed weights, liver and gonad weights, stomach contents, sexual and maturity status,

and presence of parasites. Otoliths (ear bones) are also taken for age determinations in a
lab. We r s t n c t our attention only to the numbers caught per tow; however, clearly the
sunreys provide much more information t han this-

CHAPrnR 1. INTRODUCTTON

1.2. Outline
We begin our investigations in Chapter 2 by bri&y outlining the history of the cod
fishery on the Grand Bank, as well as the basic biology of cod in this region. In this
chapter we also study common methods used to estimate the size of Tsh stocks. The
advantages and disadvantages of many of these methods will be illustrated.
Design based methods for estimating stock population parameters fÏom research survey
data are often used in practice, and are considered in Chapter 3. The detaiIs of the 3 N 0
survey design are fist presented, followed by methods of inference for total trawlable
stock abundance.

Chapter 4 involves a graphical overviem of the survey data. The purpose of this
chapter is to present graphic explorations of potentid relationships in the data. Many
of the plots focus on relationships that have been sugggted in the fishaies litmature on
similar stocks. These plots will also b e used to develop and interpret a stock dynamics

rnodel in Chapters 5 and 6.
Based on the previous graphical investigations a simple mixture model for trawl catches
i
s postdated in Chapter 5. This involves a smooth mean fimction of wvariates model
which describes most (Type 1) catches. A small number of isolated, very large, (Type II)

catches are described by a ditferent model that is a hinction of space only. Estimates kom
this model d be based on the average stock density for the two mixtures, as well as their

areal extent. We compare the fits kom this model with those using strata information

only.

In Chapter 6 we use the mixture model to estimate annual trawlable stock abundance.
This estimation is based on predictions of trawl catches at many trawling stations. In
this chapter we also develop and use methods for constructing confidence intavals for

trawlable stock size. The estirnates and confidence intenals are compared with those
obtained in an analogous design-based approach.

A summary of the material in Chapters 1-6 is presented in Chapter 7,dong with
future research considerations.
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Figure 1.3: Some M

O management units in the W h w e s t Atlantic ocean.

Figure 1.4: Depth stratification scheme for NAFO Divisions 3N and 30. The map
orientation is north to south. The axes are in degrees of latitude and longitude. One
fathom is 1.8 meters.

2. REVIEWO F

SOME FISHERIES TOPICS

2.1. Introduction
In this chapter we review several fisheries topics that provide background information, and
a context, to assess the methods developed in this thesis. The topics involve the history

of the cod fishery on the Grand Bank (Section 2.2), basic biological information about
cod (Section 2.3), and analytic methods for assessing fkh stocks (Section 2.4). The
£ k t topic is of general interest and provides information on the historic size of the Grand

Bank cod fkhery. The second topic provides some life history information on cod and is
usehl when considering population dynamics modelç for this species.

In data analysis it

is generdy useful to understand as much as possible about the subject of measurement,
and this nile applies to 3N0 cod. Some of the information presented in Section 2.3

and 2.4 d
lbe drawn upon when motivating the use of models in Chapters 4 6 . This
information is also useful in understanding the way these fish are surveyed. The third
topic provides the motivation for the remainder of the dissertation, and illustrates how
the methods me develop may assist when assessing the absolute size of a fish stock such
as cod.

2.2. Brief history of the Newfoundland cod fkhery
Records of cod hheries in Newfoundland waters exkt for the early sixteenth century

(Innis, 1954) and fisheries probably existed even before then. France, Spain and, to a

limited extent, Portugal fust started a Newfoundland fishery early in the 1500s. England
became involved later. During the 1600s and 1700s the British and the &ench contrded
the Nedoundland fishery. During the years 1600 to 1750 appraximately 300 French veselç
visited Newfoundland each year. Approximately 250 En*

h vessels visited Nedoundland

each year in the first half of the 1600s, and about 100 vessels each year in the second half

(Cushing,1989). While the Grand Bank fishery expanded in this time period the b d k of
the total Nedoundland catch came 601x1
the inshore fishery; however, later in the 1700s
declining catch rates prornpted the English and resident fishery to move northwards, and
the EngLish fishery also moved to Labrador coastal areas. By the 19th century the English
fishery in Newfoundland had diminished, and largely the residents of the Island and the
French carried out the Nedoundland fishery.

In the early 20th c e n t q Fkance and Newfoundland were the dominant nations fishing
in Newfoundland waters, although France's total catch rarely exceeded half of the total
catch by Newfoundland. Most of Newfoundland's catch still came from the inshore. Until
the 1950s the hheries in the Nort hwest Atlantic were largely based on cod; homever, the
advent of the factory keezer trader resulted in a diversification of the hhery to other
specia (Pinhorn and Halliday, 1990). The reported landed catch of 3N0 cod (Stansbury

et. al., 1995) 1954-1995 is presented in Fiogure 22.- Catches peaked at 227 000 tonnes in
1967, but deched tU the late 1970s. FolIowing the establishment of a 200 mile resource
jurisdictional limit in 1977 catches increased till the rnid 1980s and have declined steadily
since. In 1995 a moratorium was established on commercial fishing in 3NO. The moratorium is still in effect. The trends in cod catches in 3N0 also appear in other stocks
(Pinhorn and HaUiday, 1990).
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Figure 2.1: Cod landings in NAFO divisions 3N and 3 0 by country. The NAFO total
allowable catch quota is plotted as +'S.
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2.3. General biology of Atlantic cod

In this section we present a brie£ description of the biology and ecology of Atlantic md,
especially those in 3N0, which are the subject of this thesis. This information d be
dram upon occasiondy t hrouphout t his dissertation, for mode1 building purposes. An

important concept is the degree of mixing between cod in 3N0 and w d in other Divisions.
We do not specifically use this assumption in the methods we develop; however, we refer
to estimates as being of stock abundance, when they are really estimates of the abundance
of &h nrithin the 3 N 0 region. The relationçhip between the abundance of cod in 3N0,
i-e. those cod Nithin the 3N0 region, and 3N0 cod stock abundance depends on the

atlinities between this stock, and other stocks, with the 3N0 geographical region.
Atlantic cod is a bottom dwelling (demersal) species that ranges in distribution hom
Greenland dow. the Northwestern Atlantic continental shelf as far south as North Carolina in the United States (Scott and Scott, 1988). Cod are also found in the Northeastern
Atlantic, hom Iceland southnmrd to northern Spain. Atlantic cod are found over a wide
range of depths, bom 0-1 kilometers. Females may lay up to 12 million eggs, but only a
few survive. Females generally spawn a t depths less than 400 meters and water temperatures of 3-4" Celsius. Spawning occurs as early as February in northern regions and as
late as December in southern regions

After the cod eggs are fertilized and hat ch, the young (Ianml) cod remain in the water
column for some time but eventually descend to the ocean bottom where they grow and
feed on a variety of small crustaceans. As cod get older they continue to feed on small crustaceans but eventually fish, including smaller cod, becorne the predominant food source.

Generdy, cod grow faster at lower latitudes because of w m e r water temperatures. The
weight of cod &O Mnes with year, age, and location. Cod can weigh up to 80 kilograms
and live as long as 26 years, but commercially caught cod in the Northwest Atlantic during
the 1980's were typicdy 5 or 6 years old.

2.3.1. Stock designation of Southern Grand Bank (3NO) Atlantic cod
The cod found on the southem portions of the Grand Bank are generaUy thought to
comprise a stock. A fish stock has been dettied by Cushing (1981, p 70) as those fish that
retum year after year to the same geographical region to spawn. This is essentially the
same definition found in Templeman (1962, 1979). The stock concept will be important
for understanding population models for 3N0 cod, so we review this idea in some detail.

An early account of why cod on the southern Grand Bank comprise a stodc is given
by Fleming (1960). He found that:

tish taeng experiments "gave no evidence of inter-migration of cod between the
southwestern part of the bank and the northeastern part" ;
vertebral length averages "indicated a distinct ciifference between cod kom the two
regions" ;
the otolith (ear bone) is somewhat different in cod h-om the two regions;
the "southwestern Grand Bank cod generally lag behind the northeastern ones in
reaching sexual maturity" ;
the "average sizes for the various age-groups of cod from the southwestern Grand
Bank were generally much higher than for the corresponding age-groups of the
northeastern cod" .
Fleming (1960) hypothesized that a cold layer of the Labrador curent "which is in contact
with the northern, eastem, and western edges of the Grand Bank at intermediate depths
forms an effective barrie which prevents fish fkom the deeper waters of the northern area

from mixing with the fkh of the shallower water on the body of the bank tu the south".
However, tagging experiments indicated some mking of Southern Grand Bank cod with
cod in 3Ps (see Figure 1.2).
Templeman (1962) presented evidence for the stock division of Southern Grand Bank
cod:

1. the stock has a "low vertebral number; over 1 vertebral lower than the LabradorNewfoundland stock" ;

2. the stock has a low rate of infection by the parasitic copepod Lernaeocera branchiaZis
compared to nearby coastal and more northerly offshore areas.
Templeman (1962) also presented evidence of other low vertebral number cod found on
the northern portion of the Grand Bank which indicated the potential existence of two low
vertebral number cod stocks, or that the Southern Grand Bank cod stock might range into
more northem areas fkom time to time. Templeman (1974) presented further evidence
fiom t a g g g studies where cod tagged on the southeastern part of the bank were mainly
captured on "the southern half or two-thirds of the Grand Bank", although some tagged
fish were recovered on the northem portion of the bank, in 3Ps, and also in southeastern

coastal areas of Nedoundland. Templeman (1981) studied cod vertebral numbers and
found that the "most consistently low vertebral means, and the lowest proportions of high
and highest proportions of low vertebral numbers" were found in the S o u t h Grand Bank
cod- Templeman found that in "the northwestern part of Division 30, the northeastem
part of Division 3N and along the dope in Division 3L there was intermingling with high
vertebral-count &h of the northern stock".

The results in this section show that cod on the Southem Grand Bank usually have
similar morphological characteristiçs, and this niggests that these fish come kom the

same spawning unit. The results also demonstrate that mixïng of this stock with other
stocks to the north and west does occur, particularly along the northem 3L boundary and
the western 3Ps bounda.ry. This information will be usefd when interpreting anomalous

estimates of total stock size in some years, which seem to be driven by large catches in
the boundary regions of 3N0.

Delineation of 3N0 boundaries

So far we have not addressed why the 3 N 0 boundaries were wnstructed, and what they
have to do with the Southem Grand Bank (3NO) cod stock. This is important if our
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inferences are to really pertain to 3NO cod, and not merely that haction of 3N0 cod, and
cod fkom other stocks, that m e sunreyed within the

3N0 boundaries.

Halliday and Pinhorn (1990) describe the evolution of the NAFO Divisions fkom the

early 1930s. The current Divisions closely resemble an earlier scheme developed in the
1950s. These Divisions were based on uniformity of size, important fishing grounds and
fkh stocks, simplified reporting of statistics, and conforrnity with existing areas. It seems

that the 3Ps and 3 0 division boundaries were based on the distribution of important
haddock stocks, while the division between 3N and 30 was based more on important
commercial fisheries t han any stock information.

This report does not indicate that the Division boundaries of 3 N 0 were directly based
on the distribution of Southern Grand Bank cod. This suggests that it is reasonable to
expect stock mking, especidy in the boundary regions with 3Ps and 3L, and this is
what the taggjng studies reviewed previously have suggested. The delineation of stock
boundaries is a controversial issue, especially in 3Ps, and we can do little with it here.

As a matter of convenience we assume for now that our inferences are directly related to
3N0 stock size. Rernoving this assumption will not affect our rnethodology, but it does
affect the nature of o u conclusions; that is, we may in fact be estimating the abundance

of cod in 3N0,and not the abundance of the Southern Grand Bank stock- Note that this
assumption is critical for most of the methods used in Section 2.4, because the models
there assume that the reported commercial catch of cod taken in 3N0 cornes exclusively
fkom a single stock.

2.3.2. General biology of the Southern Grand Bank (3NO) Atlantic w d
The Southern Grand Bank Atlantic wd inhabit the southern dope of the Grand Bank

in winter and disperse riorthwards acros the surface of the bank in the spring (Pinhorn,

1976; p 7). Spawning occurs fiom the latter half of April to early June (Templeman, 1979).
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Cod often aggregate densely during this time. The larvae hom the northern and eastem
portions of the bank drift sIowly southward and are retained on the southern Grand

Bank, dong with l

m fiom spawning on this bank (Templeman, 1979). Generally small

cod (<40 centimeter) feed on astaceans, medium sized cod (40-69 centimeter) feed on
c a p e h and sand lance, and large cod (> 90 centimeter) feed more on flatfish (Gomes,
1993). The sand lance (Ammodytes dubius) is relatively more important in the diets of

3 N 0 cod than of cod in more northern regions
Templeman (1966) presented some growth data for 3 N 0 cod. A five year-old cod
averaged 50.5 centimeters in length and weighed one kilogram (gutted, head on). A
twelve year-old cod during the same time period weighed on average six kilogams and
measured 89 centimeters in length.

2.4. Some stock size assessment methods
Methods for assessing the size of a fish stock are reviewed in this section, with attention
to the incorporation of probabilistic mechanisms. A stock assessrnent is concemed with
the provision of advice to various management agencies about the state of a £ish stock
(Gulland, 1983; Hilborn and Walter's, 1992).

2.4.1. Data sources
Many data sources are routinely used in stock assessments, but the most important data
usually involve commercial catch and d o r t . Commercial catch data typically consists
of the total weight of fish caught by the commercial fishery, with some sampling of the
catches for lengths and ages. Mort data consists of the nurnber of hours fished, number
of vessels, etc. These data are used to wmpute relative indices of stock abundance and
are a h used in population models.
Another important source of information wmes korn annual research surveys. Trawl

survey data has already been discussed; however, other types of survey data are also
routinely used in some stock assessments. Examples include fixed fishg gear surveys,
hydroacoustic w e y s , egg and l

m surveys, and, for m e species, sighting and a&d

surveys (see Pope, 1988; Shepherd, 1988).

A variety of experimental data sets may be used in stock assessments. T a ~ i n data
g can
be used to estimate stock movements and commercial fishery exploitation rates. Studies
on fish condition, growth, reproductive abilities, etc. are occasionally conducted, and
their results incorporated in assessments.
2.4.2. Total catch and effort analysis

The total size of wmmercial catches depends on the fishing effort expended by the flet;
that is, if there is no fishing then there will be no commercial catch. Effort is measured in
many ways; for example, number of hours fished or number of vessels. Commercial catch

and effort are basic quantities used in the assessment of many fish stocks. In the next
several sections we outline some basic assessment models that use catch and effort data.
The models require varying amounts of data, ranging fkom total catch and effort for a
single year to long time series of catch-at-age and effort. These models can provide a range
of information about stock size, ranghg kom relative estimates to absolute estimates,
depending on the amount of data available and the type of bhery.

Catch per unit effort
Catch divided by effort is commonly referred to as catch per unit effort (CPUE), and
is often thought t o give a proportional index of stock abundance; that is, an estimate
of relative stock size. It can be used as follows. Let

U denote the a r a of

a region to

be surveyed, which is stratifiecl into subregions of homogeneous fish density with lmown
areas Ui. Let N denote the total number of fish in region

U,and define Ni similarly for
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Ui.If Di is the density of fish ovw Ui, then

Both the

Ni'sand Di's are unknown to

us, so this equation gives no information about

stock size; hoviever, it suggests a way to use CPUE to estimate relative stock size. Let

Cibe the catch in Ui that resulted fiom known effort Ei. We

assume that the khery

catch rates are proportional to local density. The proportionality is because fishing gears
are usually l e s efficient in catchùig small h h , etc. This assumption may be stated as

qDi = Ci/Ei, where p is the unknown catchability of the hhery. Substituthg this result
into (2.4.1) gives

where the only UrZkLLown in (2.4.2) is qN, which is often referred to as trawlable stock
size; hence, CPUE, through the use of (2.4.2), can be used to estimate relative (trawlable)
stock size.

If different gear and vesse1 types are used then some standardization of catch and
effort data is usually employed ( s e Gavaris, 1980; Richards and Schnute 1992). The use

of CPUE is often criticized because C./Ei
may not be proportional to Di (see Paloheimo

and Dickie, 1964; Gulland, 1983; Hilborn and Walters, 1992; Arreguh-S&nchez, 1996)This is particularly problernatic for schooling species like a d , because fishing fleets can
find schools and maintain high catch rates for a wide range of stock sizes. When accurate
information is not amilable about commercial catches or effort, which is often the case,
then other indices of stock size are required to estimate relative stock size. This is the
case for 3NO cod, and we will use research vesse1 catch rates in a similar manner as above.
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Biomass production models

When annuai time series of commercial catch and effort (see the previous section for
definitions) are available then it is possible to estimate both stock size and the catchability
of the fishery. This is a potentially major improvement over the previous approach because
it yields information on absolute, rather than relative, stock size. Estimates of absolute
stock size are usually required for effective stock management.

In this approach stock size is expressed in terms of biomass, and biomass dynamics
models (Hilborn and Walters, 1992) are used for estimation. These models are usually of
the form

+ recruitment + growth - catch - natural mortality,
= last biomass + surplus production - catch.

next biomass = 1 s t biomas

Let B, denote the &own

biomass in year y, then

where g(By) represents recruitment +growth-natural mortality. This can be a positive or
negative amount. Hilborn and Walters (1992) considered g (B,)= TB,(1-B J k ) , nrhere r
and k are unknown parameters. Let X, = CPUE = Cy/E,. Hilborn and Walters (1992)
rearranged this mode1 into a h e a r form by assuming that B, = X,/q:

The parameters r , k, and q can be estimated using least squares.
Recently Fkeeman and Kirkwood (1995) and Reed and Simons (1996) considered

Kalman filter approaches to estimate parameters. Their stochastic models included both

rneasurement error in CPUE indices and process error in the dock production model.

Fteeman and Kirkwood (1995) considered X, = qBy

+ E,

where E, is normal with mean

+

zero and variance g2. Reed and Sirnons (1996) considered log(X,) = k + p log(BV)

E ~ .

Ot her approaches use less empirical error assurnptions. They postdate stochastic
dynarnics for fish capture by hhing gear, and use the dynamics to generate the distribution
of commercial catches. de la Mare (1984) assurned a Poisson counting process to model
variation in 41 of 42 time series on CPUE
commercial catches, and found tLe,utra-Poissony'
for whales. Reed (1986) considered a simple Poisson process for commercial catches. Reed
and Sirnons (1996) modelled the fishery as a Poisson process Nith a contagion effect for

fish capture. Bishir and Lancia (1996) explicitly showed how probabilistic models for
catches can be used for inferences; they also considered a more general catch/effort model
that is useful for open populations.
Regardless of how the stochastic nature of the data is modekd, biomass production
models provide only limited stock size information because they do not consider the age
composition of the stock. They provide Iittle information on stock dynamics. Realistic
production models usually contain parameters which can not be estimated, or poorly

s often not available,
so, based only on catch and effort data. In addition, effort data i
and when it is available the quality is often poor. This is the case for 3N0 cod. These
methods do not receive much attention in the assessrnent of cod stocks off the East Coast
of Canada. Methods based on age-structured models are generally thought to be superior
to production modeh.
2.4.3. Catch at age analyses

The previous methods relieci upon relatively basic information about stock abundance,

namely total commercial catches and fleet effort. When a time series of annual age distribution information is also available then better estimators of stock size can be constructed.

Age disaggregated models are p r i m d y used in North Atlantic fish stock assessments.
The sirnplest method is uZrtual population analysis (VPA), in which a minimum estimate
of historic stock nunibers at age is the surn of subsequent catches from each cohort. An
extension of this method is calleci sequential population analysis (SPA). These methods
only utilize commercial catch data. Methods for the incorporation of effort data into

stock size estimation methods are &O available, as are related methods based on CPUE
or research survey data.

Let a and y denote age and year standardized so that a = O, ...,A and y = O, ..., Y.
Let t denote time within a year, O 5 t 5 1. Let Nw and C, denote stock numbers and
commercial catches at age a in year y. The N,,'s

are u s u d y unknown.

Virtual population analysis (VPA)

The wirtual population is the minimum population that must have aasted so that the
catches CoP-A, ...,CAy could OCCU;that is, there must have b e n at least

C,,A

Ca,-a+,

fish iil a cohort in year y - A. A virtual population analysis (VPA) s b p l y involves
summing cohort catches, and produces a lower bound on the size of cohorts when

fi&

exploited by a hhery. The lower b.ound is usually too conservative for cohorts that are
still heavily fished. This approach provides no information on cohorts that are not fished.
This is a concern for stocks under khing moratoria, where the younger age classes have
not been fished. This is the case for 3N0 cod.

Sequential population analysis (SPA)

The absolute size of historical cohorts can be estimated by incorporating natusal mortality
rates of fish into a cohort model. A common exponentisl decay model is:

where

Zay(t)
is the total unknown mortality rate. This rate is assumed to be separable

+ MW ( t ), where F,

k t 0 Zay (t) = Fay( t )

(t)and May(t) are fishing and natural mort ality

rates- UsuaUy May(t) = M , whose value is obtained from 0th- data. If fishing mortality
is constant throughout the year then it can be written in terms of annual catches a s

In (2-4-4)N,-Na+l

,+1

is the age-specific total decrease in stock size kom year y to yf1.

The ratio of C., to the total decrease is assumed to equal the ratio of fishing mortality to
total mortality. When Nav and C,, are knom the solution of Fay in (2.4-3) and (2-4-4)
can be obtained numericdy. It is often approximated using

Remark 1. In what folIows let {X)4:I,rl:r,= ( X i j :i = Ill -.-,IU,
j = JI,...,J,}. m n i y
one value is given for a subscript range then it is implicitly understood that the subs-t

is f k d at that value. For exatnpk,

{X))oJ ~ : J ,= ( X i j : i = 0, j = 4 ,.. ,Ju) -

The backward solution is used more often. For example, consider a population of five
aga, modelled over 7 years. We represent this mode1 as a 5 x

7 matrix:

In this matrix the N's are the u n k n o n , and the y ' s represent quantities that can be
obtained in terms of the N's, commercial catches, and mortalities; for example, h?46is

obtained by plugggg in insT,M&, and C46into (2.4.6). The

y

are the survivors and

usually must be estimated. The {N)a 0:Y-l are often rnodelled in terms of survivors. For

example, assuming FAy= FA-i y gives NAy = NA-l yCAy/CA-I
y, and this relationship
can be used recursively to express the {N)Ao,y in terms of survivors. For the above
example, the cohort rnatrix is filled out like

The

1 arrow indicates that NAy is obtained using {N)aa-i ,.

The survivors cannot be

estimated fiom catch data alone because the method of solving for F.&

uses all available

"degrees of keedom" in the data. It is the sunivors, or the current population age
distribution, that is of most interest, and required for management purpuses; hence, an

SPA on its onm is not that uçefui. Several solutions have b e n proposed that involve the

use of statistical models for estimation purposes.

Separable sequential population analysis
One of the simplest methods used to provide relative information about survivors involves,
in addition to (2.4.3), an assumption about the separability of fishing mortality; that is,

nrhere s, is a parameter accounting for the differential exploitation of age classes in the
commercial khery and f, is a parameter that accounts for yearly Maences in the overall
stock exploitation by the fishery. Here we assume again that fishing mortality is constant
throughout the year. The separability assumption reduces the number of unknown fishing
mortalities in (2.4.4) fkom AY to A+Y. This allows the catches to also be used to estimate
stock nurnbers at age.

The separability assumption (2.4.7) can be used with (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) to express
catches in terms of stock numbers,

where 2, = MW

+ s, f,.

Recursive substitutions of Nav = N,-l

v-le-zav

can be used to

show that

,
(N)o:a 0 , and { N ) o 1:y
W6en the catches and mortalities are known then { s ) ~ {~f )o:Y,

can be estimated using (2.4.8). Ektimation is required because (2.4.8) will not hold exactly.

+ +

There are a total of 2(Y A) 3 unknown parameters to estimate. Using these estimates
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we c m compute all the {N)o:Ao:y-Many estimation procedures have been proposed. For
example, Doubleday (1976) used least squares based on log catches because he felt the log
transformation would stabilize error variance, which he assumed to be proportional to the

mean. Pope and Shepherd (1982) considered a similar estimation procedure. Shepherd
and Nicholson (1986) examined the estimation of (2.4.8) within the GLIM setting, where

the E(C,,) is modelled as the right hand side in (2.4.8).
Shepherd and Nicholson (1986) show that two of the parameters in a separable SPA
are not identified wit hout additional information. Many kinds of parameter constraints

have been proposed. For example, Shepherd and Nicholson (1986) suggested constraining
s o = f o = l - Deriso et. al. (1985) constrained the saYs by modelling them in terms of
a and two unknown parameters using a gamma hinction, where the g a m m a curve was

scaled so that sa mas one for older ages. Gudmundsson (1994) constrained sa's so that
%<A

log(s,) = 0, and sa>,

=

S.

These procedures are arbitrary and produce only

relative estimates of stock size. For example, if we fixed s, = f, = 0.1 then estimates of
~ obtained if we f
k ss, = f, = 1. The separable SPA is useful for
stock size WUbe 1 0 that

trend information only.
In s u m m a r y , the assumption about the separability of fishing mortality produces relative estimates of current stock status, whereas an SPA without this assumption produces
no such information - not even reliable trend information for cohorts stU heavily fished.

As rnentioned in Section 2.4.2 what we r e d y want are absolute estimates of c m e n t
stock size. The solution t o this problem is often obtained by incorporating additional
information into a mode1 to produce reliable and robust absolute estimates of current
stock size.

2.4.4. Catch and effort analysis

In t h section we review methods involving an age-disaggregated separable SPA in which
effort is used to reduce the number of unknomn commercial exploitation parameters, f,'s.

The annual d o r t , E, , of the commercial &hing fleet in obtaining catches can be used
in a separable SPA to eliminate the

fy

unknom parameters by assuming that f, oc E,;

hence, F, = saE,, the sa is different than in (2.4.8) because it absorbs the proportionality
constant. If Z,,
s, = s and

in (2.4.8) is small so that log ((1 - e-Za*)/Z') = -Z,,/2,

and ais0

MW = M then (2.4.8) can be written as a h e a r model (Paloheimo, 1980) by

substituthg SE, for F:,

1%
where y,-, = log(sNo-,)

(2)

+

, XI(a:y) = -

c:: Ey-a+i- E,/2,and X2(a) = -(a

= 7,-= s& (a,Y)

+ MX2 (a),
+ 1/2).

Recruitment estimates to the Bshery are obtained using No = e?k/s. Paloheimo (1980)
advocated estimation based on least squares using log CPUE.
Several papers have been published where the stochastic nature of the catch/effort
data has b e n inwrporated in various ways. Fournier and Archibald (1982) assumed that
the annual total catch was lognormally distributed, and that the catch at age conditional
on total catch was multinomidy distributed. They used a log-linear stochastic model for

terms of effort and a parametric function for age effects, but also
that is,

where

{6)&. are iid normal random variables,

is

b a s i d y the same approach taken in Deriso et. al. (1985). The stock synthesis

&O

and g(a) is a knom function of a. This

approach ( s e Methot, 1989) incorporates additional sources of data beyond effort. For
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example, Met hod's (1989) Nort hem Anchovy example incorporated awciliary data related
to MW's and sa's.

While effort may be used to d u c e the number of unknown parameters in a separable

SPA, it is still the case that such estimates produce only relative estimates of stock size
because one parameter is still not identified based on catch data alone. Foireasons already

discussed we require methods to produce absolute estimates of stock size. Methods will be
discussed in the following section in which the unknown SPA parameters are estimated
using an index of stock abundance, i.e.

an indac proportional to stock size, such as

standardized CPUE or survey estimates of trawlable stock abundance. This results in
absolute estimâtes of stock size.
2.4.5. Relative indices of abundance

A wïde variety of stock size indices are used to assist in the estimation of absolute curent
stock size using SPA's. An index R, is some measure that is assumed to be related to
stock size in some quantifiable way. Many indices are used, and their relationships with
stock size are diverse. One example is the average catch fkom a research s w e y - The basic
relat ionship usually involves an assumption about proport ionality.
The analysis of relative abundance indices usudy proceeds with the stochastic mode1

where g is a known link huiction, qaYis the unknown constant of proportionality between

R, and N&, and

is a stochastic error t e m . The qay's and N,'s

are functions of a

smaller number of unknown parameters; for example, q, = q, for ali y. If N,, is defined

by (2.4-3) and (2.4.4) and the

F&,'s are somehow constrained in terms of survivors, as is

usually the case, then Nay= Nw({N)o:ay ) ; that is, ail the N,'S

can be computed using

just the numbers in the final year (Y). Note that many 0th- types of functions for the
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and NaY7sare routinely used. The unknonrii parameters are usually estirnated by

least squares or maximum likelihood,
Many approaches that f d Riithin the fiamemork of (2.4.9) have been pubkhed. Collie
and Sissenwine (1983) considered the identity hnction for the g's and estimators that
minimized

Ca

plus a proces error component in their age-stmctured popdation

dynamics model. Mendelssohn (1988) also considered the identity function for g and
assumed additive errors, but he specified an objective hinction based on the notion that
the underlying population process (the NaYys)is stochastic and should be treated as
misçing data. An adaptive hamework encompassed by (2.4.9) is used mithin DFO (see

Gavaris, 1988), and is based on the unseparated SPA. In this fkamemork g is usually
either the identity or log function, and errors are additive. Several abundance indices are
routinely used in the objective function. The ermr terms are assumed to be independent
and identically distributecl, and estimates are produced that minimiae a weighted error
sum of squares. Mye= and Cadigan (1995a) have generalized this procedure somewhat
by allowing the ~,,'s t o be correlated wit hin-years.

CPUE indices
Commercial catches standardized by f l e t effort, or catch per unit effort (CPUE), is often
used as a relative index of stock abundance, and w e have mentioned some problems
associated wit h t his use. Gavaris (1988) described two di£6cult ies:
1. "potential bias arising fiom the non-random distribution of Gshing locations", and

2. "the amalgarnation of information fkom a l l cohorts necessitating the use of indirect
rnethods to obtain abundance at age" .

The first problem h a proven to be quite insidious for schooling species because catch
rates may not reflect abundance if changes in abundance correspond to changes in the
number and size of schools but not the density of fish withùi a school. In this case efficient

fish finding devices may enable catch rates to remain high even as fish densities decline.

The important errors in commercial catches are often more systematic than stochastic;
for example, unreported discarding of fLsh at sea. These types of errors are ditficult to
accommodate statistically. Although thÏs problem will affect an SPA no matter how
parameters are estirnated because an SPA is based on commercial catches, the effect of
the systematic catch errors

WU be greater if estimates are based on CPUE abundance

indices. These problems are hopefuily not present when using research s w e y relative
abundance indices if the s w e y follons a reasonable protocol and has adequate coverage.

Research s w e y indices
The use of research survey data to provide relative indices of stock abundance has become

standard wïthin DFO. This is the motivation for studying research survey data in this
dissertation. The relative abundance indices used are simply estimates of population mean
trawlable stock size, and it is this quantity that we focus on estimating i
n the remainder
of the dissertation. We have s h o w how estimates of trawlable stock size can be used
to produce estimates of absolute stock size; however, precise stochastic descriptions of
trawlable stock size are currently not available, and this has naturally lead to dEculties
in estimating absolute stock size.

Many of the problems with using CPUE data are either absent or reduced when using
survey data; for example, misreporting of catches

cm

be eliminated. Also, changes in

catchability due to technology can be controlled to yield more reliable relative abundance
indices; however, changes in catchability due to biological and hydrographie reasons may

StiIl exist*

IR recent years some difficulties have arisen in SPA analyses using sunrey data. One
difiiculty is year effects in the indices that are unrelated to stock size. These c m lead
to misleading inferences (Myers and Cadigan, l995a,b) . Another problem involves a
systematic change over tirne, or a retrospective pattern, in population estimates fkom

SPA regressions nrith research survey data. That is, quite often population estimates
for a particular year decline as additional years of sunrey data and catches are used to
produce the estimates (see Figure 1 in Sinclair et. al., 1991; Figure 6 in Myers et. al.,
1997). Note that this problem cannot solely be attributed to the s w e y indices; it could
also be related to deficiencies in the commercial catch data or other assumptions.

As with all methods relying on commercial catches, difliculties arise for stocks under
commercial fishing moratoria, such as 3N0 cod. However, absolute estimates for such
stocks can still be produced using the relationship between known historic stock size kom

SPA and historic survey indices, and applying this relationship to curent survey indices
(or whatever indices axe used) . With the separable SPA this was not possibh.
Despite these problems the method of estimatîng SPA parameters using research survey indices is one of the most comrnon methods used to estimate stock sizes in the North

Atlantic ocean, and certainly off the east coast of Canada. It is hoped that the methods
we develop wiU improve SPA estimation by providing a precise stochastic description of
the research survey indices that stock size estimation is based on.
2 -4.6. Catch at length andysis

We would be remiss not to mention that length-structured methods are also used in k h
stock assessrnents, especidy in tropical fisheries where age-structured data may be difficult to obtain. Lengths are more easily measured for fish than are ages; in fact, age

compositions are often estimated kom known length compositions of catches and estimated length to age conversion formulae constmcted fkom samples of the catch. The
fundamental methods used in length-structured assesçments are reviewed by Rosenberg
and Beddington (1988). Examples of length-structured stock assessments methods are
given in Fournier and Doonan (1987) and SuIiivitn (1992). A basic difference in lengthstructured models compared to age-structureci models is that fiom year t o year fish lengths
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incrernent differently for difFerent individu&, whereas ages incrernent by one for aIl individu&. Annual length-structured models require length transition matrices.
2-4-7. ]Future considerations

A diver=

array of

methods for estimating stock size have ben presented. These methods

range £iom a simple VPA to complicated models involving multiple data sources and
associated stochastic relationships niit h underlying (latent) stock dynamics. The major
improvements in stock assessrnent models historicaily have involved the addition of new
data that reflect some aspect of the fkh stock, such as the incorporation of reseearch
sunrey relative abundance indices. This trend wiU persist in the future. The demand
for risk-based stock management will require even better understanding of the stochastic
relationships between fkh stocks and the data available for their assessment. This is
another motivation for studying research survey data in thk dissertation. New sources of
data d
llikely involve improved research surveys that more completely cover the range
of a stock, as weIl as more detailed commercial catch statistics.

In addition, multi-species

approaches to stock assesmients will require joint modelling of fish stocks, their prey, and
their predators.

3.1,. Introduction
A simple and often effective statisticd method for analyzing s w e y data is the m e y
sampling approach. This Is the method currently used by DFO to produce s u m m q
statistics kom research survey data. In the sampling approach we assume that the population consists of stationaq s a m p h g units. When a unit is selected Zur sampling we
measure characteristics about the unit. Statistical inference about population characteristics is then based on how the samples are collected, and the obsmed values in the

sample. To Save costs, improve precision, and sometimes for pract ical considerations,
various survey designs are often used in different applications. In Section 3.2 we give
a detailed description of the design used in the 3 N 0 research surveys, and also give the
rationale for this design.
Once the sample has been collected we need to choose a standardized statistical analysis method. In the sampling iterature there are two broad classes of analysis methods:

design- and model-based. The assumptions under the design-bas& approach are that the
population consists of fixed units. We obtain random outcornes because the sample u i t s
are selected randomly. The model-based approach assumes that the responses fkom the
sampling units are themselves random. The additional randomness hom the design is less

relevant in t h approach. Rmently, discussions have appeared in the sampling literature
about model-assisted approaches, which are model-based and yet also have some good
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design-based properties. It is hoped that such an approach will be good when the model
is correct, and not fail badly when the model is not valid. In this chapter we focus on

how to constmct a design-based estimate of a population total, and confidence intervals
for this quantity, using the 3 N 0 s w e y design.

In Section 3.3 a brief account of the design-baed approach is given. This section describes the Ho~tz-Thompson(HT) estimator, and related quantities. The HT estimator,
or expansion estkator, gives an algorithm for mnstmcting a design-unbiased estimator
based on a known probability sampling design (see Section 3). In Section 3.4 we apply
this approach to the 3 N 0 survey data. Unfortunately unbiased estimators of the variance
of E T estimators do not exist for the 3N0 survey design. This is because some pairs of

units in the population have zero probability of appearing in the sample. We discuss the

utility of the design-based approach for the 3N0 survey design in Section 3.5. Although
we do not recommend the design-bsed approach for the analysis of the 3 N 0 survey data,
we do feel that such an approach provides useful benchmarks to assess model-based results
deveIoped in later chapters- The conclusions fiom this chapter are presented in Section
3.6.

3.2. 3N0 design
In this section me present the basic rat ionale behind the s w e y design used in 3N0, along
mith the relevant design details required to constmct inférences. C o m o n variations in
the design are also discussed.
Stratified random sunreys began on the Grand Bank in 1971, and good coverage
throughout strata has generally b e n achieved since 1980. A stratifiecl design was adopted
to improve the preckion of estimators by exploiting trends in groundfish abundance with

hydrographie and/or bathymetric conditions (Doubleday, 1981). Strata are based primaily on depth because depth zonation is important in delineating distributional patterns
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for many species, akhough cod have a relatively wide depth range (Pitt et. al., 1981).
The areal divisions of strata were made to correspond to NAFO division boundaries. The
strata boundaries along the top of the bank were generdy drawn along lines of latitude
and longitude. The Southeast and Southwest slopes of the bank are strongly iduenced
by northward flowing

Gulf Stream water; hence, strata in these regions were made

as

small as possible to facilitate detailed analyses of trawl catche.. Boundarïes for many of

the strata are presented in Fieme 1-4;however, additional strata (covering depths t o 1.4
kilometers) have been added to the survey since this map was drawn. Relevant strata
information is presented in Tables 3.la,b in the Appendix B (Section 3.8); these tables
are based on Doubleday (1981) and Bishop (1994).

Timing is also important in the s m e y design. The survey should take place at the
same time of the year, or even better at the same migration stage of important stocks.
This is to ensure that the same portion of the stock is surveyed fiom year to year so
that the annual survey results are comparable. The seasonal timing of the s w e y in

3 N 0 throughout 1984-1994 is presented in Fimures4.2a,b in Chapter 4. The timing has
primarily been determined by the survey vessel availab*,

and this h u varied somenrhat

throughout the years. The annual survey duration is also important. The surveys should
be conducted as quickly as possible to minimixe the effects of &h movements. Such
movements can result in counting schools of fish more than once, and missing schools
that should have been detected. The survey design should also be baknced throughout

all hours of a day because of potential day/night vertical stock migrations. In 3 N 0 this
has a p p r h a t e l y occurred because the sunrey vessel has operated on a 24hour basis
throughout 1984-1994; hence, approxinately the same number of day and night tows
occur fkorn year to year.
Bottom type is an important determinant in the distribution and abundance of a stock
(Doubleday, 1981). Unfortunately, the survey gear carmot be towed on rough bottoms and

t his introduces a potent ial source of bias i£ stock density is not the same in trawlable and
untrawlable regions. Ideally the best way to deal with this is t o delineate the rough bottom
areas in 3N0, and then restrict sarnpling and inferences to trawlable areas; however,
maps of rough bottom areas do not &.

In practice, if an untrawlable site (station) is

selected in a sample then a nearby trawlable station is substituted; hence, the presence of
untrawlable areas also affectsthe probability that a trawlable site is sampled. The sample
selection procedure is discussed in the next section.
Attempts are made to standardize the survey measurement procedures. The vessel
speed is kept at 3.5 b o t s (nautical miles per hour), or 6.5 kilometers per hour. The
duration of a tow is almost always 30 minutes; hence, a tow covers a distance of 1.75
nautical miles, or 3.24 kilometers. The net width is generally determined by the net wuig
spread, which is usually taken at the nominal value of 45 k t , or 13.7 meters; hence, the
nominal swept a e a of a tow is 44388 meter2. Later in this chapter the swept area is used
to approxîmate the design N-eights. In reality the h g spread varies fiom tow to tow, and
has b e n s h m to generdy increase Nith depth (see Koeller, 1991); hence, swept ares
varies, and probably increases niith depth. This implies that the design weights also vary,

and the variation may be systematic with depth.
The direction of a tow is determined so t hat the tow depth is maintained at a constant
level, and o t h e d e the tow direction is almg the course leading to the next s w e y station.
3.2.1. Sample selection
The procedures for determinhg where to sample in 3 N 0 are presented in this section.
This essentidy defines the s w e y design. Let H be the number of strata in 3N0,and
let n be the number of tows in a year. Define n h similarly for stratum h, and let Ah be
the surface area of this stratum. The amount of vessel time that is available determines

n At l e s t two tows are allocated to each stratum, after which the remaining samples
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are allocated to strata in proportion to Ah. The station location is determined randomly

within a stratum using a three-stage procedure.

Each stratum is subdivided into primary units that are apprcWmately 120

m.Each

primary unit is Eurther broken down into 10 equal area secondary units, which are called

hhing units. These units are used to determine the location of a tow. The number
of fishing units in each stratum is presented in Tables 3.la,b. The three-stage selection
procedure is as follows:
Stage 1. Randomly select mithout replacement

nh

of the prirnary units.

Stage 2. Randomly select one fishing unit from each of the selected prirnary units.
Stage 3. Select a tow station within the fishing unit.
Stage 3 is determined at sea. Typically the location and direction of a tow within a

khing unit is chosen to maintain a constant tow depth and speed, and t o be a s close as
possible to the midpoint of the fishing unit. The rationale for the three-stage selection
procedute is that nearby hhing units will have similar &h densities and, consequently,
more information can be gained by spreading out the sampled tow stations.

3.3. Overview of design-based inferences
The fkamework for design-based inferences is presented in this section. We begin by
considering a simple design, then show how the Honitz-Thompson

(HT)estimator can

be used for unbiased estimation with an arbitrary probabiïity sampling design. We then
apply the general procedures to the 3N0 sampling design. In addition, we wnsider a usehil
variance decomposition for the HT estimator of a population total. This decomposition
illustrates a problem with the 3N0 sampling design. Findy, we illustrate problems with
variance estimation for the 3N0 design using a simple population modeL
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Consider a finite population of N elements labellecl 1,2,

...,N . Let U = (1, ...,N )

denote the elements in the population. Associated with each element in the population
is a measurement yi, for which the population total is T =

xEIy+ A l l of the elements

in the population cannot be measured, so T is estimateci using a simple random sample

without replacement (SRSWOR) of n elements. An intuitivdy reasonable estimator of T
h

is T = N p , where Y is the sample mean.

A probabilie sampling scheme is essential for reliable design-based inferences. Smdal
et. al.

(1992; pg. 8) deâne a probability sample as

1. a set of samples, S = {s : s

c U),that

are possible to obtain with the sampling

procedure,

2. a known probability of selection, p(s) , associated with each sample s,

3. a nonzero probability of selection for every element in the population, and
4. one sample is selected ushg a random sampling mechankm through which each s

receives exactly the probability p(s) .
Design-based inferences are made With p(s). For example, with SRS there are

(f)

pos-

sible sarnples to take, each with equal probability. It is easy to show in this case that

E(F) = TT,
and

var(?) = N(N - n ) p / n , where

9 = x E 1 ( g i - F)2/(~
- 1) is the

population variability in the y's. Confidence intervals are quite often used to summarize
the uncertainty in

p.

A confidence interval CI(s)= [TL(s),
T',(s)] is a random i n t d such that T'(s) 5
Tcr(s)
for every s (S-dal
et. al., 1992). The coverage probability) or the confidence level,
of the interval is

where S, = {s : s E S, p(s) > 0, and

T E [TL(s),
Trr(s)]).
The required

coverage
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probabdity is pre-specified, and is usually close to one. A pivotal statistic for T is usudy
needed to construct an exact coddence interval, but is often not available for most
parameters, and approximate methods are required. Asymptotic-normal and bootstrap
methods are two common procedures used to produce a p p r e a t e confidence intervals.

If the sampling distribution of

T is asyrnptotically normal with mean S and variance

var(?), and v(F) is a consistent estimator for ~ a r ( ? ) then
,
C I ( s )= F*

z~-~/P~v(T)

is a confidence interval with apprmïmate coverage probability 1 - (Y,where Zi-, is the
upper a t h quantile kom a standard normal distribution. Hence, variance estimation is
important in setting arymptotic confidence intervals. The accuracy of the approximation
r d be gratly iduenced by the skewness

of the distribution of y1 , ...,y ~ a, m ~ n gother

t hings.
Bootstrap methods rely on approximating the usudy unknown distribution of T with
a distribution generated kom the observed sample, and inferences are based on this ap-

proximate distribution. Efron and Tibshirani (1993) give a general introduction to the
bootstrap, and Booth et. al. (1994) consider the application of the bootstrap to finite
population sampling problems.

3.3.1. General design inferences
In t his section inferential procedures for an arbitrary probability sampling design are
presented, followed by specific procedures for stratified simple random sampling (SSRS)
and stratifieci tkee-stage cluster sampling (S3CS) designs. The latter design is most

similar to that cwently used by DFO, while the summary statistics currently produced

by DFO are based on the first design.
The relevant design information is contained in p ( s ) ; however, many calculations can be
performed more easily using the sample inclusion probabilities for the population elements.

The inclusion probability for the ith element in U is the probabiliw that this element

appear; in the sample. That is, for all s E S

Another way of defining

is through the sample indicator &able

ii=

1, i E s ,
0, otherwise.

Ti

is merely the Pi(& = 1), or equivalently E ( I i ) . In a similar rnaaner, define the joint

inclusion probability for the ith and j t h elernents in U as

3.3.2. Horvitz-Thompson estimator of T
The Horvitz-Thompson (HT) estimator of T is given by

The HT estimator iç sometimes referred to as the

T

expansion estimator (for more dis-

cussion çee Sanidal et. aL, 1992). This estimator is widely used.

By

constniction

?k
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design unbiased; that is, E ( T ) = T.The variance of T = CE, Iivi/r=is
h

h

For designs with fked sample sizes x i ( l - ri)= - ~ i f i ( ri ,xinj), and t h can be used
to show that

where Clij =

-rij-

Provided a.U * i j > O an unbiased estimator of var(?) is

where w, = f2,/xg. The notation v is used to denote an estimator of

Var. No unbiased

estimator of var@) exists if any of the TG = O. This is the case for the 3 N 0 research
survey design, as will be shomn later.

As an example, consider ET estimators for a SRSS design. Let Nb.. denote the size
of stratum h, and let na- denote the correspondhg sample size. This notation is used to
when observation i is in
be consistent with the next section. In this case ri = nh--/h(J&..
stratum h. Also,

Tij

= nh..(nh..
- l)/Nh..(Nh.-- 1 ) when i

Otherwise, TG = T i T j - The HT estimator is

# j are in the same stratum.
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and

where SE =

CE^-(^^ - Y)2/(~h..
- 1)- The same formula is given in Cochran (1977).

3.3.3. Stratified threestage sampling
Recall that the survey design used in 3 N 0 is basicaily stratified three-stage cluster sampling (S3CS) ; that is, a t r a d station is (i) selected hom a fishing unit, which is (ii)
randomly selected from a primary unit, which is also (iü) randornly selected in a stratum. Each primary unit has ten contiguous fishing units; hence, a primary unit is a
geographic cluster of fishing units. Fishing units are not subdivided into disjoint trawl
stations, as was discussed in Section 3.2.1; however, the traditional approached used
by DFO to analyze trawl survey data is based on assuming disjoint trawl stations within

fkhing units are sampled. In this chapter we also assume disjoint trawl stations within
& h g units; hence, we consider a fkhing unit to be a geographic cluster of trawl stations.
This is the hite-population sampling design t hat most resembles the 3N0 survey design.
Design-based inferences should take into account the sampling restrictions imposai by

the primary and fishing units, which is why we consider the S3CS design.

HT estimators of T,denoted as

e,

In th& section

are derived for a S3CS design. The subscript c Ïs used

to indicate that this estimator is based on a cluster sampling design.

Let Nh denote the number
of primary sampling units in stratum h, and let Uh = (1,...,Nh}.Define IVhi and Uhi
Sorne notation for a multi-stage design is introduced next.

similady for secondazy çamphg units within the ith primary unit, and let Lihii be the
set of population elements in the jth secondary unit within the ith primary unit. In
terms of the 3N0 survey design,Uhii is assumed to be a finite population of disjoint trawl
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stations wîthin the j t h fishing unit in the ith primaq unit in stratum h. Let n h ,
nh, be the size of the samples taken hom Uh,Uni, and

nhi,

and

For the 3N0 survey design

nhi = n h =
~ 1 for d i, j. We develop resdts for more generd designs than stratifieci three

stage one-per-cluster sampling (S3CiS) because we wish to investigate the performance
of two variance estimators for S3CiS, and compare these results with other S3CS designs.
The sampling theory to be developed is based on the assumption that strata and
clusters are sampled independently, and with the same design regardless of which other
units are sampled. The primary unit inclusion probabilities are hi = nh/Nh, i E Uh.

The secondary unit inclusion probabilities conditional on the ith p r i m q unit being
selected are

~jjhi=

nhi/Nhi, j E Uhi. The population element inclusion probabilities

conditional on the j t h secondary unit being selected within the ith primary unit are
nklhij

= nhii/Nhij, k E GijThe unconditional inclusion probabilities for the population

elements can be computed based on the independence assumptions, and are:

Second order inclusion probabilities can be found in a similar manner. All we require
to cornpute HT-estimates of T, and associatecl variances, are the first- and second-order
inclusion probabilities; however, it is useful to further simpli& these estimators for comput ational and t heoretical purposes.

The HT estimator of T is

That is, f" is rnerely the

çum

of estimated stratum totals. Note that

ph = '&,

E/xi

is ako a weighted sum of estimated primary unit totals, for those units selected for
sampling (Q). Because strata are sampled independently from each other v a r @ ) =
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~ f = ~We show in Appendix 3 (Section 3.7) that
~ a r ( f ? h=)

S+h and

f

Vh2

f
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~ a r ( p hcan
) be written as

Vh3,

are t the population variances of the primary and secondary unit totals; that

is,

S k j is the population variance Rrithin secondary sampling units,

This expression for va&.)

is partitioned into variability related to primary and secondary

sampling unit totals, and population vaxiability within secondary units. We show in the

Appendix A in Sedion 3.7 that an unbiased estimator of ~ a r ( z i)s v ( z ) = v1+v2+v3,
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Variance estimation w i t h one-per-cluster sampling

The problem with sampling primary units only once is that no information is available
about

Ghior S:ij.

In t h section the bias for two estimators of v a r @ ) i,) considerd

One estimator has been proposed by S m d a l et. al. (1992) when within-cluster variability
is unknom. The other estimator is based on assuming simple random sampling within

strata. This is the estimator currently used by DFO.
The first estimator we consider is

<< Nh. Under S3SC
sampling it can be shonm that the bias(ui) = - CL,nh(& + Vh3)/NhIf nh C C Nh
and was suggested by Sandal et. al. (1992), especially when

nh

then the bias relative to var(?=) WUuusally be small. For a single stratum design the
relative bias is
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This variance estimator has the undesirable property that it can be negative for some
samples (see S-dal

et. al., 1992, p 47). In addition, for the 3 N 0 sumeys it often occurs

that nh = Nh, and t h approximation is not that usehil. This is because many strata have
only 2-5 primary units (+fishing units/lO; see Table 3.la,b), and the sarnple size docated
to these strata is the same as the total number of primary units; that is, n h = Nh.

If m-e assume that witk-strata sampIes are collected at random wit hout replacement,
t hen the HS-estimator of T is T', which was presented in the last paragraph in Section

3.2. An unbiased estimator of ~ a r ( T ,for
) this design is

where sa =

Ci,,

(yi -

v,J2/
(nh- 1).This is the estimator currently used by DFO for

estimating the var(T,). The bias in v* (Tc)is not particularly revealing. In the next
section we use a simple random-effects population mode1 to assess the biases in V I and

v*. The random-effects model is constructed t o have features broadly similar to the 3NO
cod stock.

Bias in vi and v* for some simple population models The bias in vl and v* depend
on the y values in the population, particularly the variability of responses within primary
and secondary sampling units. In this section we assess the bias in

vl

and v* under

a population model that has some similar characteristics to the 3N0 cod population.
That is, in our model population, observations within secondary units are more similar

than those between secondary units, and observations within primary units are more
similar than those between primary units. We will show in Chapters 4 and 5 that 3NO
survey catches are correlated spatidy. The correlations we impose in our population

model have this structure, because primary and sewndary units in the 3N0 design are
geographic clusters of tow stations. For a fked sampling design and sample size, me
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compute model expectations of bias(vi) and bias(v*) for specific parameterizations of our
model. This gives us some understanding about potential problerns with the d a n c e
estimator currently used by DFO (v*), mhich, in part, motivate us to explore new modelbased procedures for inferences about stock size,

We deal with a simple population, and also a simplifiecl S3CS design. Recall that
the population of trawl stations in the 3N0 design are gouped in spatial clusters. Stock
abundance at tow stations in the same cluster will generally be more sinailar than abundance at tow stations in different clusters; that is, the within-cluster correlation in tram1
abundance should be positive. We assume that the amount of correlation depends on
whether tow stations are in the same fishing unit or primary sampling unit. A randomeffects model is used to generate a population Nith this correlation structure. We feel the
correlation structure should be constant across strata; t herefore, expected biases will be
additive across strata, at least in sign, if the same sampling design is used in every strata.
This is because biases across strata are weighted averages of biases within strata, where
all the weights are positive. For this reason we only consider a single stratum population.
Consider a random population of y's, where

The E's are independent random variables, where ci is an effect common to all members
in primas. unit i, Ejli is an &ect common to a.Umembers in the jth secondas. unit within
the i t h primary unit, and

Eklv represents the randonmess of individuals in primary unit

i and secondary unit j. Let Ec and Varc denote expectations and VaMances with respect
to the E's. Without loss of generality assume that

ES(&)= Et(Cjli) = EE(Cklij )

d , j, k- Also, Var&) = &a2,Varc(cjii)= Bu2,and Varc(Cklij )

= O for

= 02,
where a,/3

2 0.
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This model allows for positive correlations in the y's within clusters; that is,
Wit hin secondaxy units:

CcmC(yk,:,ykt;
k , kr E

xj, k # kt)

=

a+P
a+P+l'

C o r r , ( y k , y k r ;k E UI,-, krE U+ j # j f ) =

Between secondary units:

=

Q

a+p+la

C r n r c ( y k , y k f k; E Uiii kr E Utj,
i # i') = p' = O.

Between primary units:

This population model is used to help quantifi the biases in vl and u*. To simpli& formulae we consider a simpmed version of S3CS in mhich primary and secondary sampling
units are all of the same size; that is, K primary units each contain L secondary units that
consist of M sampling units. A simple random ssmple without replacement (SRSWOR)
of k primary units is selected. Wïthin each primary unit a SRSWOR of 1 semndary units
is selected, and within each secondary unit a SRçWOR of rn sampling units is selected
for measurement. The total number of samphg units in the population is denoted as

N

=

KLM, and the total sample size as n = klm. Let f, = n / N ,

fk

= k / K , fi = I/L,

and f, = mlM. The following results are required to compute model-expected biases:

Ec(S$) = 02,
E,

[s;]

+

= U ~ M ( M i),
~

We use M = 270 and L = 10 in our comparisons. The value for L is always used
in the 3N0 s w e y s , and the value of M is typical, being the nominal fishing unit a r a

of 12 Km2divided by the nominal trawl swept area of 0.0444

Km2.We consider designs

with K = 3 and K = 70; these values are apprdmately lower and upper bounds on the
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number of primâry clusters found in 3 N 0 strata. The samphg designs we explore are

K=70, n = 8 , (i)k=8, 1=1,m=1,
(ii) k = 2 , 1 = 2, m = 2,
(Ei) k = 1 , 1=1, m = 8 ,

K=3,

n=2

(iv) k = 2 , k 1 , m = 1 ,

(v) k = 1, 2 = 1, m = 2.
The values n = 2 and 8 are lower and upper bounds on the within-strata number of
stations towed in 3 N 0 s w e y s . Four populations are considered:

Note that sampling schemes (i) and (iv) are typicd in 3NO. Analysis of spatial autocorrelation in catches presented in Section 4.1 of Chapter 5 suggest that the population

of y values in 3N0 may resemble A-orB the most.
Recall that bias(vl) = E[Q - ~ar(5?)].D e h e the model-expected relative bias in V I

where
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If a = /3 = O (Le.

rtt

=p

= O) then erbl = -fk(l
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- fifm)/(l

The expected relative biases for the five samphg desi*

- f,) which is O(fk).

(i-v) and four populations (A-

D) deçcribed above are presented in Table 3.2a. As expected erbl is relatively s m d for
sampling schemes i, ii, and iii in f i c h fk is s m d , and this is more so when the within-

Sampling
Scheme

(9

6)
(iii)
(iv)

(4

A
-0.11
-0.03
-0.01
-0.62
-0.32

Populations
B
C

-0-10
-0.02
-0.01
-0.61
-0.29

-0.06
-0.01
-0.01
-0.47
-0.18

D
-0.00
-0.00
-0.00
-0.02
-0.00

cluster correlation is large. The results in this table suggest that

can be very poor

h

when n is close to K. In fact, if n = K then vl(T.)= O always! Hence,

VI

is a poor

variance estimator when the number of primary units sampled is relatively large; that is,

when fk is large.

For our simplified design v* can ,bewritten as

) , SRSWOR miance of
Under SRSWOR v'is an unbiased estimator of ~ a r ( E the
N y ; however, v* is biased for ~ a r ( T ,the
) , cluster sampling variance of
fs

= Tc in o u .simplified S3CS design.

If we acpress s2 as

=

Tc,even though

then under the simplified S3CS design it is straight-forward to show that

Using this result we can show that

Using the expressions for Ef

(G),
etc., t hat we drveloped earlier, the model-expect ation

of bias(v*)is
erb* =

1 -fn

+ A(a,P)

1

where

When a = P = O then erb* = O. Values of erb* are presented in Table 3.2b for the

Samphg
Scheme

(4
(iii)
(iv)

(v)

A

Populations
B
C

D

-0.09 -0.47 -0.74 -0.85
-0.35 -0.89 -0.99 -1.00
0.01 0.10 0.56 1.94
-0.11 -0.M -0.94 -0.99

same populations and sampling designs as in Table 3.2a. As expected erb* is s m d for
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population A, in which the y values have relatively little within-cluster correlation. It is
also generally srnall for one-per-cluster s a m p h g schemes (i and iv) when correlations are
not large. However, the results illustrate that v*(E) can be a very poor estimator if the
Mthin-cluster correlation is large (Populations C and D).
The model-based cornparisons of vl and v* çuggest that for the 3N0 s-ey
provides more reliable estimation of va@.)

v*@)

than does v l ( c ) because of the poor perfor-

Ifthe within-cluster correlation is not large,
Le. < 0.5 for secondary units, then o u r e d t s suggest that v*(TC)
may provide reasonable

mance of the latter estimat or when fk k large.

h

variance estimation; however, further investigation is required to bet t er underst and the
bias in v* for 3N0 cod.

If auxiliary information about a and P is available then several procedures can be employed to improve variance estimation. For example, if the variance components mode1 is
reasonable for the population then o2could be estimated from prirnary sampling units and
then

var(Z)could be estimated using a

"plug-in" estimator. Procedures for construct-

ing optimal variance estimators could also be employed (see Wolter, 1985; p 251255)-

The spatial nature of the clusters in the 3 N 0 s w e y suggest that a spatial mode1 w d d
provide information about wïthin-duster variability. This is because tow dations that
are spatidy close together do occur; for example, it is possible for tmo fishing units to be
adjacent if they are from different primary units. The spatiel structure of the survey data
is investigated in Chapter 4; however, the spatial approach to variance estimation would
require more detailed information about the spatial locations of primary and secondary
sampling units, which is not readily available.
3.3.4. Confidence intervals

Some asymptotic results for stratified cluster sampling designs are presented in Kiewski

and Rao (1981). Bootstrap methods for c011stmcting confidence intervals based on these
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desimmare considered by Rao and Wu (1988), Sitter (1992), and Rao et. al. (1992).
Unfortunately all of the published methods are for desi-,oos where each cluster has more
t han one element sampled, and are therefore not directIy applicable to the 3N0 sunrey. It

may also be possible to construct confidence bounds for one-per-cluster sampling designs
using 'v if it generally holds that v'

(2)
2 ~ a r ( f ;- however,
)
we do not investigate this

further .
A more detailed stochastic model for 3N0 survey trawl catches is required so that
confidence intervals for estimated population totals can be constnicted. Such a model is
developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4. 3N0 survey results
In this section we compute estimates of the annual total trawlable stock abundance, T,
and 'v for the 3N0 survey data. The standard application of design-based inference
requires that the stock is temporally stationary within the time kame of the survey. A
member of the population is a trawl quadrat, or the area swept by the trawl. We consider
the population to be a h i t e set of disjoint quadrats, and the y's are the trawlable number
of fish in the water column above a quadrat. The number of quadrats in a stratum is
computed by dividing the total area of the stratum (Ah) by the nominal swept area of
the trawl. The swept area used in standard DFO software is 0.04569

Km2.This would

seem to based on a trawl width of 13.7 meters and a tow distance of 3.33 kilometers. The
validity of these assumptions will be discussed later in this section.
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The k t order inclusion probabilities are based on the following quantities.

Nh

=

Ah

10 x Area per fkhing unit '
Nhi = 10 for ail h and i,
Area per fishing unit
and Nhij =
Swept area of the trawl'
Hence,

irk

= nh0.01569/Ah, k E

Uh.The inclusion probabilities are identical within

strata, but different between strata. The HT estimator of the population total is

where Nh= Ah/0.04569. W e approxknate var(?) uskg v*.
For illustrative purposes we present estimated strata totals and standard errors in
Tables 3.3a-c for 1992-94 in Appendix B (Section 3.8). The notation s(%) denotes

u*''~. Prior to 1991 the 700 series &rata, or deep water strata, were not sampled. Note
the large estimated abundances in stratum 332 and 337 in 1993. The combined totals for
shallow and deep water strata are presented in Tables 3.4a,b. The estimated totals for the
shallow -ter

strata are plotted in Figure 3.1. Overall it is apparent that trawl catches

have deched between 1984-86 and the 1990's, Estimated abundances are anomalous in

1987 and 1993. These high estimates are produced by large Th'sin a few strata. In 1993,

88% of the estimated abundance for the shallow water strata occurred in two strata (see
Table 3.3b) which cover 6% of the 3N0 region, while in 1987, 57% of the abundance
occurred in three strata which cover 20% of the region. Trawl catches in these strata were
also quite variable, as reflected in the large standard enors for

results will be discussed M h e r in following chapters.

f in for these years. These
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3.1: Annual estimates of tkwlable abundance for the shallow water strata in
NAFO Divisions 3N and 30. Dotted lines connect 2 standad errors.

*

3.4.1. Variations from S3Cd in the 3N0 survey design
There are problems in using design-based inferences with the 3N0 survey, and these
problems are in addition to the inferential difEculties wit h the S3CiS design. The problem
essentidy involve variations in the proportion of the 3N0 division that is surveyed fiom
year to year. In this section we discuss the major problems, including how they can

introduce bias in

2.

Early in this chapter we mentioned a type of non-response problem that occurs when
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the bottom type in a tom station is not conducive to sampling. The location and çize of the
untrawlable areas is not known in enough detail to be used in the survey design. GeneralLy
al1 that can be done is to substitute a nearby trawlable station for an untrawlable station.
The decision to substitute has to be made at sea because that is when it is detennined,
using echo sounders, if a station can be towed. The presence of untrawlable stations
increases the selection probabilities of stations near untrawlable areas, and can cause bias

if the stock composition varies with bottom type.

A related problem is caused by the non-random selection of a tow station within fishing
units. Trawling for fish is much more successful if the tow depth does not Vary much;
hence, tow stations are selected so that a constant depth is towed. Tow stations are also
selected so that the tow direction is towards the next fishing unit to be sampled. This saves
vesse1 time, and allows for more samphg. Nonetheless this does not constitute probability
sampling &om a f i t e population because a disjoint population of trawl stations is not
used as a basis for sampling. In fact, samples are selected fkom an infinite population of
partially overlapping t r a d quadrats, where the probability that a point within a fishing
unit is sampled by the trawl is not constant. This probability d
lbe relatively low towards
the periphery of the fishing unit, and is also related to bottom depth. Points that are
close to the contour of constant depth passing through the center of the fishing unit will
be sampled more &en by the fishing gear than points that are far away fkom this contour.
We do not explore this further.
Another assumption necessary for the direct application of design-based sampling
theory is that the trawl catches all trawlable fish without error. This is tantamount
to assuming that the availability of fish to the trawl and the catchability of the trawl
are constant and equal everywhere. These assumptions are discussed in more detail in

Chapter 4, but they do not seem validFindy, our assumption about the temporal stationarity of b h within the time frame
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of the survey is not valid. Cod are mobile, and migrate great distances. Little is k n o m

about the rates of daily 3N0 cod movements, or the directions at the time of the survey,
although the rates and directions of movement inrill vary kom year to year, which further
complicates the issue. If the majority of cod are in a directed migration at the time
of the survey then it is possible that the survey will either miss or double count large
amounts of fish, depending on the survey tract. We conduct analyses in Chapters 4 and
5 that attempt to detect these temporal effects. If this is the case then the ut*

surveys for inferences about

of the

3N0 cod stock size w i l l be greatly diminikhed, because large

scale movements can introduce considerable bias in any year, and lead to a very noisy
annual time series of tradable stock abundance. At the least we can expect random local
movements that nnll increase the variability of stock size estimators, but hopefdly not
introduce much bias in any year because local undercounting of fish is counteracted by
local overcounting.

The importance of these deviations from the S3C1S design d undoubtedy depend
on the distribution of y's in the population. It is quite likely that populations exist in
Fvhich these deviations could have drastic effects- Populations a h exist for which these
deviations will be inconsequentid It seems likely that deviations in the sampling design

will have more of an effect on inferences in populations with long-tailed distributions such
as 3 N 0 cod; however, these effects cannot be specified more precisely with the information

that is available.

3.5. Model-based approach
In this section we discuss more details about model-assisted and model-based approaches
to the analysis of the 3N0 survey data. We have used a simple population model in

Section 3.3.3 for illustrative purposes; however,this was a measurement error model and
may not be appropriate for trawl catches, which are counts. More analyses are necessary

before we propose a model, because of the complex stochastic nature of the survey data
(heavy-tailed, spati d y - t emporally correlated, covariates associations). We will present
these analyses in the next two chapters. In this section we merely wish to specify what
role the sampling design will play in model-based inferential procedures developed in the
remahder of t his dissertation.

There are shortcomings in standard design-based inference methods for 3N0 survey
trawl catches, and the resolution of t hese shortwmings requires addit ional population
assurnptions. The assumptions essentially involve the spatial and temporal variability
of the stock; that is, m h e r knowledge is required about (i) the within-cluster spatial
variability of survey catches, (ii) the population distribution in untrawlable areas, and

(iïi) the temporal stationarity of the stock within the s w e y period. Mhermore, to
make inférences about total trawlable stock size hom survey data, a relationship has to
be assumed between trawl catches and local stock size. Realistic açsumptions involve
a stochastic relationship between trawl catches and fish abundance. Hence, m e need to

specify a stochast ic model t hat relates trawl catches to local abundance, and which also
relates local abundance throughout 3NO.
Statistical models are used in a variety of ways in the analysis of complex survey data,
ranging fiom using models to assist with design-based inferences to using models solely
for inferences. In the predictive inference approach a model is used to predict the y values
for the N - n elements in a population that are not observed. Smith (1990) has used this
approach wïth trawl research sunrey data. However, the problem of estimating trawlable
stock abundance is not one of predictive inference. Our problem is better described as
follows.

Assume that the trawl catch at tow station i in year t can be adequately described by
a random variable &. Let

column above station i.

Nti be a random variable for the number of fish in the water
The distribution of si învolves
and other parameters. Our
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aim is to construct inferences about

xi&

based on a cornplex sample fiom
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Yt 1, ...,Kn-

If &h movements are important during the survey then for modelling we have to use a
time scale tùier than years. The model for the

Y's developed in Chapters

5 and 6 is

assumed for now to be sufficiently detailed (contain strata effects, temporal effects, ...)
that the sampling design is non-informative (see PfeEemann, 1993; Breckling et. al.,
1994; Godambe, 1996). Essentidy this means that the design does not depend on the y
values, nor does it contain important information about parameters in the distribution of
the Y&.
Even with a stochastic model for the Y's and a non-informative sampling design the
role of the design in inferences is still controversial. Various requirements for designunbiasedness or consistency have led to a variety of procedures for incurporating designweights into parameter estimation and inferences (see Pfeffkrmann, 1993). The notion
behind requiring estimators to be design-unbiased or consistent is t hat t hese requirements
are model-independent; consequently, such estimators have model-robust inferentid characteristics This has been advocated for fish stock abundance estirnators (Srnit h, 1990).
Homever, it is generdy reco,&ed

that design-unbiased estimators can have severe condi-

tional biases, as Royall and Cumberland (1981) have show.for ratio estimators. Coupled
wit h the problems of applying design-based methods to the 3N0 survey, the requirement
of design-unbiasedness does not seem usefd in model-based analyses of the 3N0 survey
data,

.

3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we considered a design-based analysis of the 3N0 m e y data. This is the
standard approach used by DFO to analyze survey results, and we therefore choose this
as our starting point in c o n s t ~ c t i n ginferences about trawlable stock size. W e produced
HT-estirnates of trawlable stock size, and these showed that cod in Divisions 3N0 have
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generally deched in abundance since 1984, although anomalies in this trend occwred
in 1987 and 1993. Estimated standard errors are quite high in 1993 and 1994, with

coefficients of variation (Ws) around 5O%, although in ot her years the CV's are s m d e r .
We identified several problems Fvith the application of design-based methods to the

3N0 s w e y . These involved the mobïhty of the population, subjectiveness in the sample
design, and the inabiïty to unbiasedly estimate the variance of HT-estimators of important population quantities, like trawlable stock abundance. We propose to use a stochastic
superpopulation model for local stock abundance, as well as a mode1 for the h h capture
process, to construct inferences about 3N0 trawlable stock abundance based on sarnples
fiom the 3N0 research survey. This model will be developed in Chapters 4 and 5, and
inferences presented in Chapter 6.

3.7. Appendix A: Variance of Th,
and the Horvitz-Thompson es-

In this section we develop the variance of ph in te-

of cluster variance cornponents. We

also develop an unbiased estirnator of var(Ph). We drop the h subscript for simplicity. We
use conditional expectations to de&lop the variance of

T , and the estirnator of v a r @ ) .

Let Er denote expectation with respect to primary unit samples, EII denote expectation

with respect to secondary unit samples given the primary units, and ErII denote expectation wïthin secondary units. Conditional vasiances are defhed similasly. First we find

var (Th).
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3.7.1. Variance of p h

TO partition var(?)

Recall that

we use

? c m be mitten as

~ h e r esri = n / N ,

Tjli

= ni/Ni, and

rklij

= nij/Nij are the primary, secondaxy, and

(z)

wit hin-clust er inclusion probabilities. It is straightforward t o show that E~~~

Using (3.3.1) we can show that

=
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This is the within-cluster variance component. Let Ajjfli= RjliTjtli - r j j r l i In a similar
manner we can show that

The second-order inclusion probabilities are n , ~= n (n- 1)/ N ( N - 1), nj
1)/K(Ni
- 1), and

~~~t~~~

li = ni (ni

-

= nij(% - 1)ING ( N , - 1). These results can be used to simplify

(3.7.3), (3.7.2), and (3.7.1) to give
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then we can express ~ a r ( pas
)

This is the result used in Section 3-3.3.

We can also use conditional expectations to partition var@) a s

-

The foUowingresulti are used in deriving u(p)= v a @ ) : E~(f)=

xE1cj"s,T,,

XIf i ,

EII [BI(f')] =
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We can write VU@)

as (3.7.4)

+ EI11(3.7.5)+ EIII{EII(3.7-6)).
The J3T expande(

estimat or of t his quantity is

Note that

gk($)
"1

i'=l

(2-2)
2

=

2 ( ~ - n N)n - z" ( E - p / ~ ) ' / ( n - I ) and
,
id

Using these results w e can rewrite V(T) as

$ = xp21(Yk
- yii)*/(nij- l), s$; = ~ ~ l ( -TE u/ ~ i ) ~ / (-nl),
i and S$ =
fi - F / N ) ~ / ( T-Z1 ) . This last expression is the result we used in Section 3.3.3 for

where

each stratum.
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3.8. Appendix B: Tables
Table 3.la.

Strata information for NAFO Div. 3N- Numbers
in () are for 1994. Number of strata is 35.

Stratum

Depth

Range

(Meters)

Area

Number

( K m 2 ) Fishing
Units

Number

Km2 per

Trawl

Fishing

Stations

Unit
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Table 3-la.
Stratum

Continueci.

Depth

Range
(Meters)

hea

Number

(Km2) Fishing

Units

Number

Km2per

Traml

Fishing

Stations

Unit

Table 3.lb.

Strata information for NAFO Div. 30. Numbers
in () are for 1994. Number of strata is 36.

Stratum

Depth

Range
(Meters)

Area

Number

(Km2)Fishing
Units

Number

Km2 per

Trawl

Fishing

Stations

Unit
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Table 3. lb.
Stratum

Continued.

Depth
Range

(Meters)

Area

Number

(Km2) Fishing
Units

Number

Km2 per

Trawl

Fishing

Stations

Unit
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Table 3.3a.

Estimated total strata abundance and standard
errors for 1992. Values are in 1000s.
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Table 3.3b.

Same as Table 3.3a, except for 1993.
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Table 3 . 3 ~ . Same as Table 3.3a, except for 1994.
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Table 3.4a- Estimated totals and
standard mors for
the 300 series &rata
Numbers are in 1000s.

-- - - -

Note:

-

-

Strata 335 not sampled
in 1990.
Strata 382 not sampled
in 1993.
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Table 3-4b- Estimated totals
and standard errors
for strata 717-728Numbers are in
1000s.

4. DATAOVERVIEW

AND EXPLORATORY

ANALYSES

4.1.Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1,we are interested in using a mixture model to analyze 3 N 0
research survey trawl catches. We hope to improve upon the design-based approach
evplored in Chapter 3 by using a model-based approach. We will assume that trawl
catches Vary smoothly, as a fimction of some covariates. We hope that the model-based
approach

utilize more information contained in the survey data, and therefore give

more efficient inferences about trawIabIe stock size than the design-based method. Many
aspects of the model have to be determined by the data. One important aspect is which
covariates to include in the model. A model with too few cowriates rnay result in idated
error variances and biased Uiferences. A model with too many covariates may result in
inefficient inferences. For our model we consider seven c o d a t e s routinely measured in
the 3N0 research surveys that could be correlated with trawl catches ( s e below).
Variable selection is an important topic in many data analyses, and there has been
a great deal of research published about this topic Automatic methods are commonly
used, but they are can be confusing, and easily misused. These methods are often not
that effective on their own when used with large complicated data sets. Before using such
methods it is always a good idea to plot the data and do exploratory analyses. This is
the purpose of this chapter. Using primarily graphid analyses, we will reveal important
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features in the 3 N 0 data set that help us build a more justifiable model. We also use
these analyses t o suggest a tentative set of covariates to include in our model. Some
of t hese covariates are correlated with each other ; hence, t heir relat ionship wit h catches
may be an artifact of their relationship with other variables that are truly related to

tram1 catches. Including such covariates in a model can result in l e s reliable inferences,
so it is still important to assess the tentative set of covariates using analytic variable
selection procedures t hat adjust for between-covariate dependencies. This is the subject
of Chapter 5 .
We have already suggested that catches for tows that are geographically close together

d
ltend to be more similar than for tows that aze far apart; hence, the latitude and longitude of tows are two important coMsiates to consider. In Section 4.2 we present spatial
plots of trawl catches of cod throughout 1984-94. These plots are useful for determining
the importance of the spatial location of a trawl i
n predicting catches. We have also
mentioned problems in estimating stock abundance because of the mobility of cod; that
is, there is a potential for under counting, and double counting.

In Section 4.3 we

explore the within-year temporal aspect of the s u r v e y s , and in Section 4.5 we further
explore spatial-temporal dependencies in catches using empïrical autocorrelations. We
also present a literature review in the Appendix (Sedion 4.9) that focuses on covariate relationships that have been published for simila. stocks. Some of these are explored
in Section 4.5, including whether trawl catches are influenceci by (i) depth of tows, (ii)
water temperature during tows, (iü) surface light conditions at the start of tows, and
(iv) w h d and (v) sea states during tom. Graphics are presented that focus on covariate
relationships with the within-year distribution of catches, and

&O

the between-year dis-

tribution of catches stratified by covariates levels. Findy, we present detailed graphical
analyses of the ten tows that precede and follow a tow with a large catch, and we do
this for the five largest catches throughout 1984-1994. The mixture model we propose
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in Chapter 5 is primarily designed to accommodate very large catches, and detailed

graphics are useful when âssessing the adequacy of this model.
The main conclusions fiom our graphical analyses are that important spatial and depth
dependencies in trawl catches exist. Such dependencies are common in groundfish stocks.
These covariates are also useful for predicting trawlable stock abundance because we know
their population values; hence, we will base our model for trawl catches on spatial location
and tow depth. Associations between trawl catches and water temperature, time between

tows, and wind force also appear to &; however, these covaziates are correlated with
spatial location and tow depth, and hirther analyses are required to assess if they are
important beyond t heir association wîth location and dept h. Covariate associations do
not have a simple form, suggesting that a nonpararnetric approach to huictional modelling
is required.

Note that aJl figures in this chapter are presented in the Appendix (Section 4.8),
so we d
lnot refer to their placement fùrther.

Spatial overview
Spatial plots of cod catches are pr&ented in Figures 4.la,b. NAFO division boundaries
are indicated by heavy solid Lines in these figures. These plots describe an important
aspect of the survey data, which is the magnitude and geographic location of catches.
We

use this type of graphic extensively in this thesis for a variety of purposes, e.g.

residual plots, etc. Some important features in Figures 4-1a,b are:

1. The location of tows is somewhat spread out, which is caused by the three stage
s a m p h g design. There is also a trend in the 1990s towards surveying in the vicinity
of the 300 meter depth contour, which is the result of adding deepwater strata to
the s w e y in 1991.
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2. Catches have declined in the 1990s compared to the 1980s. We have aGeady seen

evidence of this in Chapter 3. The proportion of trawls with a cod catch has ais0
changed. For 198494 the percentages for the shallow water strata are

73, 75, 79, 88, 82, 79, 82, 63, 46, 46, and 25.

3. There is spatial persistence in catches. This can be utilized for predicting catches
outside the sampled sites; that is, spatial location seems like a good predictive
covariate.
4. The distribution of catches is often very longtailed. We will treat very large catches
separately fkom other catches using a mixture model.

5. Catches can abruptly change over short spatial distances around the 300 meter
depth contour. This is because depth also changes rapidly in this region, and cod
are often distributed along restricted depth gradients; hence, if a nearby tow is at
a very different depth then it is likely that the catch will be quite ditferent as we11.
This suggests that our model for trawl catches should include spatial location and
tow depth as predictive covariates.

4.3. Spatial-temporal overview
Cod are a highly migratory species. They can migrate hundreds of kilometers korn ofkihore
spawning regions to inshore feeding regions. This has long been recognized to cause
problems in sweying cod, and many other stocks. Annual variations in the timing of
surveys or the timing of migrations can r e d t in changes in the proportion of the stock
containeci within the sunrey area, i.e. changes in the proportion of the stock surveyed.

At best the survey can only provide information about fish abundance within the survey
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region at the time of the survey. S~urveyscannot provide abundance information about
stock components outside the survey region. Even for the simpler problem of counting
fish within a region, the mobility of tish can cause problems. It takes several weeks to
survey

the 3 N 0 region, and during this tirne schools of fish move. This movement creates

the possibility of counting schools more than once, or rnissing them. This is a problem
when sweying mobile populations. We shall explore the potential for this problem using
several types of analyses of the wïthin-year timing of the surveys.
Time series plots of catches are presented in Fi-=es 4.2a,b. These plots indicate the
start tirne and end t h e of the annual surveys, as weU as the catch value for each tow.

The square root scale is chosen so that variabdity in the srnaller catches is discernible.
Temporal autocorrelation is apparent, although t his is confounded wit h spatial autocorrelation, as discussed below. The survey duration ranged fkom 10 days in 1984 to 39 days
in 1990, although in 1990 most of the survey stations were sampled within 23 days. In

the 1990s there has been a trend to s w e y later in the year. Annual variations in survey
timing may not have as much impact on 3 N 0 survey catches as in other regions because

tagggg information suggests that &h in this region do not fiequently move into other
regions. Tagging data do indicate some seasonal movements of fish kom the west in 3PS
and north hom 3L into 3NO; hence, some catches at the boundaries of 3N0 may be fkom
other stocks, and this will be inauenceci by the seasonal timing of the nirveys. ELuamuiing
the length distribution of such catches may assist in determining the stock affinity of the

fkh, but this is not pursued in this dissertation.
Space-tirne trajectories of the 3N0 spring surveys are depicted in Figures 4.3a,b. The
usual trajectory of a survey begins in 3 0 and ends in 3N. T m located close together

in space can either be close together in tirne (genaally) or not (rarely), but t o m far
apart in space are never close together in time because of the relatively slow speed of the
survey vessel. This confounds spatial and temporal dependencies in trawl catches, and
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makes it difficult to determine if the distance between tows is a better predictor of trawl
catches than the time between tows. The distinction iç quite important however, because

temporal dependencies raise the possibility of double counting or under counting, and
lead to great uncertainty in inferences.
Fi,gure 4.33 and Figure 4.la provide an illustration of the importance of within-swey
timing. h 1986 an anomalously large catch of cod occurred in one tow in 30. Another

tow close by did not catch much cod. This could indicate large spatial variabiïity in
abundance; however, examuiing Fiame 4.3a suggests another explanation. The tow with
a large catch of cod

~

a

taken
ç
on the 3rd of May, while the nearby tow with little cod

catch was taken on the 23rd of ApriI. These tows were taken 10 days apart, and it is
easy

to imagine that the large concentration of cod was not as near the much s m d e r

concentration on the 23rd of April. The na& year provides another illustration. The
large catches of cod in the Northeastern part of 3 0 are similar to large catches in the

Northwestern p& of 3N, but the tows in these Divisions were taken 13 days apart. This
might indicate a large stationary concentration of cod that covered both corners of 3N

and 3 0 . It might d s o indicate a smder concentration of cod that --as in the Northeastern
corner of 3 0 around April24, but rnoved to the Northwestern corner of 3N by May 7, and
was counted again in the survey. This would conçtitute double counting. The problem

here is that in ecamining such instances usually two or more interpretations exist which
suggest diaerent courses of action, ranging fkom doing nothing to deleting some tows.
Information on the average rates and directions of fish movements would greatly assist in
interpreting these data; however, this type of scientific information is lacking for cod in

3NO. The best we can do is to quantify the spatial and temporal dependencies in trawl
catches, which is done in the next section. This will merely give an indication of the
potential of the problem; however, we will not be able to address the problem of survey
timing in this dissertation. Nonetheless, we should be aware of it.

4.4. Spatial-temporal dependencies

In the previous section we alluded to confounding between the distance and t h e between
t ows; hence, t here is also potential confounding between spatial and temporal dependen-

cies in survey catches. In this section we attempt to quantify whether dependencies in
trawl catches are more related to distance or t h e between tows. Temporal dependencies
are of particular concern in trend estimation for the reasons discussed in the previous

section,

We use empirical autocorrelations to assess the spatial-temporal dependencies in the
data. Spatial-temporal autocorrelat ions are cumpared to purely spatial autocorrelations
to assess if the tirne between t o m is important beyond the spatial distance in determining
ditferences in catches. These autocorrelations are merely sample wrrelation coefficients
for pairs of observations that are separated by fixed spatial and temporal distances. If
s i O d c a n t positive temporal autocorrelation exists then we would expect the correlation
between catches for all tows separated by spatial distance g to be l e s than the correlation
for all tows separated by spatial distance g and a short interval of time. We have seen
evidence of this already in 1986 (see 30 catches in Figure 4.la), where large variations in
catches in a spatially small region wuld, in part, be explained by time between tows.

We use the formulae in C E and Ord (1981) to compute autocorrelations. Let yit
denote the number of cod caught in a tow in year t at spatial location xit (latitude and
longitude) and temporal location

(hours or minutes kom start of year), i = 1,...,nt.

An estimate of spatial autocorrelation

where A&)

= ((i, j)

:II

- xjt

at distance g is

II = g, i , j

= 1,-.-,%),and

II

upxi

II =

The number of distinct pairs in A t ( g ) is denoted by lAt(g)I- Typically there are few
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pairs of observations exactly at distance g, so spatial autocorrelations are deftied by pairs

of observations that are separated by a distance that fa&

within an interval centered

about g. Equation (4.4.1) is based on the assumption that spatial dependencies are of an
isotropie nature; that is, the autocorrelation depends only on the distance between tows

and not direction.
We estimate the spatial-temporal autocorrelation in catches separated by distance
interval g and temporal interval h by

n-here Bt(g,h) = {(i, j )

:II q t - xjt I E g and Izit - zjtl

E h,

i,j = 1,...,R).

Cl8 and Ord (1981) discuss (4.4.1) and (4.4.2). The same definition of (4.4.1) is given
in Cressie (1993, eq. 2.3.21), where it is referred to as a correlogram. We only compute

autocorrelations if 1 At (g)( or 1Bt (g,h)1 > 10 pairs of observations.

4.4.1. Spatial autocorrelation results
We compute (4.4.1) for six distance classes. The results are presented in Figure 4 . h .
Positive autocorrelations are usua& estimated for catches separated by distances less
than 100 kilometers. For the distance claçç

"< 20 kilometers" the estimates are as high

as 0.55 in 1987. In all years the autocorrelations were highest in this distance class (84,

85, 87, 91, 93, and 94) or the"20 - 50 kilometers" distance class (86, 88-90, 92). This
indicates decreasing autocorrelations with distance. This is entirely reasonable because
the factors that influence cod aggregations (temperature, s a h ï t y , prey aggregations, etc.)
usually have positive spatial autocorrelations t hat decrease with distance. Note that the
estimates are very low in 1986, 1989, 1991, and 1992.

It is possible that the correlations in

1986, 1991, and 1992 me underestimated due to the presence of lazge anomalous catches
(see

Figures 4.1 a$). We consider this in the next section.
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Spatial autocorrelations in catches are small for tows separated by distances greater
than 100 kilometers, with the =ception of 1984 and 1994. In 1984 the estimated autocorrelation for distances between 200 and 400 kilometers is -0.16.

The estimated

autocorrelation for distances greater than 400 kilometers is -0.15 in 1994. The negative

s i s indicates a potential spatial trend in abundance.
4.4.2. S patial-temporal auto carrelation results

Spatial aut ocorrelations for several t ime classes are also presented in Figure 4.4a. These
estimates are joined by lines, and should be compared with the purely spatial autoco~elations, which are plotted as points. Our inter& is to determine if the timing of tows is
important in addition to the location of tows. The temporal breakdown of spatial autocorrelations does not result in any consistent patterns. The spatial autocorrelations for
tows less than 100 kilometers apart and taken within 12 hours of each other agree closely
wïth the purely spatial autocorrelations (compare *'s and solid lines in Figure 4.4a). On
the other hand, there is a close correspondence between the estimated spatial autocorrelation for tows separated by distances of a t least 100 kilometers and times of 5 days or
more, and the purely spatial autocorrelations.
To assess the differences in estimates of spatial and spatial-temporal autocorrelations
we plot the estimates in the left-Land panels of Figure 4 . 4 ~and
~ indicate the number

of timg t hat spatid-t emporal autocorrelat ions exceed corresponding spatial autocorrelations. Considerable discrepancy exists only when an estimate is based on a small number
of observation pairs. For example, in 1990 the estimated spatial autocorrelation for tows
between 20 and 50 kilometers apart is 0.32, while it is 0-92 for the same distance class and
tows separated by 5 days or more. The increase in counter-intuitive; however, the latter
estimate is based only on 52 observations pairs and bas more estimation error associated

with it than the former estimate, which is bas& on 502 observations pairs.
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Warren (1997) considered a similar problem and faund that the temporal components
of space-time variograms for cod in NAE'O divisions 2J,3K, and 3L (see Figure 1.2) during
1985-1992 were at least as "signi£icant" as spatial components; however, Warren (1997)
analyzed log transformations of nonzero catches so his results are not directly comparable
with those we have presented. Wmen (1997) investigated a 25 x 30 array of spacetime
intervals. Sample sizes in 3 N 0 prevent this scale of analysis; however, we repeated our
analysis for the same distance classes and six time intenmls (< 0.2, 0.2 - 0.5, 0.5 - 1, 1 2, 2 - 5, > 5) and found essentialiy the same results, except with more variability in

the space-time estimated autocorrelations, as expected because of the smaller bin sarnple

sizes.
We also analyzed log transformed positive catches to see if spatial-temporal dependencies are more discernible in this scale. To Save space we do not present the results;
however, generally the estimated autocorrelations are higher after transforming the data.
The correlations increase the most for years with a few large anomalous catches. Sirnilar
to the un-logged analysis, the spatial autocorrelations decrease with increasing distance
between tows. Spatial-temporal correlations for pairs of tows taken within 5 days of each
other increased for 65% of cornprisons with correspondhg spatial correlations, and this
pattern is reversed for tows taken more than 5 days apart. The expected increase if no
t e ~ ? o r a lautocorrelation is present is 50%. The difference in estimates are usually quite
small and this analysis does not suggest that the timing of tows is of great importance

beyond its association with tow location; however, the analysis &O does not suggest that
timing is not important either.

In the preceding analysis the r e l e ~ n c eof the thne between tows was assesseci by comparing spatial autocorrelations with spatial-temporal autocorrelations.

This relevance can

also be assessed by cornpaxhg temporal autocorrelations with spatial-temporal autocorrelations. Some results for this purpose are presented in Figure 4.4b. Note that different
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space and time bins are used in constructing these figures than in Figure 4.4a. The number
of t h e bins was increased to better capture the nature of the temporal autocorrelations,
h)[was
while at the same time the number of space bins was decreased so that [Bt(g,

usually greater than ten. The estimated temporal autocorrelations, when large, increase
for tows that are las than 50 kilometers apart, and decrease for tows that are greater
than 200 kilometers apart. This is also evident in the right hand panels in Figure 4 . 4 ~ .
The temporal autocorrelations increased for 75% of the tows that are close together in
space, but for only 29% of the tows that are far apart. Clearly the location of tows is
very important in te-

of temporal dependencies, and that correlation in trawl catches

depends on more than the time between tows.
Occasionally pairs of tows occur that are close together in space but not in time. If
temporal autocorrelation were a decreasing function of time then one would expect the
autocorrelation for these tows to be less than the autocorrelation for tows that are close
together in space and time. The relevant autocorrelations are presented in Table 4.1.
Autocorrelations decreased in 7 of 10 years, and in 4 of 5 years when the autocorrelations
are greater than 0.1; that is, 84, 85, 87, and 93. In some years the autocorrelations
between tows separated by five days or more are based on only a s m d number of pairs,
and as a result are poorly estimated. If we restrict our attention to the "data rich" years

(85-87, 90-92) in which 30 or more pairs of tows exist that are close together in space
but not tirne, then autocorrelations decrease in o d y 50% of the years. This is expected if
no temporal autocorrelation is present. These results indicate again that some temporal
autocorrelation in trawl catches may exist, although the evidence for this is far hom
convincing. The evidence of spatial autocorrelation is convincing.
The conclusion we reach kom the results in Figures 4.4a-c and Table 4.1 is that the

correlation in the survey data is primarily of a spatial nature, and that the time between
tows is of secondary importance - but not to be discounted completely. A problem with
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Table 4.1. Estimated mtocorrelations in the
20-50 Km distance class. Time
denotes the period between tows,
in days.
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90

91
92
93

94

Aut ocorrelations
Tinee0.5 T i i e > 5
0.287
0.068
0.115
0.092
0.016
0.098
O. 150
0.033
O. 198
0.068
0.011
0.266
0-916
0.018
0.017
0.002
0.633
0.151
-0.098
0.084
0.077

No. Pairs
IAt (hll IBdh g ) l
175
12
335
34
397
46
419
72
7
312
394
16
52
302
415
40
330
35
24
276
229
13

the analyses in this section is that we have not accounted for other covariates that could
produce spurious spatial or temporal estimates of autocorrelation. It is diflicult to account
for such confounding among covariates, and this will not be dealt with until Chapter 5.

4.5. Covariate associations
Possible associations between trawl catches and covariates such as depth and temperature
have been d u d e d to in previous sections. Exploratory analyses of potential relationships
between covariates and 3N0 research survey catches of cod are presented in this section.
These analyses are primarily graphical. The coMliates we consider are depth, bottom
temperature, surface light conditions, sea state, and wind state. These covariates have
been measured in the 3N0 research survey continuously throughout 198494, and could
affect trawl catches. The aim of this section is to decide if any of these covariates should
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be inchded in our model for trawl catches and, if so, what is the functional form of the
relationship.
We are not the first researchers to consider the importance of these covariates on trawl
catches; therefore, it is useful to investigate how these covariates affect catches in other
cod stocks, as suggested in the published literature. This may indicate ways to r e h e our
analyses so that they are more relevant to our problem, and also assist in interpreting
results. We restrict our attention to possible cova.riate associations with the distribution
of cod abundance, and

&O

covariate associations with trawl catchability- We will not

cover the substantial amount of literature related to the influence of covariates on annual
changes in stock abundance. For now our interest is merely in estimating the change
in stock size and not the causes for change. The literature review is not essential to

understanding the results in this section, and is therefore presented in an Appendix

(Section 4.9).
4.5.1. Depth analyses

In this section we investigate if (i) catches change systernaticdy with tow depth, or (ii)
difFerent trends in annual average catches occur at merent tow depths. The aim of (i)
is to assess if depth has a consistent eEect, or additive effect, on all catches. If so we will

incorporate this into our model. The aim of (ü) is to assess the variability in trawl catches
at ditferent depth intenmls, and also to assess the between-year temporal persistence in
trawl catches at different depth intenals.
The square root of the numbers caught per tow are plotted versus tow depth in Figure
4.5a. The solid Line in this figure represents a nonparametric regression of catch versus
depth, and is included to assiçt in visualizing patterns in the data. The proportion of
&ance

that the regression explains is indicated in the top right-hand corner of each panel.

We use the "supersmooth" h c t i o n in Splus with a cross-validation optimal bandwidth
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for the nonparametnc regression. The square root transformation iç used for display
purposes only*and not for the exploratory regression.
The change in the s w e y design with more tows at greater depths in the 1990s is
apparent in this figure. Also apparent is a trend simiraz to the one indicated in Smith

et. al. (1991; see the Appendix, Section 4.9) at depths l e s than 100 meters; that is,
generally catches first increase with depth, and then decrease. However, the trend never
accounts for a substantial amount of variance. In 1991, 1992, and 1994 the trend is not
apparent. No trends are apparent a t depths greater than 200 meters. Large catches of
cod occur over a wide range of depths. Regressions for small cod, weighing less than 1.5
kilograms on merage, and large cod foIlowed basicdy the same patterns.
Differential trends in arrnual catches across depths are apparent in Figure 4.5b. The
25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of catches have declined in most years at depths between
50 and 100 meters - where most of the tows occur. This indicates declining stock sizes in
most areas sampled. Note that the mean catch per tow often exceeds the 75th catch percentiles, and this indicates the heavy-tailed nature of the data. Catches at depths greater
than 200 meters have generally increased between 1987 and 1993. This is particularly

evident a t depths between 300 and 400 meters. This suggests that in the 1990s a greater
proportion of the stock abundance occurred at deeper water depths than in the 1980s.
The results in Figures 4.5a,b suggest a decline in catches of cod in most areas sampled,
as we have seen in previous analyses. The new result obtained fkom this analysis is

evidence of a shift in 3 N 0 cod distribution towards greater relative abundance at deeper
depths between 1987-1993; that is, average catches have increased at deeper depths even
thought total average catches have decIined. We have assumed that no systematic increase
in research trawl catchability at deeper depths has occurred. This could also account for

an increase in average catches at deeper depths, but not indicate a change in relative stock
abundance. Whether this has occurred and could account for the trends in Figure 4.5b
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requires further experimentation and investigation, but is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We can do little but assume that the trends actually refiect trends in stock abundance.
The results in thiç section suggest that tow depth is an important determinant of catches,
and should be included in our model.
4.5.2. Temperature analyses

In this section we investigate the effect of water temperature on catches of cod. We focus
on the same patterns as i-ii in the previous section.
Catches are plotted versus temperature in Figure 4.6a, along with a nonpararnetric
regession of the catch data. Cod have rarely been caught at temperatures below -1' C,
especidy in the 1990s. During 19841990 catches peaked for tow temperatures between

O" C and 4 O C. After 1991 greater catches of cod uçually occurred in warmer water ( 2 O C 6" C). Large catches of cod have occurred throughout most of the sampled temperatures.

Regressions for small cod, weighing less than 1.5 kilograns on average, and large cod

followed basicdy the same patterns.
Time series of average catches in eight temperature intervals are presented in Figure
6b. The square root is used for plotting purposes. The 25th, 50th, and 75th catch

percentiles have declined since 1987 in water with temperatures Iess than 4" C, and this
indicates a stock decline in most areas with relatively cool bottom water. Catches in
water with temperatures greater than 5" C generally increased between 1984 and 1991,
declined in 1992, and then stabilized after 1992.
The results in Figures 4.6a,b suggest a shift in 3N0 cod distribution throughout 198P

94 towards greater relative abundance at warmer water temperatures; however, this distributional shift may be confounded with a shift in depth distribution.

This is because

bottom water temperature is not independent of depth. Wann water fiom the Gulf Stream
usudy exists at deeper depths along the edge of the Grand Bank; hence, temperature
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and depth associations are confounded. We need to assess the importance of temperature in determining trawl catches beyond the association of catches with depth. It may
be that cod select for temperature rather than depth, and the depth association in the

previous section is just an artifact caused by temperature selection; however, tow depth
can be used for predictive purpoçes, whereaç temperature can not.

This Ïs because we

only know temperatures at the sample sites, and we can at best only use the component

of a temperature association that is related to depth for inferences about stock size. This
is why we are interested in temperature associations in catches after depth effects have
been removed. This is considered in Chapter 5.
4.5.3. Surface light analyses

We investigated whether trawl catches are related to recorded surface light conditions in
terms of i-ii above. To Save space the results are not presented; however, we found no
evidence of a general association. These analyses suggest that surface light is not a useful
covariate to consider in a mode1 for trawl catches of cod.
4.5.4. Wind strength analyses

In t his section we investigate relationships between wind strength and trawl catches.
Wid strength idluences the abiliiy to successfully tow a trawl on the ocean bottom,

and therefore wind strength may possibly influence catches. Most liKely wind strength
affects trawl catchability rather than local abundance. If wind strength does idhence
catchability then this suggests that some tows, presumably those taken during high winds,
are less informative about stock size than others. These tows should receive less weight in
prediction of local stock density. W i d strength is measured on an ordinal scde with an
anemometer. Wind scde codes range fiom 0-9, where O indicates no wind, and 9 indicates
very high nrinds.
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The distribution of catches for each level of the wind scale code is presented in Figure
4.7a. Average catches appear to be greater when wind scales are 0-3 than when wind
scales are greater than 3 in 19841987; however the pattern is reversed in 1991-1994,
where greater catches u s u d y occur when wind scales are greater than 3. The medians
also follow the same pattern, although with much less contrast.
Yearly ratios of catches when winds are low (wind scale 5 3) or high (wind scales > 3)
are presented in Figure 4.7b. The numerator in the ratio is the average catch during low
winds. Tt also seems Likely that depth interactions &t

so the ratios are computed for

shallow (depth 5 100 meters) and deep (depth > 100 meters) tows. Throughout 19841994 trawl catches at tow depths _< 100 meters were approximately equal when winds were
low or high; however, a consistent and strong trend &s

in which relative catches have

increased over time when winds are high. At depths greater than 100 meters considerably
fetver k h have been caught throughout 1984-1994 when winds are Light.

The main conclusion we draw îrom the analyses in this section is that there is evidence
that the catchab*

of the trawl or the availabiliiy of cod to the trawl has changed over

tirne, as a function of wind strength. Whatever the cause, wind strength appears to

account for some of the variation in trawl catches. It could also be that this is an artifact,
caused by the association of trawi catches with some other factor. Wind strength is
&O

correlated with time between tows and spatial location because of the temporal

persistence of winds. This could create a spurious relationship between wind strength
and catches. Nonetheless it seems like a good idea to consider wind strength in our
rnodel. In doing so we will be better able to quanti@ the importance of the association,
especially in conjunction with other covasiates. If this relationship is signifcant then this

suggests that some trawl catches are idluenced by factors other than local f%h density,
and therefore their utiliv in terms of estimating stock abundance is reduced.
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4.5.5. Sea state analyses

We also hvestigated the effect of sea state on trawl catches. These results are partly confounded with those for wind strength. This is because wind and sea states are confounded,
although not completely. Sea states can remain rough long after winds decrease, and a
change in wind direction can cause rough seas to calm. There is likely more measurement

error in sea states than wind scales. Wind strength is measured with an anernometer,
whereas sea states are determined visudy which is more diflicult a t night.
The results of the sea state investigations are similar in nature t o those in the previous
section, but l e s consistent. Both wind strength and sea state are really just two measurements of the same ''force" that affects trawl performance. It may be that wind strength
affects t r a d catches only through its influence on sea state, but because of the problems
in measuring sea state we feel that wind strength is the better covariate to quanti& the

relationship with. For this reason sea d a t e is not considered in our modei.

4.6. Large catches
The purpose of this section is to investigate local subsets of the sunreys that contain tows
with large catches of cod. By local we mean the ten tows that precede and follow, in tirne,
a tow with a large catch. A relatively s m d nurnber of tows with large catches have great

influence in our analyses. Such t o m also have great intluence in traditional stock messments because of their d u e n c e on s w e y summaqr statistics which are an important
component of the information basis used in assessments. Hence, we wish to understand

in detail what factors influence the distribution of high density stock components. This
information could be very useful in stock trend estimation if it assists in determinhg the
spatial extent of these high density components.
To investigate large catches we constmct multidimensional graphics for the five tows
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with the largest numbers of cod caught throughout 1984-1994.We plot catches in tenns of
the spatial, depth, temperature, and temporal distances between tows with large catches
and other local tows. The results are presented in Figure 4.8.

No consistent pattern are apparent in this figure. Four of the large tows occurred in
areas with locally large temperature and depth gradients (refer to rows 5-6), but large
tows in 1993 occurred in areas with locally small gradients (refer to column 4). The
large tows occurred in water with temperatures that were locdy wa.rm or cold. The
bottom temperatures during the large tows did not deviate systematidy from average
conditions within years (unreported results). The results in the first column demonstrate
how much catches can change over short spatial and temporal distances within locally
similar (depth and temperature) conditions. The results suggest that the factor(s) that
cause large catches of cod are not highly correlated, at least locally, with the c o d a t e s
we have considered.

The results in this chapter suggest that in 3 N 0 research s w e y s duruig 1984-1994, cod
catches are spatially correlated, and the correlation decreases with distance. Cod have
been caught at a wide range of depths, and the distribution of catches has shifted over

time with somewhat greater catches recently at deeper depths. Cod are net caught often

in water with temperatures less than O" C.The distribution of catches has also shifted over
time with greater catches recently in relatively warm water; however, this is confounded

with depth. In recent years relatively greater catches of cod have occurred during tows
when wind strengths are relatively high for that Y e u , although this trend may also be an
axtifact caused by the association of catches with some other c o d a t e that is confounded
with wind strength. We will investigate this further in Chapter 5, where we use high
dimensional analytic variable selection methods to assist in deciding the relevant subset
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of covariates to include in our model. The analyses in this chapter have
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show. that

catches are heavy-tailed, and large catches of cod occur apparently at random.
Throughout this chapter we have discwed the implications of covariate associations
on stock çize inferences. Dealing with these associations range from easy to practically
impossible with the information that is available to us. The association of trawl catches
with depth is easy to deal with. For accurate estimation of total trawlable abundance
when catches vary with depth we must ensure that the estimation weight of catches reflects
the proportion of the 3N0 region with depths similar to the depths at the sampled tow
sites. This reduces spurious signals in our estimates that are related to changes in the
survey design and not changes in abundance. In our model we will use depth to predict

local stock density at a large number of random tow stations (see Chapter 6) based on
catches observed at the sampled tow stations. The prediction at one of these tow stations,
say i, will be a weighted average of sampled catches, where the weights depend, in part,

on differences between the water depth at tow station i and the depths at the sampled
tow stations. The weights will be larger for tow stations with similar depths to station i.
Because we use the sampled catches to predict local abundance at a large random sample

of tow sites this weighting ensures that estimation weight of catches reflects the area of

3 N 0 with depths similar to the depths at the sampled tow sites.
Temperature and wind associations are more difEcult to deal with because we do
not know the d u e s of these covariates at non-sampled tow stations; however, we can
attempt to predict these values, then follow the same procedure when dealing with depth
associations with trawl catches.
We conclude that without more scientific information about the niovement of cod in

3N0 during April and May then we can do Little to adjust for within-swey temporal
autocorrelation. We have no reason to expect anything but random h h movements, which
suggests we may under-count some schools of fish about as fiequently as we over-count
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others. This leads to greater variabilify in estimates of stock abundance, but not bias.

In the next chapter we will further quantfi the magnitude of the temporal dependencies
in trawl catches, which at least gives an indication of the potential for under- and over-

counting.
The results in this chapter suggest that the associations between trawl catches and
the covariates we examineci do not have a simple parametric forrn. The results suggest a
nonparametric approach to regression m o d e h g is appropriate. This will be the approach
taken in Chapters 5 and 6 in both the miable selection context and for stock size
inferences. Our results suggest that apparently random large catches occasionally occur.
It seems reasonable that the s m d , high-density aggregations of cod that give rise to these
large catches eKist even in years without large catches. This is because the probabiliw of
detecting these aggregations is small using stratified random sampling. We use a simple
mixture model for this type of catch. The mixture model will divide catches into two
types. The majority of catches will be of a type 1. These are consistent with surrounding

catches. By consistent we mean similar to other catches taken at approximately the
same values of relevant covariates. Type II catches are not consistent with surrounding
catches. For example, the large catch in 1986 in 3 0 seems to be of type II; however, the
large catches in 1987 at the 3L Division boundary are not considered to be type II because
they are consistent with surrounding catches. These are type I catches.

The mixture model will be specified exactly in Chapter 5, where nonparametric analytical methods will be used to measure the predictive capability of spatial location, tow
depth, time between tows, temperature, and wind strength. These methods will accommodate confounding among these covariates. We will use these methods to determine

which covaxiates to indude in the mixture model. Robust methods are also used to determine which tows are type II catches. The potential advantage of this model is more
precise inferences about trawlable stock abundance, and a reduction in the year to year

variability of abundance estimates, as will be shown in Chapter 6.

4.8. Appendix: Literature review of the effects of depth and

hy-

drographic conditions on bottom trawl catches
This review covers stocks for which the processes causing c o d a t e dependencies may be

similar to those occurring in the 3 N 0 cod stock. Tt is not exhaustive, but is presented
merely to illustrate the types of dependencies that may exist, and methods that have been
used to detect such dependencies.
For some time fisheries researchers have recognized that anomalous environmental
conditions affect the availability of stocks to sunrey trawls, and in a relative sense introduce
bias. Temperature is generdy recognized as an infiuential environmental variable on
availability (see Byme et.

al., 1981). Temperature is an important influence in the

dynamics of fish stocks in the Barents Sea (see Loeng, 1989). For example, the feeding

distributions of cod in the North Sea are more easterly and northerly in warm years than
in cold years. Rose et. al. (1994) suggest that cod in NAFO Divisions 2J-3L (2J3KL)

exhibit more northerly distributions in years with relatively warm water temperatures,
and more south~rlydistributions

& cooler years.

Atkinson et. al. (1997)

CO*

this

distributional shift and also demonstrate an areal contraction of the stock range during
this period. Kulka et. al. (1995) suggest that by 1989 cod in 2J3KL had shifted south,
and to greater ocean depths, in distribution. Both Atkinson et. al. (1997) and Kdka
et. al. (1995) note that the apparent southerly distributional shifts were coincident with

anomalously cold ocean temperatures and heavy ice conditions. In opposition, Hutchings

and Myers (1994a) found little association between annual average relative abundance in
2J3KL during the fall research surveys and anomalies in annual depth averaged water
temperatures at a hydrographie station near St. John's, which they used as a proxy for
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anomalies in average water temperatures in 2J3KL.
Stock migrations can be dismpted due to cold water temperatures. Hutchings and Myers (1994b) found that spring migrations of 3Ps cod were signifcanttly related with average
(January-June at 50 met ers depth) spring water temperatures. They measured migration
using the estimated ratio of biomass on the continental shelf and slope. However, to

the north in 3L they found that, while migrations varied 10-fold, a relationship with
water temperature was not apparent. Wroblewski et. al. (1995) found that dong-shelf
movements of large schools of cod was depth dependent but did not seem to be atfected
by temperature fluctuations in that the temperatures found throughout the study area

appeared suitable for the presence of cod.
Disniptions of migration patterns because of Iarge temperature gradients suggests that
cod possess temperature preferences. Sinclair (1992) analyzed summer research s w e y
results for cod in NAFO subdivisions 4Vs and 4W (see Figure 1.2). His r d t s suggest
that older fish are found at deeper depths and colder temperatures than younger fish.

He concluded that cod "are not found ubiquitously with respect to ternperature, but
that they occur at the lower end of the observed temperature range". Sinclair (1992)
also suggested that cod are more selective for temperature than for depth. In contrast,
Heessen and Daan (1994) observed that the highest densities of young cod in the North

Sea are found at the lower end of the temperature range, whereas older cod had their
highest densities at the upper end of the temperature range. However, Heesen and Daan
(1994) note that these associations may be caused by some other process than active
temperature selection. Georges Bank cod off the Northeast coast of the United States
are widely distributed during the spring when water temperatures are between 46O C
(Serchuk et. al., 1994); however, in the fa11 when bottom water temperatures are geater
than 10" C the highest densities of cod are found in the cooler, deeper waters. On a
broader scale Serchuk et. al. (1994) found that for each degree increase in temperature
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the average catch temperature of cod increased only 0.58" C, and these authors concluded

that cod must change their spatial distribution to accornplish this.
Swain and Kramer (1995) andyzed annual temperature selection by age for cod in

NAFO Division 4T. They compared the temperatures available to those in which cod
were caught in September research surveys. They found that cod exhibited temperature preferences which Mned kom year to year; however, younger fish generally selected

warmer water than older h h . Depth selection was evident as well. Cod in 4T tended to
select colder water at higher levels of abundance. Swain and Kramer (1995) argue that
such temperat ure selection is evidence for the hypothesis t hat cod distribution nrillswitch
hom warm habitats at low levels of abundance to cold habitats at hi& levels of abun-

dance because tish select habitats that rnaximize growth rate. As population abundance
increases and food supplies decrease colder habitats become preferable because, without
food, body mass decreases more slowly in colder conditions.
Water mass characteristics have also received attention in terms of their relationship
with stock abundance. Smith et. al. (1991) examined f d and spring research survey
catches for the Scotian shelf. Proportions of characteristic water masses near the ocean
bottom were identified based on ranges of temperature and salinity data. Catches of
four year-old cod occurred proportionately more in the cold intermediate layer (CIL). In
addition, the largest catches fiom each survey were always associated with this water m a s .
Smith et. al. (1991) noted that tow depth had previously been shown to be important in

predicting the catch of four year-oId cod. They performed a regression analysis assuming
extra-Poisson variation in numbers per tow, and used a log-link mode1 involving depth,
nested within water masses, with an intercept for each water mass and strata. They found
that the estimated slopes for depth terms were significant only when nested within the

CIL water mas. Generally they found that catches inmeased at fmt with depth, but
then decreased for depths greater then 100 meters. Smith et. al. (1991)

&O

observed
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a relationship between estimates of age four cod abundance and the CIL proportion of

bottom water. They found that "[d]iscrepancies between March estimates of abundance

and those £rom the cohort analysis are consistent with changes in availability of cod to
the trawl gear due to changes in the amount of intermediate layer water on the bottom".
The implication is that changes in s w e y estimates of abundance may be confomded
with changes in water m a s characteristics The patterns were found to hold for all ages

of cod caught in the survey.
Recently Smith and Page (1996) presented an analysis of 4Vs and 4W eastern Scotian
shelf summer research survey catches in which the va-riance component related to hydre
graphic variables was removed, thereby removing 'year effects" and "cleaning'' the stock
abundance signal. Using a varie@ of statistical analyses they found signifiant correlations in estimated annual abundance and the proportion of CIL for depths of 0-150 meters.
Smith and Page (1996) found a clearer cohort signal after correcthg for the CIL effects
in the research s m e y time series. The authors hypothesize that when the proportion

of bottorn water of the

CIL type is large then cod move closer to, and are more wide-

spread along, the bottom. Consequently, cod are more available to the bottom trawl. The
authors also recognize that an uicrease in catchabiliw at lower water temperatures or a
mechanism along the lines of Swain .and Kramer (1995) could also explain the association
between cod and the CE-. The authors end their paper with the c a u t i o n q note:

cLfluctuationsin estimated stock abundance generated by stock assessrnent
procedures that do not consider [hydrographic] iduences could potentidy be
misinterpreted as fluctuations in real stock abundance".

The previous studies have involved relationships between hydrographic covariates and
cod abundance and its a d a b i l i t y to bottom trawl survey gear. Several of these papers
mention that variations in availability are potentially confounded with variations in catchability. A relatively extensive amount of fisheries literature has been published on trawl
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catchability. Remarkably, there are few ground-tmth experiments, due no doubt to the
dBiculties in conducting such experiments. The catchability literature is not reviewed
here in detail; instead, we summarize the discussions in Engk (l994),Godo (l994),and
Walsh (1996). The main points in these papers is that bottom trawl catchab*

is de-

pendent on:
1. h h size, age, and density, through schooling behaviors and the lack of avoidance

reactions at high densities;
2. mesh size;

3. tow depth, through variations in trawl geometry, particularly wingspread;
4. bottom water temperature, through variations in the swimming speeds of fish;

5. bottom type, through herding due to sand clouds, etc.;

6. light conditions, through variations in fish behavior;
7. vesse1 type, and noise, through variations in fish behavior;

8. tow speed and direction;
9. curent relative to the ship trajectory.
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4.9. Appendix: Figures
1984. N=l16. Ave=31.55.

Se= 4.45

1985. N=178. Ave=23,78. Se= 3.52

Longtitude

Figu~e4.la: Spring 3N0 bottom trawl research s w e y catches of cod. Plotting
symbols mark tow locations. A 0 denotes no catch. The x size is proportional to the
catch. The - - - line marks the 300 meter depth contour. NyAve, and SE denote the
number of tows, the sample mean catch, and the standard error.
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Figure 4.1 b. Same as Figure 4.1a.
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Calender Date
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Figure @a: Spring 3N0 bottorn trawl research survey time series of catches. The
vertical lines mark when the suurvey vesse1 moves to a different NAFO division. Different
line types are used for different vessels.
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Catender Date

Figure 4-26: Same as Figure @a.
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LONGITUDE

Figure 4.3a: Spring 3N0 bottom trawl research survey trajectory. The 9 s mark tow
locations. The month/day is plotted near the k t tow of a day. The - - - line marks
the 300 meter depth contour. S and E mark the beginning and ending survey locations.
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LONGITUDE

Figure 4.3b: Same as Figure 4.3a.
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Distance (Kilometers)

Figure 4 . 4 ~ :Spring 3N0 bottom trawl research survey spatial-temporal
autocorrelations in catches. Spatial aut ocorrelations are plotted as *'s for six distance
classes. Spatial-temporal autocorrelations are plotted as lines for the same distance
classes and three time classes.
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Tirne (Days)

Figure 4.46: Spring 3N0 bottom trawl research survey spatial-temporal
autocorrelations in catches. Temporal autocorrelations are plotted as *'s for six thne
classes. Spatial-temporal autocorreiations are plotted as lines for the same time classes
and t hree distance classes.
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Figure 4 . 4 ~ :Cornparison of spatial and spatial-temporal autocorrelations in spring
3 M 0 bottom trawl research s w e y catches. The number of pairs of correlations fa.lIïng
above and below the solid line are presented in the upper and lower corners of each
panel.
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Average Chart Depth (meters)

Figure 4 . 5 ~Catches versus tow depth for the spring 3N0 bottom trawl research
m e y The line corresponds to a smooth between catch and depth. The R2 of the
smooth is presented in the upper corner of each panel.
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Figure 4.5b: T h e series of catches at depth intervals for the spring 3 N 0 bottom
trawl research swey. The solid line connects the m u a l medians, and the dotted lines
comect the 25th and 75th percentiles. h u a 1 means are plotted as points. The number
of tows in each year and depth interval is indicated at the top of the plot.
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Trawl Temperature (celcius)

Figure 4.6a: Catches versus bottom temperature for the spring 3N0 bottom trawl
research sunrey. The line corresponds to a smooth between catches and temperature.
The R~of the smooth is presented in the upper corner of each panel.
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Figure 4.66: Time series of catches at temperature intervals for the spring 3N0
bottom trawl research m e y . The solid line connects the m u a l medians, and the
dotted h e s connect the 25th and 75th percentiles. Annual means axe plotted as points.
The number of tows in each year and temperature intenal is indicated at the top of the
plot.
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Wind Scale

Figure 4.7~:Distributions of catches versus wind force for the spring 3N0 bottom
trawl research survey. The mean is plotted as an *, and the median is plotted as a heavy
solid h e . Box endpoints correspond to 25th and 75th percentiles. Dotted lines comect
upper and lower "extremes" that do not include "outlying' observations (see Splus
documentation). The average wind force and its standard error are printed at the top of
each panel.
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Year

Figure 4.7%: Depth stratified annual ratios of average catches for low versus high
winds (wind force scales 0.3 and 49). The combined average ratio for all years is
indicated at the top of each panel, and is fouowed by the ratio of ranks. The number of
tows in the numerator and denominator are indicated almg the top of the first two
panels.
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Figure 4.8: Synoptic analysis of the five tows with the 1a.rgest catch of cod during
19841994. Ten tows taken before and after the large tow are included. The x's are
proportional to catch. Spatial (SP), depth (DP), temperature (TP) and temporal (TM)
distances are relative to the large tow. DP/SP indicates that depth is the horizontal
axis, and Spatial location is the vertical axis, etc.

5. MODELSPECIFICATION
5.1. Introduction
In this chapter we present d the analyses necessary to specify a defensible stochastic
model for 3N0 research survey catches of cod. Inference fiom this model is the subject of

Chapter 6 . The analyses in Chapter 4 suggest associations between trawl catches and
spatial location, time of tow, and possibly other covariates. Consequently, a statisticd
model that utilizes these associations may irnprove the precision of our inferences about
stock size. The graphical analyses

&O

revealed that the covariate associations do not

appear to have simple parametric fonns, and that interactions between covariates may
be important. To accommodate this, the model we use is nonparametric, and involves

smoothing catches over neighborhoods defined by the covariates. This procedure can
provide consistent estimation of local trawlable abundance for a wide range of covariate
relationships. However, occasional large catches occur that are inconsistent with nearby
catches, and cannot be described by the same model we use for the rnajority of the data.
These large catches do not reflect fish abundance a t nearby locations. They appear to
occur randomly, and should not be used to predict stock density in regions with similar
covariate d u e s . This is not to Say that we should ignore the large catches. In fact, they
provide very important idormation about stock size, for that component of the stock
that forms dense, apparently random aggregations. We referred to these large catches

in Chapter 4 as type II catches, while the others were referred to a s type I catches. A

simple mixture model with two cornponents for the two types of catches was proposed in
Chapter 4, and this model will be specified in more detail in this chapter.

We model type I and II catches as overdispersed Poisson random variables. The Poissc~
density parameter for m e

1 catches is modeIled as a smooth function of covariates

using nonparametric regression techniques. In Chapter 4 we were not able to specifically determine which covariates to use in the model, although we did eliminate several
variables fkom future consideration. In this chapter we use nonparametric variable selection procedures to determine exactly which covariates to use in our smooth rnean function

model (SMF'M) for type 1catches. We estimate the incidence of type II catches separately
over several large geographic regions; however, we assume that their densi@ is constant
fiom year to year. The clifference in annual trends in median and average çurvey catches
shown in Figure 5.4b in C h a p t e r 4 provides some evidence for this. Median catches have
declined consistently at depths less than 150 meters (most of 3NO), while average catches
have not. This suggests that in most areas sarnpled abundance has declined, but not in
the srnall area that produces large catches. The s m d number of tows that have been
observed from very high densiv cod aggregations do not suggest a change in density of
these aggregations, so we assume this density is constant annualIy. A problem with the
mixture model approach is that we do not know which catches are type 1 or II a prion.

A s a solution we use robust nonparametric regression methods to assist in detecting large
catches that are inconsistent with nearby catches. These are then designated as type II
catches.

The mixture-mode1 has similar characteristics to theoretical population models for
density-dependent habitat selection, in which population size and local density are important factors in detemiining the population distribution arnong patchy habitats (MacCall, 1990). Dserential utilization of mitrginal habitats with changes in total population

abundance has been observed in many species, including fish. Hutchings (1996) has sug-

gested that cod in NAFO Divisions 25, 3K, and 3L (adjacent to 3NO; see Figure 1.3)
exhibit density-dependent habitat selection. He proposed that cod in this region occur in
three types of aggregations: low, medium, and high density. High-density aggregations
maintain their size as population abundance declines because &h kom lower density aggregations move in to more favorable high-density habitats as Wace becornes available.

Thus, a decline in total population abundance is fhst associatecl with a decline in local
low- and medium-densit ies,but not high-densities. High-density aggregations decline only
after there are insdEcient numbers of fsh remaining in the population to replenish these
aggregations. Hutchings (1996) refers to t his process as 'the nested aggregation model" ,
which provides the motivation for the mixturemode1 we use for 3 N 0 cod. Hutchinp

(1996) also suggests that a similar process may have occurred for cod in the Southern

Gulf of St . Lawrence (4TVn).
In this chapter we present aIl the analyses necessary to build a model for inferences
about trawlable stock size, but these inferences are the subject of Chapter 6. In this
chapter a kernei smoother is described in Section 5.2 that is used to estimate the SMFM
for type 1catches. This involves l o d y weighted averages of trawl catches. The weights
are functions of the covariates, and the size of the weights is determined using %andwidthY'
parameters. Which covariates to use for smoothing is investigated in Section 5.3. We
apply the nonparametric regression and variable selection procedures to the 3N0 trawl
survey data in Section 5.4. In Section 5.5 we develop a robust nonparametric regression
procedure suitable for trawl data. First we review robust M-estimation, and develop
robust M-estimators for the mean of a Negative Binomial distribution, which we rnodel
trawl catches with. Simulations are conducted to examine some fixed sample properties of

the robust estimators. These results are then used to develop robust smoothing procedures
for trawl catches. These procedures are used for ''mbustified" variable selection in Section
5.6 using the trawl survey data, and for identïfyhg type II catches in Section 5.7.

In Section 5.8 we finish s p e c m g our model, having determined which covariates to
include in our SMFM for m e 1 catches and which catches are type II's. In Section
5.9 we compare this model with the traditional stratum-effects model used to summarize

trawl s w e y data. The cornparison is based on overd fit and prediction performance.
The main results in this chapter are siimmarized in Section 5.10.

In this chapter we conclude that spatial location and tow depth are the most important
predictive covariates in a SMFM for trawl catches. Tow temperature, time between tows,

and wind speed have less predictive power beyond their association with spatial location

and tow depth, and do not seem usefd for our model. We i d e n t e six type 11 catches
for the period 1984-1994,and four of these occurred in 30 on the southwest dope of the

Grand Bank. The nonparametric regression model we use for type I catches is superior
to a stratum-effects model, both in terms of fitting the data and in a prediction sense.

5.2. Local likelihood smoother
In this section we describe the nonparametric regression estixnator that we use to estimate
the mean of type I catches. The essence of m o d e h g trawl s w e y data sets such as what
we have is to estirnate the expectéd trawlable density of fish at every location in the
sunrey region. Since there are no measurements at many locations this expectation has to

be inferred from neighboring observations. For this inference a fundamental assumption

hm to be made, which is that fish abundance changes smoothly with spatial location,
depth, etc. The amount of smoothness will be determined by the data. Sorne catches
seem to confict with this assumption, and we need to determine exrrctly which catches
these are. We also need a mechaniSm to account for the component of the fish stock that
these catches represent, so that we c m estirnate the size of this component and add this
to the estimateci size of the other stock component - the one that varies smoothly.
There are several methods discussed in the literature for using neighboring information.

Parametric models involving explicit functional relationships between expected trawlable
density and covariates are very common, but do not seem useful for the 3 N 0 data set,
as was illustrated in Chapter 4. We restrict our attention to nonparametrïc models.

These methods proceed by assuming a simple model for trawl catches within a local
neighborhood. The most common model ïs a constant mean, which is what we use, but
low order polynornial models are also used. In thiç section we discuss the local maximum
likelihood method proposed by Tibshirani and Hastie (1987).
We begin describing this method by h t assuming we have independent random variables

K , ...,Y,

with density function f (yl0) = c(y) exp(0y - b ( 0 ) ) . In this case E ( Y ) =

h' (B) = p and Var(Y) = bt'(0) = O*. The log-likelihood function is given, except for a
constant, by

Maximizing this likelihood gives fi = bt(8) = &. As n

-r

co ji is weakly consistent for p.

For our problem we assume that observations are independent, but the means vary;
that is,

has density f (yiloi). W e cannot consistently estimate Bi without further as-

sumptions because we never have more that one observation a t each trawl station. Also,
without hirther assumptions we cannot estimate Bi at stations that were not sampled.
Let xi be a vector of covariates observed at trawl station i. A common assumption that
is reasonable in our case is that the

vary smoothly as a function of xi. The statistical

problem then is to estimate this hinction, or, equidently, to estimate p(x). We cannot
directly proceed to estimate p(x) via m a x i m m likeIihood without specifying this function
more exactly, which we do not want to do in o u analysis. Local averaging is a commonly
used alternative to estimate p ( x ).

Defme an e neighborhood of observations around some given x as

Assume that p(=) = p(x) for ûU i E Ax, which is a p p r o h a t e l y tme when s is small. In
this case the log-likelihood for p(x) =

is

and the maximum likelihood estimate (de) for

where IAI is the carduiality of the set A. Only y&

is

with

values within the distance E

of x have a fullcontribution to the likelihood and the estimate of p,

Other yi's have no

contribution to the likelihood. Another approach is to use a weight function designed so

that the contribution of y, changes gradually according to the distance between xi and x.
In local likelihood estimation this

8 achieved using a weighted local likelihood

The weight function measures the distance between the vectors x and xi. The size of the
neighborhood is determined by the vector of bandwidths, b. The division (xi - x)/b is
elementwise. The maximum local likelihood estimate (Ile) is

The Gaussian weight function, W ( x ) a exp(-x1x/2), is used here, although other
functions are commonly used. The Gaussian weight function defines elliptical neighborhoods in te-

of spatial location, tow depth, and other covariate.. DXerent bandwidths

are used for each covariate because the smoothness of p, WU not be the same over aIl

covairiate dimensions; for example, a 100 meter change in tow depth wiU potentidy have
a much greater effect on local cod abundance than a 100 meter change in the spatial 10-

cation of a tow. As b

+O

the neighborhood Ulcludes just xi. As b

+w

alL observations

are included in the neighborhood. We constrain the weights to sum to one for each i. For
the sampled x's we denoted the weights as

The choice of bandwidths is critical in smoothing. A bias-variance tradeoff exists in
determining the size of the bandwidths. When C =$I it is easy to show that

as b

t

w &as&)

-t

-(pi - p) and Var&)

V

-t

-.n

The choice of bandwidths is often based on minimizing the average (weighted) squared
error

or M S E ( b ) = E(ASE(b)),and is a compromise between reducing bias and variance.

Of course we do not know A S E or MSE; however, we can estimate these quantities, and
choose bandwidths that m i n b k e these estimates. These ideas are cloûely linked with
aspects of variable selection, which are discussed in the next section.

5.3. Vlariable selection
In this section we consider analytic methods for Mnable selection. We will use these
methods to determine exactly which conriates to inciude in our SMFM for type 1 catches.
Estimates of total trawlable stock abundance âre based on estimates of local trawlable
density, so it is important that local density be estimated as precisely as possible. Recall
that part of our model for local densi@ involves a smooth function of covariates. The other
part involves a random contribution fiom type II stock components. In our application,

and in many other applications, the initial proposed model contains more coMnates than
necessary, some of which have little relationship with the variable of interest. If all of
the covariates are included in the model then the estimated smooth function may tend
to overfit the data and have reduced predictive capabilities; hence, it is important to
exclude unnecessaq covariates f?om the model and restnct our attention only to important
covariates. We will use our model to predict fish abundance at many tow stations, ço this
is important for us.

For some covariates it is easy to decide whether to indude them or not. In the last
chapter we concluded that light conditions and sea states during tows could be excluded
from our model. Other covariates were harder to judge, largely due to confounding among
the covariates; that is, on their own some c o d a t e s appear important, but this may only
be through their association with other covariates. Several procedures are a d a b l e for thiç
type of problem when dealing with parametric models, but in our case we have to propose
new procedwes because of the nonparametric m o d e h g approach we have taken. In
this section we propose a nonparametric variable selection procedure to detennine which
covariates to include in our model. The algorithm is nonparametric in that the mean is
assumed to be only a smooth function of conriates. A brief review of parametric variable
selection theory is first presented, primarily for the normal linear regression model. This
review provides some of the motivation for the nonparametric algorithm we propose.
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5.3.1. Brief review of parametric variable selection
Most of the statistical literature on variable selection involves parametric linear models
with additive mors:

In this mode1 p,

= X'P,

x is a vector of known regression covariates, P is a vector of

regression parameters, and

E

is the error term with Var(&) = o2 constant. Thompson

(1978) reviewed this situation. A common approach is to select covariates that minimize
a measure of mean square prediction error:

MSPE =

1
-C
E{T
n
i=1

where Y' is a new observation at x. The idea in miniminhg this quantiw is to select
the covariates that make ,Li(=)

xi E {x - ,Li(&))*

as close as possible to pi, on average. If we used MSE =

/n for variable s&ction then we w o d d select ail the covariates because

adding a covariate to a regression analysis always results in a lower MSE. We are not
interested in covariates that result in only small decreases in MSE; therefore, selection
criteria are required that penalize models with too many covariates. Many criteria have
been proposed. Three common criteria, and the ones we consider later, are:
Cross validation (CV). This criterion is based on deleting an observation and using
the remahhg observations to predict the deleted one. T h e criterion is

where

y-i

is the predicted value of

Yi based on a regression without Yi. The u2 is

included so that CV is comparable with the other criteria, although its value is not
required to minimize CV.
2. Generalized cross validation (GCV),

GCV
where SSEp = xy=l(yi -

=

SSEp
a2n(l-

p/n)*'

is the error sum of squares based on a model with p

covariates; that is, x is p x 1. The o2 term is included for cornparison purposes, its

value is not required to minimize GCV.

where 5; is an estimate of

(r2

based on the full model, with all covariates.

These criteria are aIl asymptotically quivalent, with expectations ako asymptotically
equivalent to MSEP. It is easy to'show this for the CV criterion. Its expectation can
be expresseci as

E(CV) = 1 +

If ki=
we use

CL1E {ki- P i }

2

w*

then E(CV) is asymptotically equlvalent to MSEP in (5.5.1). To show this

where

are the diagonal elements of the hat matrix H = x(x'x)-'x'.
If the correct

covariates are seiected then

- ?-i

has mean zero, and variance

If the covariates are such that hii + O as n -t ca then

Yi, and E(CV)

MSEP/02-

The asymptotic equivalence of GV and GCV can be shown using

If we can approximate h, = trace(H)/n = p/n then CV

= GCV.

If 8fis consistent

for a2 then the equivalence of GCV and GCp can be shown using the approximation
1/(1- x ) =
~ 1 + 22, when x is s m d .
5.3.2. Nonparametric variable selection

In this section we extend the methods discussed in the previous section to nonparametric

models with more arbitrary error structures, which includes the SMFM we use for type 1
catches. While nonparametric regrekion has recently becorne a popular technique,espec i d y in exploratory analyses,the issue of a b l e selection has received little attention.

As far as we know there is only one statistical publication conceming fully nonparametric
variable selection for continuous covariates. Zhang (1991) considered va.riable selection
using a simple kernel smoother. He assumed that covariates were p r e - r d e d in tenns

of importance, and dedt with the problem of determining the number of covariates to
include in a model. Zhang (1991) used the same bandwidth b for ail conriates. Ris algorithm is to select b that minimizes some measure of prediction error PE(b,p) for a fixed
p, such as CV(b,p), then select p that minbhes PE{b(p), p ) . Using the same bmdwidth

for all covariates does not seem like a good idea in our situation, so we do not pursue

Zhang's (1991) approach. Instead we simply rnodify the procedures discussed in Section
5-3.1 to the nonparametric case.

The basic framework explored here is to select covariates that are usehil for prediction purposes. The selected covariates are those that mïnïmïze sorne measure of PE over
all possible subsets of covariates. AJ.l of the PE measures in Section 5.3.1 can e a d y
be adapted for a GLIM by substituting deviance (see McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) for

S'SEp. The deviance ïs commonly used to measiire goodness of fit in exponential family
regression models, and is an important quantity in variable selection. Our variable selection procedure is essentially the same as in the previous section, and that is to select
the subset of covariates that minimixes deviance, but with a penalty for the number of

covariates in the model. First we show how to compute the deviance, and its expectation.
Following this we present the generalized variable selection criteria.
The deviance is:

where y' = [y,, ...,y,],

-

model p,,

pf = [pl, -.- ,pn] and p,,

maJcimizes l(p,y) over

p. For

OU

9

= y. For the normal h e a r regression model the deviance is SSE/&

The

expectation of D(fi:Y) plays an important role in interpreting D ( P ,y) in this dissertation,
and is commonly referred to as the error degrees of fieedom (see Hastie and Tibshirani,
1990). For example, in the normal linear regression model E(D (P,
Y)) = n - p, where
p is usually the number of covariates in the regression. This is the cornmon defmition of

error degrees of fieedom for this model. In general let

E

= Y - p denote the vector of

residuals, and let C = Diag(of, ...,0:). The deviance can be written as

where i = (1 - W)Y. Using this approximation we can show that

E { D ( f i ,Y ) )= n - tr(2W - WC-'WC)
+ &(I - W)'C(I- W ) p ,
where W = {w,) is the matrix of smoothing weights defined by (5.2.1). Ignoring the
bias term,

The generalized variable selection PE criteria we use are:

The deviance may involve overdispersion parameters, as in o u case. We wül estimate
these separately, and use the same estirnates in ail our variable selection procedures. This
is simiIar to the suggestion by Fitzmaurice (19%').

These critena are analogous to those

for the normal Linear regression model. For example, the correction term in GCp can be
obtained fkom a cornparison of df"

(MSPE):

and the generalized mean square prediction error

denotes a new observation with covariates xi. Adding 2tr(W)/nmakes

Here

This is the same rationale for the correction term in C, presented in Section 5.3.1.
We also use these criteria for selecting bandwidths; that is, choose bandwidths that
minimize one of these criteria. This is common practice (for example, see Hastie and
Tibshirani, 1990). In fact, Li (1987) has shown for the additive homoscedastic errors case
that these criteria are asymptotically optimal in the sense that

b
where ,

is the vector of bandwidths that minimize CV. The same optimalitsi prope*

extends to GC, and GCV because of their asymptotic equivalence with CV.
Nonparametric variable selection algorithm

Li this section we outline the nonparametric variable selection algorithm we use with
the trawl survey data. A complication arises because we use the same criterion to select
bandwidths and variables. Because bandwidths are selected to minimize a PE measure,

the model with a l l covariates always has the lowest value of the PE meanire. Hence, the
algorithm is to

select the covariates that rninllnize, or nearly minimize, a PE measwe.

The algorithm indudes the option '"nearly minimine" so that covariates that result in
relatively small decreases in the criteria are not selected. By nearly minimize we mean
c o d a t e subsets with a P E < min PE x 6, where 6 > 1. The min PE is for all covariates.

This is because the same PE criterion is used to select bandwidths; that is, bandwidths
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are &O selected so that they minimize the PE criterion. It is impossible to get a lower PE
criterion for a subset of covaziates, because this solution would be found when minimizing
the PE criterion for all covariates. This is different than in parametric variable selection,
where the PE criterion is usually not a minhum for the model with all covariates. The
difference is b ecause in a parametric model adding a covariate increases the "effective"
degrees of fieedorn by one, whereas in nonparametric regression the effective^' degrees
of heedom can either increase or decrease when a c o d a t e is added, depending on what
bandwidths are used.

In h e a r regression, an F-test for added covariates takes the same fonn as our variable
selection procedure. In this case one concludes a po dimensional subset of covariates is
important if the SSE is less than the min SSE x 6, where

and F,,n,

is an F value for some appropriate a. Note that min SSE is obtained

all the p covariates. If n = 150, p = 5, and po = 2 then 6 = 1.013 and 1.025, for a
and 0.05. These d u e s for n, p, and po are similar to those we s h d consider, although

we are not suggesting that the above form of 6 is appropriate for our algorithm. Even

in linear regression it is difficult to determine what value for

<r

is appropriate, or even if

the F distribution is appropriate; hence, the value for 6 is somewhat arbitraxy and also
depends on a subjective choice for a. We used 6 = 1.05 in our analyses. This is also an
arbitrary choice, but one that seems to give reasonable renilts.
The algorithm is simple to implement (on a fast computer). The algorithm is:
1. find bandwidths that minimine PE for aU of the 2P variable subsets, where p is the

total number of covariates,

2. find the srnallest subset of c o d a t e s such that the minimum PE for that subset is
less than the minimum PE x S for all variables.
The rationale for the second step is that important covariates, when removed, should
lead to a large increase in PE, whereas unimportant covariates should lead to only small
increâses in PE when removed.
We also analyze per observation deviances, or the squared deviance residuals (see
McCullagh and Nelder, 1989), for selected model fits to assist with variable and bandwidth selection. Typically (but not always) a smoother with aJl covariates and min PE
bandwidths explains more deviance than a smoother with some subset of covariates, and
the correspondkg mui PE bandwidths. If the decrease in total deviance is greater than
expected, using

dfe",then

we conclude that some of the deleted covariates are impor-

tant. Conversely, if the decrease in deviance is less than the change in error degrees of
freedom then we conclude that the deleted covariate subset is not important. This is
somewhat analogous to the F-test for added covariates in the normal h e a r regression
model, except that in the nonparametric case the ('SSE" does not always have to increase
when covariates are deleted. This depends on what bandwidths are used. Another use of
emrnining the per observation change in deviances is to assess whether a covaxiate subset
"explains" variation for much of the data, or only a small number of observations. If the
latter is the case then robustness is a concern. We return to this point in Section 5.4.4.
Finally, our variable selection results are sensitive to the choice of PE measure, and the

per observation change in deviances are useful for deciding which measure is more useful
for our data.

5.4. Analysis of the 3N0 trawl survey data, 1
In this section we apply the nonparametric regresion and variable selection procedures to
the 3N0 trawl survey data. We use the Negative Binomial (NB) distribution to stochastically mode1 trawl catches. The NB dist~butionis a flexible one that is appropriate for
overdispersed count data. This distribut ion has been suggested for modelling trawI catches
(see Gunderson, 1993; pl7). Other distributions have

been suggested (e.g. delta-

&O

lognormal); however, the NB is simple and, we W, appropriate for our data. The mean
of the NB distribution is modelled as a smooth function of spatial location (SP) and tow
depth (DP), and possibly tow temperature (TP), tow time (TM), and wind speed (WD)
during tows. That is, if rn is the NB mean, then m = m(SP,DP,TP,T M , W D ) = m ( x ) .
The NB variance is m(l

+ mlk), where k is a Poisson overdispersion parameter.

The

discrete probability density £unetion for this distribution is
Pr(Y = y; m, k) =

r ( k + Y)
r ( k ) r ( y 1)

+

k

(5)
(A).
Y

The distributional assumption plays an important role in bandwidth selection. Ignoring
overdispersion can lead to s m d bandwidths and under-srnoothing. We consider the estimation of k carefully, but first we must standardize the covariates. This involves two
steps.

5.4.1. Standardking covariates

In this section we address the problem of confou11ding amongst some covaziates. Some
of the covariates we consider are highly correlated; for example, t h e between tows and
location of tows. This causes problems in bandwidth and variable selection. For example,

if local abundance is only spatially correlated, then a temporal smoother can account for
much of the variation in trawl catches because tows that are close together in space are

always close together in time. Ive considered this in some detail in Chapter 4. Confound-

ing results in erratic and unreliable variable selection using the algorithm we outlined in
the previous section. Our solution to this problem involves locally orthogonalizing co-

variates (see below), but k t we detail some preliminary covariate standardkations we
use.

R e c d fkom Section 5.2 that the nonparametrk regression simply involves locally
weighted averages. The estimate of m(x) is

The W ( - )weights define distances between x and the xi's. The size of the weights are
determined by the bandwidths, b.

In order to make bandwidths comparable between

variables we standardize covariates each year so that

xixi

= O and

Ci z: = 1. This is

the &st step.

Remark 2. We see no reason why the weigtts shouid not be symmetric in latitude and
longitude, which are tbe two components of spatial location, so we use the same bandwidth

for both these covariates,
The second step is critical, and involves removing the confounding among some of the
covariates. ln Chapter 4 we concluded spatial location and tow depth were the most
useful covariates for prediction purpoçes, because we know these covarïates for the entire

3N0 region. We only know tow temperatures and wind speeds at the sampled sites.
Tow time is not a predictive covariate, but can be used to assess the importance of fîsh
movements. Unfortunately tow temperature is correlated with spatial location and tow
depth, wind speed is correlated with spatial location and time between tows, and tow time
is correlated with spatial location. This confounding makes variable selection difEcult; for

example, it is usually the case that the min CV for a smoother based on spatial location
is about the same as the minCV for a smoother based on t h e between tows.

We assess the dependencies in trawl catches with temperature, tirne, and wind only
after the dependencies in these covariates with spatial location and tow depth have been
rernoved. For this purpose we also use kemel smoothing. The analogue to this approach

in linex regression is orthogonalizing c o d a t e s . In this situation a decision must also
be made about which covariates to transfom. If

XI

and

x2

are two regression covariates

then one way to make them orthogonal (uncorrelated) is to regress x2 on xl and use the

x2 residuals (G~)
instead of xz in the regression with the y response; that is, regress y
on X I and e,,.

We do the same thing here, except that we use nonparametric regression

instead of linear regression.
The decision to locally orthogonalize temperature, t h e , and wind is somewhat arbitrary. It is based on practicality grounds in that we want to use the model to predict
local abundance throughout 3NO: and we only know spatial location and tow depth at
non-sampled trawl stations. Note that this decision is not completely arbitrary. For example, if tow temperature is r e d y important in determinhg local abundance then we
could predict tow temperature at nonsampled tow stations ming the spatial and depth
persistence of water temperatures, and then use the predicted temperatures to predict
local fish abundance at nonsampled tow stations fiom our obsemtions of catches at
sampled tow stations. This is possible because water temperature does not change at
specific depths over fairly broad spatial s d e s . However, it is unükely such a model would
produce better predictions at nonsampled tow stations, compared to a model with just
spatial location and tow depth. This is because of the nonparametric nature of our modeiiing. If E (Y,) = ml(SP, TP)and TP = mz(SP,DP) , then we can express E(YJ as

m3(SP,DP) = mi {SP,
m2(SP,
DP)), in which case we c m estimate m3 directly using
lle's based on SP and D P.

We perform three nonparametric regressions to remove confounding among our

CO-

variates:

1. Regress tow time on spatial location.
2. Regress tow temperature on spatial location and tow depth.

3. Regress wind speed on spatial location and tow time.

The regressions are easy to implement. All we have to do is decide what bandwidths to use,
then compute the kernel regresion weights w e for ail observations. If W = {w,)then
the estimated responses are given by y = Wy, where y is the n x I vector of observations
which, in this case, can either be tow time, temperature, or wind speed. We choose

bandwidths that minimize the CV criterion,

We feel the errors in the Y'sare additive and homoscedastic, which leads to the use of this
form of CV. Bandwidths are chosen separately each year, and are presented in Table 5.la.
The df -'s

associated with these baridwidths are usually about 50% of the sarnple size each

year. For regressionç 1-3 above the average df -ln's

across years is 0.46, 0.55, and 0.52,

which is a reasonable amount of smoothing. The correlation coefficients, or the proportion

of variance explained by the regression, are presented in Table 5. lb. The residual variation
from the three regressions is small, especially for the time and temperature regressions.
The correlation coefficients are large, which indicates the degree of confounding in the
covariates. In the trawl catch regression analyses throughout the rest of this chapter we
will use spatial location, tow depth, and the covaziate regression residuals for temperature,

tirne, and wind speed. These residual c o d a t e s should be usefd for explaining potential
variation in trawl catches that is not related to the spatial location or depth of tows.

Table 5.la. Bandwidths th& minimize
the cross validation criterion
for the covariate regression
analyses. The bandwidths
are for SP-spatial Iocation,
DP-depth, and time TM.
Temperature
Year
84

bSP
0.012

Wind Speed
~ S P

0.016
8.175
7.939
0.008
11.208
0.109
0.021
3.960
9.866
7.586
0.006

TM
0.005
0.018
0.005
0.030
0.045
0.054
0.037
0.008
0.019
0.031
0.007

Remark 3. For convenience we refer to these residuds simply a s temperature, time, and
wind speed.
5.4.2. Variable smoothing

Preliminary investigations have revealed that the smoothness assumptions required for the
continental shelf region in 3N0 (see Figure 1.4) are ditferent than for the slope regions.
Water depths and temperatures are relatively constant on the shelf, whereas on the slopes
these variables can change rapidly over short spatial scales. This is why strata for the

slopes are relatively s m d . This suggests that variable bandwidths are usefd for m o d e h g
these data. A variew of procedures exkt for selecting variable bandwidths; for examples,
see Müller and Stadtmüller (1987)

and Brockmann et. al. (1993). We choose a simple

Table 5. lb. Covariate regression correlation
coefficients.

Year Time Temperature
84

0.98

0.98

Wind Speed
0.94

procedure in which we split our data into two groups representing the slope and shelf
regions, and analyze the data separately. If the bandwidths are the same in both regions
then splitting the data will result in fewer error degrees of freedom (Le. dfm in Section
5.3.2). This is because if observations are ordered in y by region, then to achieve the

splitting the smoothing matrix W

replaced by a block diagonal mat*

corresponding to

the two regions. The rows of this block diagonal matrix must still sum to one so itç trace
will be greater than trace(W), resulting in fewer df -'S.

The advantage of the smoothing

stratification is potentially lower deviances.
5.4.3. Choosing the Negative Binomial k parameter

The next step in our analysis is to estimate the NB overdispersion parameter k for use in
the subset selection analyses. Similar to Fitzmaurice

(EW),
k is estimateci only once for

the fidI model, and this estimate is then used in computing PE measures and deviances
in ail submodels examined. We test the sensitivity of our results to the value of k we

choose by repeating our variable selection procedures using a ditferent value of k.
First consider the homoscedastic additive errors nonparametric regression problem,

where E ( E ) = O and Var(&)=

02.II1

this case estimating o2 is straightforward. T h e

common estimate is just SSE aivided by the appropnate dfm3s. Our case is not so
simple. I l i e k parameter must be estimated jointly with m(x), which means that we

must select bandwidths and estimate k simdtaneously. One option for this problem
is an iterative scheme in which bandwidths are selected based on a fixed value of k,

then k estimated using maximum likelihood based on the m(x)'s computed using these

bandwidths, and the process iterated until convergence. Alternatively we can find the
joint solution of the estirnating equations associated with minimizing CV to get & ( x ) ,

and the NB log-likelihood to get

k. In this approach two objective functions are used, one

for finding bandwidths (CV) and one for finding k (log-likelihood). Our experience with
both these approaches is that they produce two solutions, one with s m d bandwidths,
few df e"'s, and a large value for
and a s r n d value for

k.

&, and the other with large bandwidths,

many df e"'s,

Neither of'these solutions seems appropriate. If 6 is very s m d

then we tend to under-fit catches, while if

k is very large we tend to over-fit catches. The

problem b that the LikeIihoods for these two types of solutions are simüar.
The solution we propose for this problem is to maximize a type of predictive likelibood
for both bandwidths and k. For fixed bandwidths we estimate m ( q ) without yi using
kernel smoothing, and denote this estimate as 6 - i ( ~This
i ) *estimate is a function of the

bandwidths b. We estimate k as that value that, jointly with b, minimizes

where @ (x) = log r(x). Apart from a term depending only on the yi 's, l,(k, b) is just
the negative log-likelihood based on (5.4-1). If we used fi(&) instead of m-,(x,) then
minimizing l,(k, b) would yield srnaIl bandwidths which fit the data exactly for any k.

In this case k = m. If we used the predictive likelîhood procedure in a linear regression
model with p covairïates and additive N(0, c2)errors then the mple (maximum predictive
likelihood estimate) for a2 has expectation no2/(n- p). For this model the mple overestimates error variance, whereas the d e underestimates error variance. This is easy to
show using the results in Section 5.3.1. We suspect the mple of k has a s m d negative
bias, whereas the d e of k has a very large positive bias, as indicated above. For this
reason we chose to estimate k using (5.4.2).
We performed a simple simulation experiment to check the mple bias for k.

We

generated random NB data using a simple model and three values for k (e-g. k = 1, 2

and 3). We considered sample s i . &of n = 25, 50, and 100. The model we considered is

m ( x ) = 5 + 3 sin(x); hence, x is one-dimensionai in our simulation. We generated NB
responses for this model by
1. generating n random X's from a Uniform (0,20) distribution,

2. computing m ( x ) for the random X's ui 1,then

3. generate NB responses using the m ( X )'s in 2.

For each simulation we computed the bandwidth and k that maximized (5.4.2). The
simulated biases fiom mple estimates of k are presented in Table 5.2a. These biases are

negative, which is consistent with our previous arguments. We will show in Chapter 6
that our inferences are robust for the magnitude of biases shown in Table 5.2a , so we feel
Table 5.2a. SunuIated NB mple bias for k.

that equation (5.4.2) provides reasonable estimation of k for the trawl survey data.

Annual estimates of k are presented in Table 5.2b. For variable selection we assume
that the value of k is the same in all years. The average estimated k in Table 5.2b for
the shelf region is 0.99, while for the dope region this value is 0.55. To get a combined
estimate of k we use the bandwidths in Table 5.2b to cornpute f L i ( = ) for all years and
regions, and use these values to estimate a single k. The estimate is k = 0.65. This is the
value we use in subsequent variable selection analyses. We will test the sensitivity of o u
results to the choice of k by repeatipg our analyses with k = 5.
Note the large variation in the size of bandwidths for DP, TP, TM, and WD in Table
5.2b. There are several reasons for this. One reason is robustness. We will show later that
srnall bandwidths for T P , T M , and W D may only provide better fits to a s m d number
of catches. Another reason involves the Mnabiliw in a covariate. If a covariate does
not vary much then whether its bandwidth is large or small does not matter, because
the neighborhood for this covariate includes nearly all observations no matter what the
bandwidth is. This is why the DP bandwidths change widely for the shelf region from
year to year. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, is that finding good bandwidths
is ditficult even with good data (see bandwidth simulations in Hastie and Tibshirani,

Table 5.2b. Estimates of the NB scale parameter
k and bandwidths b that m;uàmize a
predictive likelihood function.

3N0 slope region

Note: SP-spatial location, D P-depth,TM-the,

1990, p 50). Even the bandwidths we h d y select after robust considerations (see Table
5.19) s t Z va,ry considerably from year to year. A potential solution to this problem is

to constrain bandwidths to vary smoothly, but we do not pursue this here. Fortunately
our inferences about total trawlable stock size are relatively insensitive to the choice of
bandwidth (see Chapter 6).
5.4.4. Variable selection results

Having standardized some of the covariates and detennined a value for k we can now
proceed with variable selection. We only consider temperature, tirne, and wind speed for
selection; that is, we assume that m ( x ) is a function of spatial location and tow depth,
and possibly some of the other covariates. This reduces the -ber

of covariate subsets

to analyze from 2' to 23. In what follows we refer to the bandwidths that rnhimize a PE
criterion as PE bminYs;for example, the bandwidths that minimize the CV criterion are
referred to as the CV bminYsThe bandwidths that minimixe the CV, GCV,and GC, criteria are presented in
Tables 5.3a-c in the Appendix (Section 5.11). The near optimal bandwidths are based
on the smdest subset of covariate whose estirnated PE is close to the minimum PE
for aU covariates; that is, PE 5 1.05 x minPE. h Table 5.3a tow temperature and
wind speed have Little predictive power in seven of eleven years, for both the shelf and
slope regîons. The t h e between tows is important in only three years. Using GCV, only
spatial location and tow depth (see Table 5.3b) seem important. In some years minimizing

GCV resuIts in very small bandwidths and over-fitting; that is, almost no error degrees
of heedom remain. These fits do not seem trustworthy for prediction purposes Wind
speed appears to have no predictive power using GCp, and time between tows and tow
temperature are important in o d y two years.
The CV results suggest that in most years spatial location and tow depth are the

most important predictive covariates, but that in some years the other covariates have
some predictive capabdities as well. To further investigate this we examined the deviance
residuals from some of the rnodels in Tables 5.3a and 5 . 3 ~ To
. assess the improvement in
fit resulting kom CV b&
,

with temperature, tirne, and wind speed we plot, in Figures

5.la,b, the clifferences in the per observation deviance for the model with all covariates

and the mode1 with just spatial location and tow depth. The change in deviance and
dfe"'s are listed at the top of each panel. The change in dfBT's is that deviance expected
to be explained by decreasing neighborhood sizes (bandwidths) alone. We expect that if
tow temperature, time, or wind speed are important in determining trawl catches then
the change in deviance should exceed the change in dfe"'s.

This occurs in five of eleven

years, and most notably in 1993 where the merence in deviance is almost double the
difference in df -'S.

Most of the differences are related to only a small nurnber of tows.

This suggests that time, temperature, and wind speed may be important for only a few
observations. We retum to this idea in the next section.
The clifferences in the per observation deviance for GCp bandwidths are very small

and are not presented. Changes in total deviance are usually s m d when temperature,
tirne, and wind speed are not included in the model. These changes are approximately
the same as the change in dfm's. The GCp results suggest that tow temperature, tirne,

and wind speed are not important in determining mean trawl catches. The GCp b&s
for spatial location and tow depth result in more dfm's than the CV b*'s
except 1993. The total dfm's for all years is 1340 for the GCpb,&,

CV b-'S.

in every year

and 739 for the

This agrees with the general consensus in the smoothing Literature that CV

bandwidths tend to be too s m d , and consequently lead to too few dferT'sfor inferences.
The above analyses were repeated with k = 5, and the renilts are presented in Table
5.4a-c. Overall the results suggest that the variable selection procedures (not bandwidth

selection) are robust to reasonable values of k, and our conclusion that spatial location

quent in the population. This means that for most of the population X*has a constant
effect, and not including this covariate in our mode1 should have little effect on inferences
about total stock size. Hence, we do not want to select variables because they explain
variability for only a small number of observations. In the following sections we propose
robust local likelihood estimation procedures and robust variable selection procedures to
investigate whether this is a problem in our analysis. The robust procedures are also used
to assist in i d e n t m g type I I catches.

5.5. Robust local likelihood estimation
In this section we develop a robust smoother for NB data. We use robust M-estimation
for this purpose. The robust M-estimator we employ essentially downweights observations
that are far fiom the mean of "most" of the data. The basic strategy we use is to develop
an efficient robust M-estimator for the rnean of a NB distribution, and then apply this esti-

mator locally for robust smoothing. Efficiency is an important issue for robust smoothing,
b e c a w the effective sample size within srnoothing neighborhoods can be small, and an
inefficient estimator can lead to erratic (nonsmooth) results. Our preliminary experience
(unreported results) with a simple 'weighted median smoother demonstrated this. The
robust M-estimator is new, so we consider its efficiency with finte sampk sizes through
simulations. We do this to demonstrate that robust estimation with NB data is feasible
for the eff'tive sample sizes that are used in our smoothing procedures. These are often
quite small. We also consider the mode1 robustness of the robust NE3 M-estimator, including how it performs with outlier contaminated data, and how it performs with Poisson

data. We use the robust smoother for two purposes. The f h t is to 'tobustQ" variable
selection, which we outline in Section 5.5.4. We wish to select variables that have predictive importance for the majority of the data, and not just a few observations. The
second purpose is to identify tows with catches that are inconsistent with a smooth mean

function model. We c d these type II catches.
It is kequently the case that a small percentage of obsemtions appear to corne from
a different process (or model) than the majority. For example, with trawl survey data
occasional large catches occur that are inconsistent with nearby catches. Such an occur-

rence is not unique to fisheries data; in fact, Hampel et. al. (1986, p28) speculated that

"1-10% gross errors in routine data seem to be more the d e than the exception". In
our analyses this is particularly problematic because one drawback with nonparametric
regression compared to parametric regression is increased sensitivity to outliers because of
the increased reliance on the data for the basic shape of the regression surface. Neverthe
l e s it is desirable that ou. regression inferences not be infiuenced too much by outlying
observations.

The specific approach we take is to use outlier-robust M-estimation to develop robust local likelihood methods for Negative Binomial (NB) nonparametric regression. Mestimation has some precedence in terms of kemel smoothing ( s e Section 5.5.3), and
is desirable in that it has a non-zero breakdown point (proportion of outliers in a sample

that do not grossly affect an estimator; see Hampel et. al., 1986 for more details) and yet
still produces reasonab:y smoott fits. This section begins with a brief review of robust
M-estimation theory. An asymptotically efficient robust M-estimator for the NI3 location
parameter is developed, and a s m d simulation experiment is presented to compare the
small sample efficiency of the robust estimator to the d e . These methods are then used
to develop robust local likelihood estimates (lle's) of a smooth mean for NB data.

5.5.1. Basic theory of robust M-estimation
M-estimation is a general procedure that encornpasses de's, quasi-likelihood estimates,

and many other methods. An M-estimator is merely the minimizer of an objective function, or the root of an estimating equation (Carroll and Ruppert, 1988); that is, the
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M-estimator of a p x 1 dïrnensional parameter t
9 (denoted as 8 ) is the solution to

where

$J

is a p dimensional function, but not necessarily the gradient of an objective func-

tion. The lle's considered in Section 5.2 are examples of M-estimates. If Y has distnbution F then an almost necessary condition for 8 to be consistent is that / $(Y, t ) d F ( Y ) = O
must have a unique solution t = 8 (see Carroll and Ruppert, 1988). This assumption usually holds if ~,6is the score function for F. Carroll and Ruppert (1988) show heuristically

that, under standard conditions,
nl/' (8 - O )

3 N [O,V+(O)],

where

Note that Be and As are p x p matrices. A rigorous proof is given in Huber (1967), and
further detailç are given in Clarke (1983).
Robust M-estimation is a very flexible methodology that can be readily applied to the
estimation of location and overdispersion parameters for discrete distributions. Robustness is obtained by choosing $J so that

8 is insensitive to outliers, as described below.

An optimally robust M-estimator is insensitive to outliers, and yet rnaximally efficient for
estimating 8 among all estimators with the same robust properties. The sensitivity of

6
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to outliers is typically measured using the influence function

which measutes the p dimensional sensitivity of

6 to small changes in y.

IV

Let 11x1

=

dx'V-lxx'V-lx
The scalar measure of s e n s i t i m used here is the self-standardid sensitivity
(Carroll and Ruppert, 1988):

Optimal robustness is obtained by choosing q!~so that y, is bounded by C < w, and also
so that tr {V@)) is minimiszed with respect to

11. Let

z ( ~8)
, =&(y,

@)/a0denote the

score function, where l ( y , 8 ) = log F( y , 8).The optimal 11 is

+*(y,

e) = { i ( p , e) -

1

min 1
j

where a satisfies E{@@(Y,O ) ) = O. Hampe1 et. al.

C

- -liAoJ
(1986; p 245) show that this

choice minimixes ~T{v+(o)v$,~
( 9 ) )over ail$ satisfying the consistency and boundedness
requirement. Rampe1 et. al. (1986; p 244) referred to the M-estimator based on y,(@)
as the optimal B,-robust estimator. While these estimators may not be most efficient

among the class of all possible consistent estimators, they are most efficient arnong the
dass of consistent estimators that have a self-standadized sensitivity bounded by

C.

In the following examples and in the next section we compare the efnciency of robM
estimators to de's using the asymptotic relative eaiciency, ARE = {V*(p)Z(p))-l,where
Z(p) is the Fisher information for p.

We illustrate these methods using a simple example involving th
Nomal data. Consider Y

-

N ( p , 1). The score function for p is

on of p for

i(p)= E = y - p.

The

optimal B,-robust estimating equation is

The a term in (5.5.1) is zero because E($) = O. The standardking constant A is obtained
as the solution to

where cl = C2A (see pg. 234 in Hampe1 et. al-, 1986). This choice of A ensures that the

self-standardized gross error semitivity (y) is less than C. For the normal mode1 Z(p) = 1.
To compute V&L) we need

hence, RE = B ~ / A .Results for a range of C's are presented in Table 5.5. The robust
Table 5.5. Standardizing constant ( A ) and asymptotic
relative efficiency (ARE) of the boundedinfluence estimator for p in a N ( p , 1) model.
The self-standard2zed sensitiMty is 5 C.

. .

A

0.323

ARE 0.845

0.630
0.932

0.713
0.951

0.806
0.970

0.900
0.986

0.976
0.997

0.995
1.000
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estimator when C = 1.6 is 95% as efficient as the mean. Note that for C = 1.6 the
truncation point in (5.5.2) is

fi = 1.6d0.713= 1.35, which agrees with Hampel

et.

al. (1986; Table 1).

Consider Y

-

N(0, a). The score function for c is i(c)= c-' (

E ~

1)/2. The optimal

B,-robust estimating equation may be taken as

where a is the solution to E(@)= O and A = ~ ( 1 1 . ~ Let
) . dl = a - ~ a a n dd2 = a + ~ f i .

The expectation of .Sr is

The expectation of

+2

is

and

Fisher's information is 2 1 9 so that ARE = 2B2/A. Renilts for a range of C's are presented in Table 5.6. Most notable in this table is the decrease in efficiency, for a h e d

Table 5.6. Standardizing constants (aand A) and
asymptotic relative eEciency (ARE)of the
bounded-duence estîmator for o in a
N(0,o) model. The self-standardized
semitivity is 5 C.

A

ARE

0.193

0.360

0.508 0.612

0.549
0.648 0.696
0.434

0.740

0.761

bound C, of the robust estimator for o compared to the estimator for p in Example 1.
This indicates that the d e for o is more sensitive to outliers than the d e for p.
5.5.2. Optimal B,-robust estimators of Poisson and Negative Binomial rate

parameters

In this section we investigate robust estimators of the rate parameters for Poisson and
NB random variables. This is a fkst step in developing a robust smoother for the trawl
survey data. The Poisson rentlts will be shown to be relevant in terms of identifying type

11catches. Our interest is to:
1. Determine the ARE of robust estimators for a range of C's, which provides a guide

for the choice of C in robust smoothing.
2. Assess the hite-sample bias and relative efficiency of robust estimators of the mean

for Poisson and NB samples. We use simulations for this purpose, where the simu-

lated samples are designed to be r e h t for the trawl survey data.

is &O useful when deciding what C to use in robust smoothing.

This information

3. Assess the finite sample bias of the estimators in 2 when the data is contaminated

with an outlier. This provides information about the suitab*

of the robust pro-

cedures for i d e n t m g type II catches.
4. Determine the consequences of using a Poisson-based robust estimator of m on NB

data, and vice-versa. This is investigated because of the difEculQ in differentiating
between outlier-contaminated Poisson data and NB data. This information is also
relevant for identifying type II catches.
Poisson location

Consider a Poisson random variable Y with mean m. The score function is

i(m)=(y

-

m) / m and the Fisher information is l/m. The optimal B,-robust estimating equation is

,y,)

=

(y-

Ct)

min [1,

KY - m ) l m - 4

1.

A and a are computed as the joint solutions to the equations

where p ( y ; m ) is the Poisson probability density function. We obtain these solutions

numericallyY For an i.i.d. sample of size n let

+ denote the root of this equation.

Efficiency results for a range of C's are presented in Table 5.7. If m = 2 and C = 1.7 then

A = 0.393 and

RE = 0.947. The truncation point

in this case is

cJA = 1.7JOX3

=

1.07. This agrees with the result in Simpson et. al. (1987, Table 1). Note that in their

table they report 1IRE and scale C by

llfi.

Finite sample relative efficiencie.for ln,

Table 5.7. Standardking constants (aand A) and asymptotic
relative efficiency (ARE) for the bounded-influence
estimator of rn in a Poi(rn) model. The se&
standardized sensitivity is 5 C.
C

m

1.25
1.50
-0.010 -0.007
0.022 0.042
15
A
ARE 0.844 0.930
-0.063 -0.054
0.187 0.294
2
A
ARE 0.831 0.917

1.60
-0.006
0.047
0.948
-0.049
0.367
0.935

1.75
2.00
-0.004 -0.003
0.054 0.060
0.967 0.985
-0.034 -0.023
0.397 0.424
0.951 0.971

2.50
-0.001
0.065
0.996
-0.008
0.467
0.990

3.00
-0.000
0.066
0.999
-0.003

0.487
0.996

are presented in Table 5.8. The results are based on 2000 random samples of size n drawn

Table 5.8. Finitesample relative efficiency for the boundedinfluence estimator of m in a Pai(m) model. The
self-standardized sensitivity is 5 C.

fiom a Poi(rn) distribution. They agree fairly weil with the results in Table 5.7. They

suggest that reasonably eficient (RE > 85%) robust estimators of m can be constnicted
for sample sizes as smaU as n = 25 when C

> 1.5.

Note that the largest simulated bias

was 0.034 (unreported results) which occurred when n = 25, m = 15,and C = 1.25. This

bias is negligible for our purposes.

Outlier sensitivity In this section we explore the bias in f i and fY+

caused when Pois-

son samples are contaminated with a single large outlier. This characterizes an important
robust property of

&-, and will &O be useful when asçessing NB r d f s developed in

the next section. We sirnulate data kom a Poisson distribution and add an outlier with
a value of 500. We choose t h value to make the simulations relevant to the 3N0 survey
data because this value roughly seems to be a lower bound on catches that appear to

be type II's in Figures 4.la,b. The results are presented in Table 5.9. These biases are
Table 5-9. Outlier-induced bias in the the boundedinfluence S u e n c e estimator of m in a
Poi(m) model.

negligible for our purposes, especidy when compared to the bias in the mle for m, which
is (500 - m)/n. For m = 15 the biases in f i are 19.40,9.70,4.86 for n = 25,50,100, and

for m = 2 the biases are 19.92,9.96,4.98.
Negative Binomial location
Consider a NB random Mnables Y with probability density function given by (5.4.1).

The first two central moments of Y are m and v = m(l

+ mlk).

The parameter k

represents the amount of over-dispersion in Y relative to the Poisson distribution, and
when k is large the distribution of Y becomes Poisson. When k is small then Var(Y)is

much greater than rn, the Poisson variance. The score fimction is

i(-, x) =

1

(Y - m ) / v

@(k + Y ) - @'(k) + 1% (&) - y-m
k+m

1.

where q ( x ) = log r(z).The Fisher information mat& is D i a g ( L , Zk), where Z, = l / v
and & = Q" ( k )- rn2/vk2- E[@"(Y+ k)]. The optimal B,-robust estimating equation is

obtained by plugging in the NB score function in (5.5.1). In this case a is a 2 x 1 vector

and A is a 2 x 2 mat&

However, we will not pursue robust estimation of both m and k.

In Section 5.4 we discussed a problem when estimating k and selecting bandwidths;
that is, k is somewhat confounded with bandwidths. fn that section we found that the
Iikelihoods for large values of k and small bandwidths tend to be similar to the likelihoods
for small values of k and large bandwidths. We proposed a predictive likelihood for
estimating k and selecting bandwidths. We wïU not pursue robust estimation of k in this
dissertation. For simplicity we will assume k is known. However, we will investigate the
bias caused by assuming small values for k when the data is actually Poisson distrïbuted
(i.e. k

j

oo),and this will provide an upper bound on the bias in estimating m caused

by mis-speceng k. We will show that this bias is not too large, and can be much smaller

than that caused by assuming k is large when in fact it is s m d . Hence, in our smoothing
situation where estimating k is difEcdt, choosing a s m d value for k seems safer than
choosing a large value.
For hced k and an i.i.d.

sample of size n let f&

estirnator of rn using Z(m) = (y - rn)/v. A and

as for the Poisson case. The ARE'S for

(Y

denote the optimal B,-robust

are computed in the same rnanner

are presented in Table 5.10 for m = 2,15

and k = 1,5. The values of m were chosen to roughly bound the usual range of average

trawl catches within strata, while the values for k represent large and small amounts of

Poisson over-dispersion. Generdy, as k decreases larger bounds (C) on the sensitivity are
Table 5.10. Asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of the boundedinfluence estimator of m and in a NB(m,k) model.
The self-standardized sensitivity is 5 C.

ARE

0.801

ai

-0.017
0.001
0.648
-0.082
0.104
0.791
-0.112
0.035
0.643

1 15

A
ARE

5

2

A
ARE

1 2

A
ARE

~r

0.888 0.909 0-931 0.956 0.982 0.992
-0.012 -0.010 -0.008 -0.006 -0.003 -0.002
0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003
0.743 0.772 0.810 0.860 0.922 0.956
-0.070 -0.052 -0-044 -0.027 -0.011 -0.005
0.206 0.232 0-246 0.279 0.317 0.336
0.876 0.896 0.919 0.947 0.977 0.990
-0.078 -0.065 -0.054 -0.038 -0.019 -0.011
0.055 0.064 0.074 0.091 0.118 0.135
0.737 0.767 0.806 0.856 0.920 0.955

required to achieve the same ARE. -Finitesample relative efficiencies for f i are presented
in Table 5.11. These results are based on 1000 random samples fkom an NB distribution.

They agree fairly well with the results in Table 5.10. The resdts suggest that reasonably
efficient (RE > 85%) robust estimators of m can be constmcted for sample sizes as s m d
as n = 25 when C

2 2. Note that the largest simulated bias was 0.33 (unreported

results), which occurred when n = 25, m = 15, and G = 1.5. This bias is negligible for
Our

purposes.

outlier sensitivity In this section we repeat, for the NB distribution,the outlier simulation presented with the Poisson results; that is, we generated random samples fiom

Table 5.11. Relative efficiency (RE) of the bounded-influence
estirnator of m in a NB(m,k) model. The selfstandardized sensitivity is C.

<

NB distributions, add an outlier with a value of 500, and cornpute k.
We use the same
d u e s of k when computing

a s used for generating the random samples. The outlier-

induced biases in fi& are presentedj..Table 5.12. While the biases are larger than in the
Poisson case, especially when k = 1, they are stül s m d enough for us to ignore. These
which are identical to the biases
biases are much s m d e r than the biases for the mle k,

for % presented previously. This is because

= %.

The robust estirnator d e h e d by (5.5.1) is just a weighted score h c t i o n , with an
adjustment for bias because the weights depend on the Y's. The weights are onek for a.Il
y's that are close to m, and the weights are l e s than one for y's that are not close to m.
The weights decrease as

ly - ml

increases. The robust weights are commonly used for

outlier detection. Observations with very srnail robust weights, relative to the majority,
are often identifieci as outliers. The reduction in bias in

in our outlier simulations

Table 5.12. Outlier-ulduced bias in the boundedinfluence estimator of rn in a NB(m, k)
model.

occurs because the robust weight for the outlier is usually very small; hence, the results
suggest that the B,-robust estimator produces robust weights that are usefd for detecting

outliers. These procedures should

&O

these catches are just outliers in te-

be useful for i d e n t w g S p e II catches, because

of the smooth mean function model.

Bias when the model is wrong In this section we explore the potential biases in
robust M-estimators that arise when the data are assumed be Poisson distributed, but

are actually NB distributed, and vice-versa- The rationale for this is as follows. At the
beginning of the chapter we proposeci the NB distribution to model trawl catches, and
the estimates of k in Table 5.2b support this because the k's are small which indicates
considerable Poisson overdispersion. However, it may be that the estimates are small
because what we really have is Poisson data "contaminatecl" with type II catches. Since

the robust procedures WU be used to identify type II catches it is useful to investigate

the biases in the robust estimators arking fkom a mis-specification of the distribution of

the type 1 catches. This provides information about which of

or fi& (or whether k

should be large or small) is more suitable for identifying type II catches.

In Table 5.U a we present the biases in

based on the NB simulation experiment.

Table 5.13a. Simulated biases in the Poisson boundedidluence estimator of m applied to NB(m, k)
data.

For NB data

is not distributionally robust, particularly when k is s m d . The biases

are large even for large C. The biases in 6& based on the Poisson simulation experiment
are presented in Table 5.13b. When C is small these biases are large, particularly when k
is s m d . For small values of C the biases are siightly larger than in Table 5.13a; however,

when C 2 2 the biases in Table 5.13b are much smaller than in Table 5.13a. This

C 2 2 relatively more bias is introduced by using the Poisson-robust
M-estimator when the data is NB distributeci than by using the NBrobust M-estimator

suggests that for

Table 5.13b. Simulated biases in the NB boundedinfluence estimator of m applied to Poi(m)
data.

for h e d k when the data is Poisson distributed. This suggests that % is more usefid
for detecting type II catches because if catches are actually Poisson distributed then the
proportion of type II catches not selected using
catches incorrectly selected using

will be l e s than the proportion of

+when the data are NB distributed. The latter error

is more grievous in that the separation of catches as m e I and II is o d y a hypothesis at

this stage, and we wish to be conservative in assigning catches as type II.
If k is robustly along with m then the clifferences in biases are even greater. Unreportecl
results suggest that k's are usually very large for Poisson data; hence, there is little to be
lost by using mIrbon Poisson data, especially if k is estimateci, but substantial biases exist
in

used with NB data. Unfortunately in robust smoothing k is difiicult to estimate

in conjunction with bandwidth selection, so these methods are not pmued further.

5.5.3. Local lrkelihood estirriates

In this section we present an algorithm for robust smoothing of NB count data. We
first review some literature on robust kemel smoothing which suggests that robust Mestimation retains the same optimality properties as in the i.i.d. case. We then present
the aigorithm we use to analyze the 3 N 0 trawl survey data in terms of robust variable
selection, and to identify m e II catches.
It is a fairly easy matter to develop robust local Likelihood regression estimates of p ( x )
for NB data using &.

AL1 we have to do is weight (5.5.1) with local (kemel) weights

for the sample. Hence, two sets of weights a.re used for estimation. The kemel weights
are w d to weight observations according to their distance f?om x, and robust weights
are used to weight obsenations according to their distance frcm p ( x ) . To estimate a

robust smooth mean for the entire sample involves n robust fits, each of which involves

an iterative minimization to get fid (xi),i = 1,..., n. This is computationdy laborious,
but straight-forward to implement.
Background
M-estimators have been considered hy Hardle and Gasser (1984) for robust nonparametric
univariate regression based on an additive errors model. Their robust nonparametric
estimate of M , denoted as fiz, is the solution to

where ri(x) are integral-me kernel (local) weights. H&dle and Gasser (1984) show
that the asyrnptotic variance of & factors into two parts, one related to the smoothing
and another related to the robust trimming of the estimating equation. The traditional
optimality theory of robust estimation applies in a straightforwit~dmanner to kemel
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smoothing because of this factorization; that is, the optimal

+ function is of the form

(5.5.1) in Section 5.5.1.

H d and Jones (1990) studied kernel M-estimates under the ''random design'' case.
They advocated selecting the bandwidth and C using CV or GCV, and showed that if

the additive errors are i-id. with h i t e moments then

where the average squared error k computed over a central range of xi's. We will not
pursue this approach to select C. We use the simulations presented in Sections 5.5.2 to
choose a value for

C that is reasonably efficient for the i.i.d. problem.

In this section we present two algorithms we use to compute bounded influence Ue's
for variable selection purposes, and to identify type II catches. The fmt algorithm is
straightforward, and uses robust and local weights. It is essentidy a local version of
the algorithm @en in Carroll and Ruppert (1988) for computing robust M-estimates.
For a simple kernel smoother and a ~ o w knparameter this involves estimating only one
parameter for each of the n sets of local weights; hence, a and ABin (5.5.1) are scalars.
For each observation, ai and Ai,and robust weights, must be computed and the procedure
iterated until convergence. If a robust estimate of k is

&O

required then we suggest an

additional step in the iterative process in which an M-estimate of k is computed based on
the robust estimates of the ~ ( x ~ ) 'The
s . score fundion for m is

To simply notation let
w(y, m, (Y,

A) = min

1

-

The steps in the algorithm are:
1. Compute the kernel weights,

Recall that the xi's are the covariates.

2. Supply starting d u e s for fi(%) 's,

CQ,

and Ai.

3. For each observation i compute the n robust weights

based on the values of ai, &, and the estimate of p ( q ) , i.e. b(xi),obtained £rom
the previous iteration.
4. Update jï(s-)
by solving for rn in

Cj=l(s(yj1 m) - ai) w i ; . =
~
O.

x;=lw&wij

5. Using the ji(&)'s, ai, and 4 kom steps 3 and 4, update ai and &, i = 1,...,n,

The NB pdf p(y; rn,k) is given in (5.4.1).

6. Iterate steps 3-5 until convergence.
Steps 3-6 are repeated for each observation. The algorithm is slow, but practical for the
samples sizes we have in the 3 N 0 trawl survey. Convergence requires reasonable starting
values for ai, Ai, and p(&)

-

We used this algorithm extensively with our survey data We performed many robust
smooths using different kernel weights for va.rïous subsets of c o d a t e s , and various bandwidth values. Each time we performed robust smooths 22 times for the 11 years in our
data set, and two smoothing regions we employed. Too fkequently to ignore, the above
algorithm failed to converge. For a few xi's, M-estimates of p ( q ) would oscillate between
two values. These values were usu'dli similar, but occasionally they were quite ditferent, especidy if the smoothing neighborhood was s m d . In such cases we used another
algorithm.
The second algorithm we employed involved direct M-estimation for each local neighborhood. It is computationdy more ditficult, but converged every time we used it. We
use the same notation as above. The steps in the algorithm are:
1. Compute the kernel weights, wq.

2. For each xi, solve simultaneously for ml a,and A in

T h e robust Ue for p ( q ) is the m solution.
We used numeric root-fbding procedures, so starting values for m, a,and A were stiLl
required. We used the appropriate values in Table 5.10, where m was selected to be close
to the kernel-weighted average for each a.This procedure, although slow, worked very
well in practice-

The robust smoother appeared to work well for the t r a d survey data, unless bandwidths were very small. In this case the size of smoothing neighborhoods became very
small, with many local neighborhoods having l e s than seven observations. Robust es

timation with very srnall sample sizes such as these is difEcult. For reasonably large
bandwidths (such that smoothing neighborhoods u s u d y contained >IO obsenmtions)
the robust smoother performed as expected. Observations that we thought a priori were
outfiers tended to be downweighted considerably, whereas no observations that did not
appear to be outliers received very srnall robust weights.
5.5.4. Robust variable selection algorithm

ki this section we present a "robusti£ied" nonparametric bandwidth and variable selection
algorithm. This algorithm has three stages. The first stage involves nonrobust srnoothing
with all &ables,

which will usudy be conducted anyway. This stage is used to provide a

pilot choice of bandwidths for the second stage, which is robust smoothïng using the pilot
bandwidths. These bandwidths should be larger than those found in the first stage. This
is because the nonrobust bandwidth selection used in the first stage wilL usually result in

under-smoothing if the observations are "contaminated" with outliers. The second stage is
p erfomed only t O assist in i d e n t w g the contaminated observations. Such observations

usually have small robust weights, and are excluded from the third stage. Recall that

observations with srnall robust weights are those that have relatively great S u e n c e in a
nonrobust analysis. Such observations are called discordant. In stage three the variable
selection procedures in Section 5.3.2 are applied directly to the "cleaned" data in which
the discordant observations have been removed.

Our procedure is not equivalent to robust parametric variable selection per se, although
in practice many people deal with parametnc variable selection and outliers in a similar

manner. Hampe1 et. al. (l986), Ronchetti and Staudte (l994),and Ronchetti et. al.

( N W ) ,among others, discuss robust parametric variable selection. In these approaches
robust prediction error ( P E )measures are use& For the related problem of bandwidth
selection, Boente et. al- (1997)have presented extensive simulations that document the
sensitivity of CV b-'s

to outliers. To adapt these approaches for robust nonparametric

variable çelection we require a robust smoother, and a robust method for bandwidth
selection. While robust PE measures have been developed, another level of iteration is
required to find "optimal" robust bandwidths for the robust smoother. This is on top
of the n optimizations required to compute the robust estimates of the p(x$s.

This

is a computationdy daunting task that is also complicated because measures of PE

are not differentiable everywhere in terms of b. This problem was also noted in Hastie
and Tibshirani (1990,pg. 237). Attempts to find robust optimal bandwidths have been

unçuccessful. This is why we propose the three stage approach above, which is greatly
simplified in that only one robust smooth is required, after which bandwidths are selected
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in the usual manner.

Unfortunately there are two somewhat arbitrary decisions required in this algorithm.
The first is the pilot bandwidth choice, and the second is whi& observations to remove
before stage 3. We choose to remove obsenmtions whose robust weights are much srnder
than the majority of weights. Sometimes this is easy to decide because a wide gap appears
between the small robust weights and those close to one. The choice of pilot bandwidths
is less problernatic because, in our analyses at least, essentially the same observations
are rernoved for a range of bandwidths greater than those found in stage one. If this

variable selection algorithm is to be used routinely then objective criteria for determining
when robust weights are s m d need to be developed. This is not a trivial task. The
criteria will probably depend on C, n, and other factors. Our interest in robust &able
selection is onty to test the sensitivity of earlier 'honrobust" results to a s m d number of
observations; therefore, we will not pursue this here.

In smoothing, each yj produces n robust weights according to its discrepamy with
the , G ( q )

'S.

We want a single summary of these weights to assess the discordancy of y j .

We do not r e d y care if the robust weight for an observation at xj is large for estimating
p ( x i ) when

11%

- xi[[
is

large, because the kerneI weight for such observations

W.-.
be

small. The kernel weighted average of robust weights for yj

is reasonable because it is usuaUy insensitive to the robust weights for pairs of observations
that are far apart in the covarïate space; that is, if

11% - xjl 1

iS I q e then

wij

will be

close to zero, and the robust weight for yi in estimating p ( x j ) will not be part of the
summary aj- This is what we use for the analyses of trawl survey data, and in the
following example.

Example
We illustrate our procedure for robust bandwidth selection using a simple measurement
error problem. We describe in detail many of the computations, which are similar to
those in robust smoothing of the trawl s w e y data, so this example should help 6x ideas
for the trawl s w e y data as well. In this problem we compute a robust nonparametric
regression function, and &O a robust estimate of scale for the obsemtiom. This example
involves acoustic measurements of the distance between the trawl wings (see Figure 1.2),
commonly referred to as the wing spread. The rneasurements are taken periodically during
a tow using two acoustic devices mounted on the wings. The measurements are plotted

as circles in the top panel of Figure 5.2 in the Appendix (Section 5.12). The meaning
of the circle diameters is described below. Occasionally the acoustic devices malfunction,
usudy because they are somehow pointed away fkom each other, in which case they
measure something other than wing spread.

We assume a normal regression mode1 for wing spread measurements; that is, if Y ,
denotes the measurement at time t, then

random variables. We use the CV measure presented in
where E I , ...,ET are i.i.d. N(0, 02)

Section 5.3.1 for bandwidth (b) selection. We compute robust estimates of the pt's and
a* separately; that is, we use (5.5.2) and (5.5.3), instead of estimating these parameters

jointly. The algorithm we use is to assume starting values for a2 and the k ' s , which we

denote as (T** as &'s, then
1. compute kernel weights wfi = W

(y)

2. Compute robust weights for pz,

3. Update values for p; as

Let e; = y t -&.
4. Compute robust weights for oa2,

5. Update the value of a* as

6. Iterate steps 2-5 until convergence.
The converged values are denoted as fit, t = 1,...,T, and

2.The value of

= 1.35

that we use in $i yields a robust estimator that is a s y m p t o t i d y 95% as efficient as the

d e (see Table 5.5). The value of CO
= 1.05 that we use in w,O yields a robust estimator
that is asymptotically 65% as efficient as the mle (see Table 5.6). The value of a for this
choice of C is 0.7.

A kernd smooth of the wing spread measurements, and a robust kernel smooth of
these measurements, are plotted in the top panel of Figure 5.2. These are based on

CV bmin = 0.25. The inverse of the locally-averaged robust weights, a i ' s , are used to

d e h e the diameter of the circles. A large circle corresponds to a discordant observation.
Estimated wing spreads are very erratic, and some fishing gear experts have suggested
that it is almost impossible for a trawl to behave as the estirnates suggest. The robust
smoother is even slightly more erratic than the nonrobust smoother, which is surprising.
One might expect the robust smoother to down-weight extreme points and result in a
smoother fit than the nonrobust smoother. The cause for this is the small bandwidth,
or small neighborhoods, w d for local averaging. Consider the data in Table 5.14. The
and
Table 5.14. W i g spread data, with kernel (wt)
robust (w;)weights
Time (t)

Yt
Wt

wt'
w,'x wt

3.25
3-0
17.9
17.2
0.0002 0.0056
0.238
0.220
0.0000 0.0015

3.5
16.4
0.0736
0.203
0.0169

3.75
25.1
0.3444
1.00
0.3910

4.0
28.9
0.5761
0.904
0.5908

observation at t = 4 minutes is the Iargest in the data set. The kernel estimate of pt
at t = 4 minutes is a weighted sum of the ytYs,where the weights are the wtls. This
sum is 26.6, which is the number plotted in the top panel of Figure 5.2 for the kernel
smoother estimate of trawl width at t = 4. Using this value for p,, the robust weights

are &O presented in Table 5.14. The robust Ue of

is a weighted sum of the yt's and

standardized product of the kernel and robust weights, standardized so that the sum of
the products is one. These weights are presented in the Iast row in Table 5.14, and give

fi, = 27.2. This is greater than fi, because of the pattern in the kernel weights. Rad the
kemel weights all been equal, as in bin smoothing, then fi, would be less than h.What
we have descnbed is the first iteration involved in computing the robust Ile for k . After

40 iterations Pt = 28.44 with a relative error 5

This is the value plotted in the top

panel of Figure 5.2 for the robust kernel smoother estimate of trawl width at t = 4.

We chose a pilot bandwidth of b = 1based on the above analysis. The nonrobust and
robust smooths for this bandwidth are plotted in the middle panel of Figure 5.2. The
keme1 smooth is still considerably idluenced by a small number of observations. This
analysis is only used to identify which observations to remove fkom further analysis. We

removed 14 observations with robust weights l e s than 0.8. These weights are, in time
sequence,
0-19, 0.14, 0.21, 0.49, 0.20, 0.20, 0.33,
0.35, 0.41, 0.52, 0.55, 0.34, 0.25, and 0.25.
For the remaining observations, 77% had robust weights 2 0.95.

In the bottom panel in Figure 5.2 the 'ccleaned'ydata is pIotted dong with a robust
and nonrobust smooth. The CV bmiD = 0.89, and is much larger than the bandwidth we
selected for the full sample (see panel a in Figure 5.2). The estimates of wing spread in this
panel appear reasonable in terms of the trawl behavior. The robust and nonrobust Ue's
are nearly identical which suggests there are no discordant observations in the cccleaned'y
data.

Remark 4. The t

h panels in Figure 5.2 represent the the-stage procedure used in

the following section for "robustified" nonparametric variable selection.
This example succinctly demonstrates how our "robustifiedyybandwidth selection procedure works. For the trawl s w e y data we use the same procedure, except that we
smooth over multidimensional covariates. The wing spread data is a simple example that
demonstrates that the robust smoothing procedures we have developed work reasonably

in practice.

As an aside, recall in Chapter 3 that we said the nominal wing spread assumeci by

DFO in swept-area calculations for the survey trawl was 45 feet, or 13.7 meters. The wing

spread measurements in Figure 5.2 are much greater than this, and are uçually around
17 meters; however, these are for the new s w e y gear used by DFO since 1995, which

is a shrimp trawl that is better at sampling small fish. The data we analyze are for the

old survey trawl. Note that the nominal swept area for the shrimp trawl is 55 feet, or
16.8 meters. This is quite close to the data presented in Figure 5.2. This particular wing
spread data set was randomly chosen fkom thousands that are available.

5.6. Analysis of the 3N0 trawl survey data, II
In this section we apply the ''rob~stified'~
variable selection procedures to the 3N0 data
set. The intent of this analysis is to choose variables for our smooth mean function mode1
for type I trawl catches. The variables chosen should result in estimates of p ( q ) that are
close to the majoriw but not necessarily all of the p(x.JYs. The outline of the andysis is
as foUows. First, we choose pilot bandwidths based on the results in Tables 5.3a-c, and

perfom a robust Negative Binomial (NB) nonparametric regression. We again assume
the NB k parameter is 0.65. We remove a small number of discordant observations and
then

nin

the variable selection algorithm outlined in Section 5.3.2 on the "cleaned"

data.
Based on the results in Table 5.3a-c we used only spatial location and tow depth for
robust smoothing. For the slope region we choose bsp = 0.2 and b~~ = 0.1 for pilot
bandwidths in all years. For the shelf region we choose bsp = 0.1 and bop = 1. The
robust weights were computed using C = 2 based on the &ciency and robust properties

of

dkcussed in Section 5.5.2. Tows with robust weights < 0.4 were identified as

discordant and removed from the next step. This resdted in the removal of 91 tows for
a l l years, which is approximately 5% of the data. The m d u m number of tows removed

(15) was in 1987. The maximum percentage of tows removed (9.1%) was in 1994. The
results fiom applying the variable selection procedures to the cccleaned"data are presented

in Tables 5.15a-c. On the shelf region only one of the "cleaned" tows had a positive catch,

so CV variable selection could not be applied in thiç year.
Spatial location and tow depth again are the variables that have the greatest predictive
abiliw, as measured by all criteria. Tow temperature has importance in terrns of CV in
six of eleven years, in two y e m for GCV,and little importance in any year for G e p .
Time between tows appears about as important as temperature. Wind speed appears less

bandwidths usudy are simüar
important t hen temperature and tirne. The "rob~stified'~
to those in Tables 5.3a-c; however, substantial merences sometimes exist. For example,
in 1991 the

CV bSP = 0.039 for the fidl rnodeI, while this value is 0.193 in Table 5.15a.

The CV results appear more sensitive to the rernoval of discordant obsenmtions than the

GCV or GCp results.
The CV smoother goodness-of-fit using all covariates for the "cleaned" data is generally slightly better than for all the data. The total deviance for all years based on the

"cleaned" data is 681 with 748 dfe"'s, while for all the data the total deviance was 746
with 739 dfw

'S.

With 9 more df -'s

the CV smoother for the cccleaned"data can explain

65 more units of deviance. This does not seem like a great improvement, which might
indicate that there are no outfiers in the original data, or that the CV bandwidths are
too snall and lead to over-fitting, which would tend to mask outliers in the smuoth rnean
function model. The plots in Chapter 4 suggest that outlien do exist, so the suggestion of
over-fitting seems more reasonable. The data "cleaning" procedure had a greater impact
on the GCp results. For the smoother using only spatial location and tow depth, the

total deviance for all the data is 1305. For the c'cleaned~'data the deviance is 1251. This

is not a large reduction, but the smoother for the cccleaned"data has 165 more df -'s,
so this magnitude of deviance reduction o c c m with substantially fewer "parameters",
which suggests the robust procedures we employed has removed some outliers. This also

suggests that the bandwidths selected using GCpdo not under-snooth, at least as much

as for bandwidths selected using CV.

The per observation change in deviance based on CV b,,'s

caused by removing tem-

perature, time, and wind speed fkom the model are plotted in Figure 5.3a,b. Total deviance increased more than expected in only three years, and substantidy so only in

1985. The total change in deviance for all years is 237, while the total change in dfm's
is 282. This suggests that removing temperature, time, and wind speed fiom our model

does not change the goodnesçsf-fit any more than what is expected due to the change
in neighborhood size resulting fkom the different bandwidths. Note that the deviances

£rom fitted models with just spatial location and tow depth usua.lly exceed the deviances
hom a constant mean model by a factor of more than twice the difference in dfm's
(unreported results). This suggests that spatial location and tow depth account for "significant" arnounts of deviance. The model goodness-of-fit for GCp bandwidths with and
wit hout (unreported results) t emperature, time, and wind speed are nearly identical.
We conclude in this section that GCpis a better criterion for bandwidth and variable
selection for our data because it appears that bandwidths and variables selected using

CV result in under-smoothing. The GCV criterion leads to g r o s under-smoothing in
some years, and this criterion does not appear suitable for modelling trawl catches. The

GCpr d t s in Sable 5.15~suggest that only spatial location and tow depth are important
predictive covariates for trawl catches throughout 1984-94. The only occasion where any
of the other covariates appear at ail to have predictive importance is in 1994 on the
shelf region, but as already mentioned these results are suspect because only one of the
"cleaned" tows encountered cod in this region and year. The full sample results for this
year and region (see Table 5.3~)indicate that only space and depth are important.

5.7. Identification of Type

II catches

In this section we use the robust procedures and results previously developed to i d e n t e
type II catches in the trawl survey data. Recall that these catches are inconsistent,
or discordant, with a Negative Binomial (NB) smooth mean function model, where the
mean is assumed to be a smooth function of spatial location and tow depth. We first
select bandwidths and the NB k parameter hom the "cleaned data" in the previous
section, and use these d u e s in our robust nonparametric regression analysis to produce
robust weights and residuals to assist is i d e n t w g type II catches. Recall that the NB k
parameter represents Poisson overdispersion; that is, if Y is a NB random variable with
mean rn, then Var (Y) = m ( l

+ mlk). The reason for using the "cleaned" data is that if

we select bandwidths and the k parameter using all the data then the presence of large
type

II catches wodd cause us to select smaller bandwidths, and estimate a srnail value

for k. This, in tum, wodd make it more difficult to identify type II catches. This is
because with s m d e r smoothing neighborhoods and a small value for k, a wide range of
observations appear plausible in terms of the NB distribution. Hence, type II catches may
"mask" themselves if we do not use robust procedures to select bandwidths and estimate

k. While o u variable selection procedures were, by and large, insensitive to the value of
k, we do not feel that the identification of type II catches will share this sensitivity.

We use the same procedure for estimating k as in Section 5.4. As usual let bsp and
bDP denote the smoother bandwidths for spatial location and tow depth. We simuka-

neously minimi7;e the predictive likelihood defined in (5.4.2) for bsp, bDp, and k. The
results are presented in Table 5.16a. Again the k's are smaller on the slope than on the
shelf. The k's do not seem to va.ry greatly among years however. For simplicity we use
the same value for k in every year. The average k in Table 5.16a is 1.47 for the shelf and
0.56 for the slope region.

We concluded in the previous section that the CV bandwidths seemed to s m a l l and

TabIe 5.16a. Estimates of the NB scale parameter
k and bandwidths b that rnaximize a
predictive Iikeihood function.
Year

3 N 0 shelf region
-

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
Note:

0.0203 0.1299 1.09
0.0268
0.0189 0.69
0.0201 0.0435 1.19
0.0194 0.0234 0.81
0.0289 0.0947 1.14
0.0227 0.0541 1.53
0.0207 0.1733 1.51
0-0262 0.1174 1.87
0.0325 17.2187 3.56
0.0457 0.0814 1.44

~ S P

~ D P

k

SP-spatial location, DI

led to der-smoothing. We decided that among the three measures of prediction error
we studied (CV, GCK GCC,),GCp appeared most suitable for our data. The predictive

likelihood defined in (5.4.2) is similar to CV, which suggests that the bandwidths in Table

5.16a may also be too s m d , which would resuIt in an overestimate of k. The analogous
critenon to

GC' for bandwidth selection and the estimation of k is
AIC = -22

+ 2 {trace(W) + 1 ) ,

where 1 is the NB log-likelihood (eq. 5.4.1). The number of "parameters" in the mode1
is trace(W) + 1, where trace(W) is the number of smoothing parameters, and the +l
accounts for k. T h e results of minimixing AIC for bsp, b ~ and
~ k, are presented in Table

5.16b. This criteria in many years favors large values of k and very s m d bandwidths,

CHAPTER 5. MODEL SPECFICATION

Table 5.16b. Estimates of the NB scale parameter k
and bandwidths b that minimize MC.

3 N 0 shelf region

3N0 slope region

---.-A
Note: SP-spatial location, DP-depth.

which leave very few df -'s
of GCpb-'s

and results in gross under-smoothing. We noted the sensitivity

to the choice of k in Section 5.4.1, and this is another illustration of this.

For our mode1 the AIC criterion does not appear suitable for bandwidth selection and k
estimation. Another popular criterion is

where n is the sample size. The results of minimiRing BIC are presented in Table 5.16~
The bandwidths and

kys in this table are comparable with

those in Table 5.16a. The

average k in Table 5.16~is 1.39 for the shelf and 0.49 for the slope region. Note that the
value for k in 1994 for the shelf region was not used when computing the m u a l . average.

This is because only one of the cccleaned''t o m had a catch of cod, and we feel that the
estimation of k in this situation is not reliable.

Table 5.16~. Estimates of the NB scale parameter k
and bandwidths b that minimixe BIC.

Year

3N0 shelf region

Note: SP-spatial location, D P-c pth.

Based on the results in Tables 5.16a,c we use k = 1 on the shelf and k = 0.5 on the
slopes. The GG b,&

for these values of k are presented in Table 5.17 based on the

'kleaned" data. Cornpared to the results in Table 5-15c, where k = 0.65 for both the
shelf and slopes, the shelf bandwidths (with k = 1) tend to be smaller, and the dope
bandwidths (with k = 0.5) tend to be larger. We use the bandwidths in Tables 5.17 for
the robust smoothing used to assist in identifying type II catches.
We use robust weights to assist in ident-g

type II catches. Recall that the robust

weights are given by

This weight will be s m d if 1yi

- fijl is large when weighted

by the NB variance.

In

robust smoothing each observation has n robust weights associated with the estimation

Table 5.17.

GC'bdYs with k = 1 on the
shelf, and k = 0-5 on the slopes.

Year

3NO shelf region

1

Note: SP-spatial location, DP-depth.

of the mean for the n observations in the sample. As discussed in Section 5.5.4, we
summarize these robust weights by their kemel weighted average. The robust weights
we report essentially descnbe the average varianc+weighted discrepancy between yi and
mj = m(xj), where the average iS basicdy over all j such that

11-

- xjll is small.

Observations with small robust weights are 'coutliers'ywith respect to the smooth mean
function model, and are m e II candidates.
We choose C = 5 to i d e n t e type II catches because we wish to select only those
catches that are clearly discordant with the SMFM. Inverse average robust weights are
plotted in Figures 5.4a,b. For simpliciQ we do not plot weights > 0.9. 'Ibo discordant
catches in 1986 and 1991 are apparent. Another type II candidate is the large catch dong
the 30/3PS boundary in 1987 (see Figure 4.la), which has a robust weight of 0.34. The
robust standardized residual for this catch is 8.70, which is large; hence, we feel this catch

is discordant. In 1993 the large catch in the northern part of 3N had a robust weight of

0.52, which was considerably smaller than the next lowest weight of 0.82. We conclude
that this catch is also discordant.
Isolated large catches in 1992, and in 3N in 1993 (see Figure 4.lb), did not have
relatively small robust weights. The large catch in 1992 (2145 fish) was the second highest
during 19841994. The problem here is related to the small number of samples in the
region of this tow. The dope region around the large catch in 1992 iç very restricted, and

essentidy only five tows dong the 300 meter depth contour in this year can be used to
determine if the large catch is an outlier. It is diaicult to reliably detect outliers with such
a s m d sample, but because of the magnitude of this catch, we conclude (subjectively)
that it is type II. The large catches in 3 0 in 1993 are diBcult to deal with as well. The

robust weights for these catches are not small, at l e s t in relation to weights obsemed for
type II catches in other years. We assume that the cluster of three large catches in 3 0
represents a large component of cod that was not present in other years. We feel it is
l e s reasonable than otherwise that such a concentration of cod &ted

in other years but

was missed due to the random selection of tow stations. The catch to the southeast of

the cluster of large catches does seem consistent with a iype II catch, and we identify it
as such. The robust weights for this catch are large because of the influence of the three

large catches to the northwest .
The catches we have identifiecl as type II are tabulated in Table 5.18 and plotted in
Figure 5.5. The average catch for the m e II tows is 1629 with a standard deviation of
580. Most of the type II catches have occurred along the southwest dope of the Grand

Bank in 30. The general notion of cod distribution in this region is that they occur in
relatively dense aggregations in warm water along the slopes of the Grand Bank where
they spawn in the winter, and then they migrate and disperse to the shelf region to feed
in late spring and early summer (Templeman, 1962). The m u a l reseitrch surveys occur

during this migration stage, and it is possible in any year that not d
l of the stock has

Table 5.18. Type II catches, Y. Depth is in meters.

Div. Year
Y
Êk.
30
87 2300 249.17 172.23

E

5.81

-E

E

= (Y

- p) VU~(Y)-'/*.

w r Lat.
8.70 0.34 45.23

Long.
54.43

Depth
127

spread out dong the shelf of the bank. Consequently, the probability of getting a type II
catch may be lower on the shelf than on the slopes where cod are suggested to aggregate
more densely, because it is presumably the dense aggregations that give rise to type II
catches. This suggests that the mode1 for type II catches should be modïfied to d o w for
different mixture components on the slopes and the shelf of the bank. The data in Figure

5.5 support this in that four of the six type II catches occurred along the southwestem
slope of the bank, whüe only one type II catch was identified along the southeast slope in
1993 and one the shelf in 1986.

An estimator of the probability.of a tow resulting in a type II catch is the number
of type II catches divided by the total number of t o m in a region. Let r ~ denote
l
this

probability. We use the survey stratification scheme to define three mixture regions:

1. the Grand Bank shelf;
2. The southwestem Grand Bank dope in 30;

3. The southeastern Grand Bank slope in 3N.
The shelf is defined as the area contained within strata 330-331, 338340, 351-353, 360362, 373-376 and 383 (see Figure 1.5). These are the strata where depths are l e s than 91

meters, except strata 339 in the interior of Division 3 0 where depths range between 92
and 183 meters (see Tables 3. la,b) . The southwest and southeast dope regions are defined
as the remaining strata in 3 0 and 3N, respectively. We assume the probabiliw of a type II

catch is different in these three regïons, but constant within a region. The total number
of survey trawl sets taken on the southwestem slope during 1984-1994 is 385; hence,

ry = 4/385

= 0.0104. Similarly, for the southeastem slope TE = 1/257 = 0.0039 and for

the shelf region TF: = 1/1270 = 0.00079. These estimates suggest that it is approxhately
13 times more likely that a catch is type II on the southwestem slope compared to the shelf

region, and 5 times more likely on the southeastern slope. We recognize that these mixing
proportions are based on very s m d sample sizes. In Chapter 6 we will investigate the
significance of our inferences about these proportions.
The identification of type II catches is very much a subjective procedure even with
the aid of the robust smoothing procedures. We could have subjectively identified type
II catches without the robust results; however, these results have provided valuable information about those catche. that are clearly discordant and those that are not, and
this information was not r e d y apparent in the graphical analyses in Chapter 4. We

could have &O used a simple subjective "cutofYy criteria to identG type II catches ( t h
was attempted in preliminary investigations); however, this approach would have selected

some of the large catches in 1987 dong the northern 3L boundary (see Figure 4.la), and
the large 3 0 catches in 1993 close to the 3Ps b o u n d q (see Figure 4.lb). Such clusters of
large catches, especially those in 1987, likely represent large concentrations of cod that we
cannot assume to have existed every year and were missed due to the random allocation

of tow stations. The robust smoothing procedures did not indicate that these clusters of
catches were clearly discordant. In fact the cod in these catches rnay not be from the
3N0 stock; however, the solution to this problem likely involves examining additional
biological data measured fiom the catches, and this is beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.8. Smooth mean function model for type 1 catches
In the previous section we identified type II catches in the trawl survey data. As well,
we estimated the mean of the type II catches, and the probability that a random catch is
type II. This probability vasies over three large spatial areas in 3NO. This is essentially

all we require to model the type II catches. In this section we specify the smooth mean
Eunction mode1 that we use for type 1catches.
We follow the same procedures used in the previous section to select d u e s for the
Negative Binomial k parameter and bandwidths, b. The values of these parameters that
we used to identify type II catches were based on Lccleaned"data, which excluded type

II catches, but also other catches as weU. It seems appropriate now to compute these
values again for all of the type 1 catches. The first step is to estimate k. We use the same

methods as in Section 5.7. The results are similar to those in Tables 5.16a-c, and are
not reported to Save space. The across-yearç average estimate of k that mhimhes (5.42)
in Section 5.4 is 0.917 for the shelf region, and 0.466 for the slope regions. The values

obtained using BIC are 0.863 and 0.404. The MC average estimates of k are, again,
large. Based on these results we use k = 0.89 for the shelf region, and k = 0.44 for the
slope regions- As expected, these d u e s are somewhat s m d e r than those obtained for
the "cleaned" data in Section 5.7.
The GC bmin7sbased on these values for k are presented in Table 5.19. In many years
the bandwidths are similar to those obtained for the "cleaned7'data; however, substantial
clifferences do exist in some yem. The depth bandwidths on the shelf in 1984-85 and
1994 are quite different in Table 5.19 compared to Table 5.17. This is not much of a
concem however, because depth does not va.ry greatly on the shelf, and a wide range of
bandwidths produce similar fits. The spatial location bandwidths are quite different in
1994. The bandwidths in Table 5.19 for 1994 seem more appropriate in that they are
more consistent with bandwidths in other years than those in Table 5.17. The values in

Table 5.19. GCPbmin7s
for type 1catches
with k = 0.89 on the shelf,
and k = 0.44 on the slopes.

Year 3 N 0 shelf region 3 N 0 slope region
~ S P

84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
Note:

~ D P

~ S P

~ D P

0.0466
0.0562
0.0734 0.0764
0.0412
0.0220 17.1197 0.0380
0.0525 0.1495
0.0228
0.0579
0.0570
0.095 1
0.0156 15.0246
0.0709
0-0362 16.8408 0.1234
0.0242 10.0000 33.5390 0.0758
0.0276 25.7851
8-2627 0.1964
0.0334 12.9909 0.2421 0.0257
0.0414 24.6757
0.0583 0.0345
0.0514 28.4258
0.0347 0.0696
0.0915 26.9131 0-0955 0.0149
SP-spatial location, UP-depth.
1

Table 5.17 for 1994 are suspect for reasons mentioned in Section 5.7. On the whole the
results in Table 5.19 seem reasonable. These are the values that we use for constructing

inferences about stock size in Chapter 6.
Predicted type 1 trawl catches, Qi's, at the sampled tow stations are presented in
Figures 5.6a-b. The average of the &'s are very similm to the average of all the yi's for

years in which no type II catches have been identified (1982-3, 1988-90, 1994; compare
Figures 5.6a,b and Figures 4.1a,b). The main ditference is that the sample variances of

the Yi's is less than the sample variance of the yiYs, as expected. The averages are quite
different in years with type II catches, and thiç demonstrates the effect these catches have

on inferences. Standardized residuals are plotted in Figures 5.7a,b. The total deviance of
the mode1 fit to the type 1catches is listed at the top of each panel, for each year, dong

with the deviance error degrees of freedom (df "'s).

The deviances exceed the dfm's as

often as not, which indicates that the Negative Binomial model has adequately accounted
for overdispersion in the data. Note that the deviances tend to exceed df ""'s in the earllier

years in the time series, and this indicates a possible trend in k with time. This is not
explored further. The number of standardized residuals that exceed two is usually l e s

than 5%, which

&O

indicates that the model fits the data reasonably well. In the next

section we compare the nonparametric model we have developed with a parametric model
that is commonly used to analyze trawl survey data.

5.9. Cornparison with the stratum-effects mode1
A common model-based method used to analyze trawl survey data is to assume that
catches are i.i.d. within strata, but that the means vary between strata. This is merely a
ked-effects NB regession model, where each stratum is an effect; that is,

E(Klxi) = pj if

E stratum j.

We refer to this as the stratum-effects model. In this section we compare this approach
for rnodelling type 1 catches with the nonparametric approach we have used. We focus
our cornparison on deviance, error degrees of &dom (dfm's), and measures of prediction
error.
Mode1 deviances and prediction enor measures are presented in Table 5.20. Several
points are appatent:
1. The bandwidths we chose lead to more dfm's compared to the stratm-effécts

model in most years. This essentially means that the nonpmametric model has
fewer "parameters" than the stratum-&ect model. For ail yea.rs our nonparametric
model has 32 more dfm's than the stratum-effects model.

Table 5.20. Deviances and prediction error measures for Type 1catches.
Smoother minus stratum-effects estimates are in parentheses.
The NB scale parameter is k = 0.89 on the shelf, and 0.44
on the slopes.
Year
df "
1984
77.8 (-3.16)
120.2 (-22.8)
1985
155.5 (-11.5)
1986
1987 128.7 (-26.3)
1988 136.6 (10.58)
168.8 ( 8.77)
1989
1990 152.6 (11.60)
1991 182.8 (23.80)
1992 146.7 (11.68)
1993 119.1 (10.07)
1994 114.0 (18.97)
t o t d 1502-68 (31.68)

Deviance
87.72 (-8.11)
148.34 (-58.5)
145.39 (-42.2)
149.21 ( -100)
148.03 (11.39)
160.07 ( 0.61)
125.96 (-18.6)
160.18 (26.05)
101.39 (13.06)
101.38 (24.99)
70.15 (22.38)
1502.7 (-24.54)

CV

GCV

CC,

1.65 (-45.1)
1.51 (-35.1)
1.14 (-3.31)
1.72 (-3.05)
1.16 (-10.9)
1.19 (-18.1)
0.85 (-7.82)
0.98 (-14.8)
0.81 (-16.8)
0.94 (-3.05)
0.66 (-33.9)
1.14 (-16.2)

1.68 (-0.01)
1.83 ( 0.03)
1.21. (-0.14)
1.71 (-0.26)
1.28 (-0.11)
1.10 (-0.12)
0.95 (-0.33)
0.99 (-0.11)
0.86 (-0.02)
1.10 ( 0.11
0.79 ( 0.02)
1.18 (-0.17)

1.41 (-0.02)
1.48 (-0.07)
1.18 (-0.10)
1.43 (-0.25)
1.22 (-0.06)
1.09 (-0.09)
0.98 (-0.24)
1.00 (-0.10)
0.95 (-0.06)
1.11( 0.03)
0.93 (-0.11)
1.16 (-0.10)

2. The nonparametric model accounts for more Negative Binomial variation than the

stratum-effects model in five of eleven y-.

The total deviance over a l l years for

the straturn-effects model exceeds that for the nonparametric model by almost 25.
3. The nonparametric model has greater predictive capabiliv for most years when

measured using CV, GCV and GCp. The CV's for the stratw-eff'ts model are
always substantidy greater than for the smoother.
This last point about CV's is related to boundary estimates of p; that is, in some strata
only one tow encountered cod, and the d e of p for the strata is zero when this tow is
deleted. In this case, when computing CV,the deviance for the tow with a cod catch is
infinity, because ji = O. In our analyses we replaced the zero rnle with a s m d nurnber;
however, the deviances are still very large, and this leads t o t h e large increases in eV's.

The results in Table 5.20 show that over all yearç the nonparametric model explains
more of the variation in trawl catches than a simple stratum-effects model, and uses fewer
df "'s to do so. The merences are not enormous however, and this suggests that the

stratification scheme is related to variations in cod abundance.

The results in this chapter suggest that spatial location and tow depth are the most important predictive covariates in a smooth mean function model for research trawl type 1
catches of cod throughout 1984-94. The importance of these two covariates is diaerent
on the sheK of the Grand Bank than on the dopes. Beyond their association with spatial
location and depth, tow temperature and within-mey timing, and wind speed during
tows, are of much lesser importance in explainhg variations in trawl catches. These
covariates do not appear useful for modelling trawl catches. Hence, the nonpararnetric
variable selection procedures we have developed in this chapter have reduced the nurnber
of covariates to consider for modelling purposes fiom five to two. This results in a more
parsimonious model, and a model more useful for prediction purposes. The nonpararnetric model we have constructed performs better in most years than the commonly used
stratum-effects model, both in terms of explahhg miation in type 1trawl catches and
in predicting catches.

We have identifieci six type II catches throughout 1984-94. T h e average of these
catches is much p a t e r than the average of the type 1 catches. The analyses in this
chapter suggest a further refinement to the mixture model we use for trawl catches. The
spatial location of the type II catches suggests that the probability that a random catch
is type II varies geographidy. We choose to model this probability separately for three

broad geographical areas. This assumption is tentative however, because of the srnall
number of type II catches involveci. In our inf'erentid analyses in the next chapter we will

investigate this assumption further. Beyond the varying mixïng probabilities, we find no
evidence that the distribution of type II catches is not homogeneous; hence, we assume
they are i.i.d.

On a methodological level we h d that asymptotically equident measures of prediction error can produce substantially different small sample results. We h d GCp most
useful for nonparametric variable selection with the trawl catch data. Bandwidths selected using CV resulted in under-smoothing relative to bandwidths that rninimiaed the

GCpcriterion. The under-smoothing did not result in "significant" decreases in deviance,
and as such was undesirable. Variable selection wing CV resulted in less parsimonious
models compared to G e p . The GCV criterion behaved erratically, and in some years
resulted in gross under-srnoothing with almost no error degrees of keedom for inferences.
Robust M-estimation for Negative Binomial data is quite feasible in that outlier resistent estimation methods for the mean of Negative Binomial sarnples can be constructed
t hat have reasonable efficiency relative t O maximum likelihood esthators. Robust local
likelihood estimators of a smooth mean function model are relatively simple to construct
using robust M-estimation theory. The methods worked fairly well for the trawl survey

data, although at times cüfliculties arose with their use due to the small sample sizes within
smoothing 'heighborhoods" . Methods for robust bandwidth selection are necessary for
contaminated data, although bandwidth selection for a robust smoother is computationd y difEcult for several or more smoothing parameters.

In this chapter we have specified the details of a stochastic mixture mode1 for two types
of trawl catches that involves a smooth mean function mode1 for type 1 trawl catches and
a simple model for type II catches. In the next chapter we show how to use this model
to estimate trawlable stock size. Procedures will be also developed to give confidence
intends for stock size.

5.11. Appendix: Tables
Table 5.3a. Crossvalidation (CV) variable selection results. The Negative Binomial
scale parameter is k = 0.65 for all subsets. The bandwidths are for SPspatial location, DP-depth, TP-temperature, TM-time, WD-wind speed.
SheLf - AU
Year
84
85
86
87
88
,bsp 0.038 0.025 0-020 0.019 0.032
bDp 0.033 0.045 0.043 1.258 0.143
hP 0.308 0.092 0.087 0.064 0.061
0.134 0.095 0.124 32.07 0.033
bwD 0.031 0.094 24.41 0.118 31.49
CV 1.122 0.996 1.098 1.207 0.759

Variables
89
90
0.031 0.022
0.034 0.195
47.32 0.135
28.75 0.023
8.510 0.159
0.953 0.642

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
bsp 0.038 0.028 0.020 0.020 0.034 0.031
bDp 0.038 0.024 0.044 0.103 0.109 0.034
~ T P
. 0.101
- 0.072
TM
. 0.142
. 0.032
.
bwD 0.031
CV 1.181 1.012 1.143 1.241 0.790 0.953

Year
bSP
bDP
bTP

bM
bwD
CV

91
0.027
0.097
16.28
17.54
15.40
0.707

92
0.029
24.56
23.69
17.63
0.084
0.539

93
0.039
23.61
23.64
0.056
22.24
0.580

94
0.041
1.323
1.732
0.323
0.013
0.144

min(CV)/CV 2 95%
90
91
92
93
94
0.022 0.027 0.030 0.035 0.040
0.306 0.097 23.92 17.72 12.78
0.023

.

0.664

0.707

0.543

0.605

0.018
0.146

Slope - AU Variables
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
0.113 0.024 0.038 0.026 0.046 0.051 0.114
0.035 0.046 0.085 0.059 0.047 0.038 0.029
38.13 49.73 0.152 0.222 0.591 39.74 39.00
0.723 3.843 0.019 0.118 38.36 0.183 46.01
0.073 0.259 2.153 48.30 0.091 39.65 0.972
1.136 1.212 1.355 1.813 1.092 0.787 0.725

91
0.039
0.029
0.089
30.10
0.102
1.649

92
0.022
0.028
0.064
37.97
0.178
1.370

93
0.060
0.014
0.191
0.121
33.43
2.693

94
0.086
0.010
25.65
7.878
7.238
1.124

Slope - Optimal variable subset with rnin(CV)/CV 2 95%
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
bSP 0.113 0.024 0.038 0.028 0.046 0.050 0.114 0.039 0.023 0.061 0.086
bDp 0.035 0.049 0.086 0.062 0.048 0.031 0.029 0.029 0.029 0.014 0.010
~ T P

TM
bwD
CV

0.073
1.138

-

0.019

1.279

1.367

.
1.836

0.092
1.094 0.809

.

0.089

0.066

0.114

-

0.102
1.649

1.399

2.755

0.725

1.124

Table 5.3b. Same as Table 5.3a, except for generalized cross-validation (GCV) .

Shelf - All Variables

GCV

84
0.058
0.145
41.82
41.74
42.69
1.231

Year
bsp
bDp

84
85
0.058 0.027
0.145 24.53

Year
bsp
bDp

bp
bTM
bwD

85
0-030
31.07
0.092
32.95
31.49
1.320

86
0.024
0.059
38.88
0.183
38.78
1.120

87
0.020
31.28
32.19
31.58
31.45
1.318

88
89
0.042 0.024
22.84 18.41
0.267 22.41
21.54 19.38
23.16 21.00
0.949 0.931

90
0.026
25-10
27-19
0.622
23.90
0.856

91
0.030
31.36
38.84
34.01
31.84
0.778

92
0.028
23.99
23.91
25.35
24-07
0.564

93
0.040
23.32
23.60
0.242
23.60
0.652

94
0.009
0.070
0.091
0.003
0.130
0.000

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with min(GCV)/GCV 2 95%
86
87
88
0.024 0.020 0.040
0.059 23.79 23.73

89
0.024
14.19

90
91
92
0.026 0.030 0.028
25.21 10.95 24.39

93
94
0.041 0.003
23.47 0.070

0.931

0.857

b P

brM

.

0.183

.
0.778

0.564

0.662

0.130
0.000

89
90
91
40.94 0.172 0.402
0.067 0.034 0.024
0.130 33.76 0.103
40.87 43.01 36.94
41.82 40.29 36.33
1.266 0.958 1.493

92
0.005
0.009
0.009
0.050
0.049
0.000

93
53.59
0.031
0.090
0.039
56.09
2.761

94
0.037
56.47
57.96
57.66
0.275
2.028

~ W D

GCV

1.231

1.340

1.120

1.318

Year

84
0.012
0.007
0.001
1.000
0.020
0.000

85
0.003
0.012
1.000
0.018
0.080
0.003

86
0.045
0.117
55.67
60.33
57.02
1.276

87
0.033
52.46
51.37
0.114
52.51
2.375

0.959

Slope - All Variables
bsp
bDp

bp
bTM
bwo
GCV

88
28.70
28.67
0.140
32.37
0.153
1.787

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(GCV)/GCV 2 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Year
bsp
bDp
byp

0.008
0.007
0.003

0.001
0.000

TM

-

0.069

GCV 0.000

0.000

0.045 0.032
0-117 54.28

7.589
7.356

31.15
0.070

0.172
0.034

.

0.402
0.024
0.103

0.007
0.006
0.004

.

93
94
54.56 0.036
0.031 48.90
0.090
0.039

~ W D

1.276

2.444

1.866

1.312

0.958

1.493

0.000

2.761

2.099
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Table 5.3~.Same as Table 5.3a, except for generalized C, (CCp).
Year
84
bSP 0.056
bDp 0.141
brp 31.69
bTM 31.19

85
0.029
23.75
0.090
24.97

86
0.026
0-070
32.39
0-187

Shelf - AU Variables
87
88
89
90
0.019 0.047 0.028 0.031
23.63 24.45 22.10 23.46
24.53 0.286 17.84 23.29
23.84 26-57 16.98 1.595

91
0.036
23.96
23.97
24.26

92
0-044
21.84
21.21
20.26

93
0-054
30.24
30.96
0.503

94
31.41
31.49
0.173
0.047

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with min(GC,)/GC' 2 95%
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
bsp 0.056 0.025 0.026 0.019 0.045 0.028 0.031 0.036 0.044 0.054 0.093
~ D P 0.141 20.16 0.070
23.91 19.75 17.56 23.56 18.14 22.17 22.95 30.80

Year
84
bsp 0.075
bDp 0.032
bP 40.49
42.92
bwD 42-66
GC, 1.605

85
0.030
0.038
45.17
42.31
42.28
1.611

86
0.046
0.122
42.32
45.36
43.03
1.218

Slope - AU Variables
90
87
88
89
0.029 0.069 40.06 16-75
0.090 0-054 0.064 0.147
31.57 43.57 0.117 0.311
30.95 42-66 40.11 18.60
27.37 42.43 40.78 16.34
1.734 1.561 1.226 0.984

91
27.67
0.010
0.096
31.05
27.02
1.373

92
0.051
0.032
0.246
0.165
42.09
1.454

93
0.101
0.017
0.083
0.038
50.91
1.749

94
0.086
0.011
44.10
43.61
40.64
1.528

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(GC,)/GC, 2 95%
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
bSP 0.075 0.030 0.046 0.029 0.069 30.47 23.32 29.97 0.044 0.101 0.086
bDp 0.032 0.038 0.122 0-090 0.054 0.063 0.150 0.010 0.022 0.017 0.011
b p
. 0.096
- 0.083
h - ~
. 0.038

Table 5.4a. Crossdidation (CV) variable selection results. The Negative Binomial
scale parameter is k = 5 for ail subsets. The bandwidths are for SPspatial location, DP-depth, TP-temperature, TM-the, WD-wind speed.

Year
84
85
0.025
bsp 0.037
bDp 0.031 0.056
bp 0.262 0.085
bTM 0.136 0.093
bwD 0.031 0.085
CV 6.278 3.861

Year
84
0.038
bsp
bDP 0.038
bz'p

.

bltf

bwD

CV
Year
bSP
bDp
bTP

hbf
bwD

CV

86
0.021
0.045
0.102
0.129
41.39
5.360

Shelf - All
87
88
0.020 0.032
0.060 0.145
0.069 0.065
54.30 0.034
0.129 43.24
6.422 2.985

Variables
89
90
0.037 0.020
0.044 0.296
0.035 0.136
34.89 0.132
33.48 0.179
3.800 2.005

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with
85
86
87
88
89
0.027 0.022 0.021 0.034 0.032
0-042 0.047 0.056 0.117 0.032
0.093
. 0.074
. 0.142
- 0.034
.

91
0.023
0.092
0.483
32.84
33.40
1.591

92
0.037
0.054
32.88
33.60
32.21
1.000

93
0.041
31.39
31.27
0.059
31.82
0.977

94
0.043
1.043
1.497
0.422
0.013
0.211

min(CV)/CV 1 95%
90
91
92
93
94
0.018 0.024 0.037 0.041 0.042
15.65 0.091 0.054 23.58 16.44

. 0.059

0.050

.

0.033
6.667 4.070

5.461 6.557 3.162 3.852 2.064

1.592

0.019
1.000 0.977 0.212

84
0.109
0.036
53.61
1.054
0.068
3.312

86
0.024
0.031
39.11
0.025
34.71
7-005

Slope - All Variables
87
88
89
90
0.024 0.039 0.052 0.110
0.053 0.051 0.039 0.028
0.148 0.416 53.29 53.92
0.098 52.83 0.211 64.57
78.75 0.106 53.20 0.482
9.631 4.061 2.985 3.010

91
0.156
0.010
0.062
0.084
0.182
7.536

92
0.059
0.033
0.122
0.059
0.050
7.156

85
0.024
0.045
77.93
68.54
0.237
5.441

93
0.049
0.012
0.191
0.104
63.44
14.07

94
0.084
0.010
0.117
56.64
51.54
3.826

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(CV)/CV 2 95%
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
bSP 0.109 0.025 0.024 0.027 0.039 0.050 0.109 0.137 0.022 0.048 0.084
bDp 0.036 0.049 0.031 0.059 0.051 0.032 0.028 0.010 0.030 0.012 0.011
~TP
. 0.062 0.066 0.099
TM
. 0.025
bwD 0.068
. 0.106
CV 3.314 5.733 7.005 9.990 4.085 2.996 3.013 7.869 7.537 14.58 4.040

Table 5.4b. Same as Table 5.4a, except for generalized cross-validation (GCV).
Shelf - AU
Year
84
85
86
87
88
bsp
0.043 0.027 0.023 0.016 0.036
~ D P 0.056
34-70 0.055 42.78 18.86
bP 0.781 0.091 38.89 52.41 0.148
bTkdr 0.086 34-10 0.165 51.22 21.55
bcvD 73.33 32.03 39.17 49.24 13.39
GCV 5.976 4.624 3.732 6.337 3.595

Year
bsp
bDp

Variables
89
90
0.020 0.024
23.71 29.91
23.56 0.314
23.13 0.254
24.00 28.60
3.161 2.542

91
0-019
23-49
23.77
24.03
22.53
1.635

92
0.026
14.47
27.24
16.43
13.57
0.953

93
0.039
23-69
23.62
0.224
23.69
1.036

94
0.002
0.070
0.099
0.059
1.000
0.000

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with min(GCV)/GCV 2 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
0.024
0.019
0.026
0-024
0.023
0.016
0.035
0.020
0.041
0.003
0.048
0.068 32.86 0.055 32.62 16.28 24.70 29.69 24.29 26.45 23.48 0.070

bW D

GCV 6.014 4.821 3.732 6.337 3.710 3.161 2.620 1.635 0.953 1.071 0.000
Slope - All Variables
Year
bSP
bDp

bnI
bwD

GCV

84
0.070
0.025
0.046
0.262
68.33
5.859

85
0.014
0.013
0-060
0.017
0-011
0.017

86
0.044
0.104
69.76
78.68
73.72
5.729

87
0-029
51.73
31.06
0.089
58.60
11.20

88
89
67.66 0-065
71.04 0.049
0.044 73.75
69.81 79.33
0.177 72.46
6.295 4.142

90
0.142
0.031
51.46
57.31
50.44
3.498

92
92
0.135 0.057
0.020 0.034
0.090 0.089
73.82 0.141
74.04 97.52
5.735 6.311

93
0.494
0.023
0.089
0.039
99.86
12.31

94
0.090
0.012
57.52
56.34
30.85
5.731

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(GCV)/GCV 2 95%
Year
bSP
bDP

84
85
0.101 0.000
0.045 0.011

~ T P

TM

. 0.002

86
0.044
0.104

87
88
0.030 48.61
61.19 42.08
. 0.029

89
90
91
92
0.065 0.142 0.135 0.057
0.049 0.031 0.020 0.034
- 0.090 0.089
. 0.141

93
94
0.494 0.090
0.023 0.012
0.089
0.039

~ W D

GCV 5.940 0.000 5.729 11.74 6.488 4.142 3.498 5-735 6.311 12.31 5.731

Table 5.4~. Same as Table 5.4a, except for Generalized Cp (GC,).

Shelf - AU Variables
Year
84
85
86
bsp 0.020 0.024 0.021

Year
bsp
bDp

87
88
89
0.007 0.015 0.008

90
0.014

91
92
0.017 0.031

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with min(GC,)/GC, >_ 95%
87
88
89
90
91
92

84
85
86
0.020 0.017 0.002
0.002 0-006 0.031

93
0.043

94
0.087

94
0.087
24.26

0.472

0.000
0.097

0.009
0.009

0.008
10.46

0.014
1.000

0.017
1.000

0.031
23.23

93
0.043
22.91

2.000

1.941

1.798

1.772

1.394

1.005

1.073

~ W D

GCp 1.921 2.040
Year
bSP

Year
bsp
bDp
bTp

TM

84
85
0.061 0.018

1.999

86
0.020

Slope - AU Variables
87
88
89
90
0.007

0.046

0.029

0.050

91
92
93
94
0.015 0-010 0.030 0.013

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(GCp)/GCp 2 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
0.044
0.020
0.010

0.017
0.009

0.004
0.022

0.001 0.017
1.000 0.036

0.020
0.026

0.053 0.004
0-008 0.021

93
94
0-009 0.030 0.013
0.015 0.017 0.009
. 0.022

Table 5 - l5a. Cross-validation (CV) Mnable selection results. The Negative Binomial
scale parameter is k = 0.65 for all subsets. The bandwidths are for SPspatial location, D P-depth, TP-temperature, TM-tirne, WD-wind speed.

Year
bsp
b ~
b ~

TM
b w

CV

Shelf - All Variables
85
86
87
88
89
90
0.028 0.017 0.019 0.034 0.023 0.022
0.025 0.040 0.021 0.077 0.054 0.240
0.091 0-079 0-105 32.98 32.74 0.156
0-104 0.083 18.22 0.069 0.814 0.112
0.125 0.070 0.122 0.189 23.45 0.197
1.005 0.630 0.904 0.728 0.656 0.655

93
0.046
13.51
0.135
0.058
0.059
0.474

94

94

0.033
23.68

93
0.048
0-099

.

0.081

0-662 0.517

0.494

91
0.193
0.033
0.069
0.117

92
0.042
0-032
0.064
0.097

93
0.087
0.026
0.240
0.655

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(CV)/CV
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

> 95%

84
0.038
p0.031
p 0-303
0.126
~0.030
0.649

91,
0.030
0.126
24.63
26.42
0.535
0.661

92
0.032
18.95
27.43
0.557
0.088
0.512

SheIf - Optimal variable subset with min(CV)/CV 1 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Yeax
bSP 0.038

0.028 0.019 0.018
0.031 0.024 0.041 0.038
ha 0.303 0.101 0.088
b~,t,f 0.126
.
~ W D 0.030
CV 0.649 1.025 0.657 0.948

bDp

0.034 0.023
0.081 0.053
0.068
0.732

0.022
0.519

. 0.098
0.656

0.665

Slope - All Variables
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
bsp
0.105 0.070 0.080 0.030 0.054 0.051 0.125
b ~ p 0.062 0.015 0.070 0.085 0.052 0.038 0-032
b ~ .p 87.40 36.30 0.365 0.199 53.13 39.74 25.47
TM 70.64 0.066 0.135 27.86 45.31 0.183 32.88

Year
bSp 0.107
bDp 0.055

~TP
TM

.

0.070 0.073
0-015 0.072

.
0.066

0.044
0.090
0.209

0.054
0.052

0.030
0.120

0.050 0.125
0.031 0.032

14.94
0.033

.

.

94
0.538
0.025
32.05
0.213

92
93
94
0.042 0.045 0.617
0.032 0.045 0.025
0-065
0.097

Table 5.15b. Same as Table 5.15a, except for generalized cross-validation (GCV)
.
Year

85
0.032
30.40
0.090
32.36
30.71
1.322

86
0.025
0.062
20.61
0.828
20.96
0.967

Shelf - All Variables
87
88
89
90
0.026
0.023 0.040 0.027
19.34 9.674 13.80 19.00
36.61 0.314 36.18 28.03
43.10 17.41 8.718 0.589
23.55 23.59 30.80 36.30
1.154 0.892 0.777 0.859

91
0.036
15.14
29.44
40.26
24.59
0.720

92
0.032
14.75
16.47
0.353
32.95
0.541

93
0-051
12.08
0-302
0.129
34.35
0.525

94
0.029
0.049
0.109
0.089
0.101
0.000

bsp
bDP
bTP
bTM
bwD
GCV

84
0.055
30.86
26.86
30.25
30.34
1.098

Year
bsp
bDp

Shelf - Optimal variable subset with min(GCV)/GCV 3 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
0.037
0.027
0.026
0.032
0.036 0.031 0.051
0.055 0-028 0.025 0.023
17.65 24.15 0.062 13.96 18.33 18.32 23.28 8.164 26.01 12.91 0.038

bW D
GCV

1.098 1.347 0.967 1.154 0.899 0.777 0.860
Slope - All Variables
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
0.007 0.004 0.075 67.03 0.312 40.94 0.276
bsp
bDp 0.007 0.010 0.097 0.020 14.16 0.067 0.068
hP 0.004 0.280 36.96 0.508 10.02 0.130 0.340
bTM 1.333 0.004 45.23 0.202 14.06 40.87 27.41
0.048 0.130 42.82 56.47 16.72 41.82 1.799
bwD
GCV 0.000 0.001 0.984 1.309 1.598 1.266 0.889

Year
bSP
bDp
bTP

TM

0.720

0.542

0.528

0.000

91
33.67
0.031
0.418
38.95
32.20
1.173

92
0.007
0.009
0.005
1.000
1.000
0.000

93
0.173
0.043
56.49
53.83
56.21
1.311

94
34.29
0.022
38.94
29.40
39.10
1.033

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(GCV)/GCV 2 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
0.008 0.004 0.075 55.41 0.153 31.15 0.187 37.44 0.007 0.173 30.77
0.007 0.010 0.097 0.020 0.083 0.070 0.037 0.031 0.009 0.043 0.022
0.003
- 0.005
. 0.004
. 0.202

~ W D

GCV 0.000 0.010 0.984 1.315 1.606 1.312 0.913 1.184 0.000

1.311 1.033

Table 5 . 1 5 ~ .Same as Table 5.15a, except for Generalized C, (GC,).

SheIf - AU Variables
Year
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
bsp 0.058 0.031 0.027 0.024 0.049 0.033 0.031 0.043 0.050 0.073 22.84
bDp
bTP

31.52
28.74
bbd30.99

23.19
0.087
24.79

18.74 21.93
20-95 34.81
21.09 38.42

16.49
0.324
0.718

8.437
27.44
37.43

19.85
32.65
1.314

15.57
29.45
39.45

15.70 20.67
26.32 25.10
21.88 0.170

22.32
22.32
0.195

SheE - Optimal variable subset with min(GCp)/GCp1 95%
Year
84
85
bsp 0.058 0.026
bDp 17.95 19.08

86
87
88
89
0.027 0.024 0.047 0.033
19.09 20.55 21.40 18.60

90
91
92
93
0.066
0.031 0.043 0,050
25.41 21.45 23.25 19.90

94
23.16
22.81

Slope - All Variables
Year
bsp

84
85
0.099 0.035

86
87
88
89
0.087 0.113 0.108 40.06

90
91
92
93
22.36 33.60 0.050 0.149

Slope - Optimal variable subset with min(GCp)/GCp 2 95%
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Year
bsP 0.104
bDP
k-p

0.094

0.035
0.038

0.087
0.107

0.100
0.089

0.108
0.062

30.47
0.063

33.78
0.120

35.81
0.031

0.050
0.035

94
30.03

93
94
0.149 31.88
0.043 0.023

5.12. Appendix: Figures
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1989. Dev Diffd.78,
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Figure 5.1a: DifTerence between the CV b- per observation deviance for the model
with aU covariates and the model with spatial location and tow depth.
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1991. Dev Diff=47.05, OF DIff=24.4

1990. Dev Diffz20.27. DF Diff=39
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1992. Dev Diffr28.89. O F Diff46.46
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1993. Dev Diff=30-95. O F Oiff=17.59
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1994. Dev Diff4. DF Oiff=22,98

Longtitude

Figzlre 5.1b: Same as Figure 5.la.
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Tow Time (Minutes)

Figure 5.2: "RDbustXed" smoothing analysis of trawl wing-spread data See text for
details.
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1985, Dev Oiffc62.7. DF Diff=44.95

1984. Dev Diff=10.69. D F Diff=10.06
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1986. Dev Diff=43-5. DF Diff=62,12
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1987. Dev Diff436.09. OF Diff=44.91
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1988. Dev Diff=29.37. DF Diff4328

Figure 5.3a: DiEerence between the CV ba per obseniation "cleaned" deviance for
the mode1 with aIl covariates and the mode1 with spatial location and tow depth.
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1994. Dev Diff=l.Sl. DF Diff=2.91
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Figure 5.3b: Same as Figure 5 . 3 ~ .
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Figure 5.4a: hverse robust weights for a smoother based on spatial location and tow
depth. The gross-error sensitivity is 5.

Longtitude

Figure 5.4 b: Same as Figure 5 . 4 ~ .
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Longtitude

Figure 5.5: Year and location of type II catches.

Figure 5 . 6 ~ :Smoother predicted m e I cod catches. The kernel smoother is based on
spatial location and depth of tow.

Longtitude

Figure 5.7a: Smoother standardized type 1residuals. The kernel smoother is based
spatial location and depth of tow. Positive and negative residuals are plotted a s and
-'s, respectively. Circles indicate residuals greater than f2.

+
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Longtitude

Figure 5.7%: same as Figure 5.70.

6.1. Introduction
In this chapter we produce confidence intenmls for 3N0 trawlable stock size based on the
mixture model. The basis for inference is as follum. We assume that the trawl catch at
tow station i in year t can be adequately described by a random variable (rv)

Ki. Let

p, be the trawlable abundance of fish in the water colurnn above tow station i. The

xi involves pti and other parameters. Our aim is to construct inferences
= Ci
pti based on a sample of the Ki's. The sum is over all trawling stations

distribution of
about p,
in 3NO.

The analyses in Chapter 5 dealt with specifying the details of a stochastic model
for trawl catches that can be used for stock size inferences. This rnodel is a mixture
of two random components. One cornPonent represents trawl catches that are locally

dependent; that is, catches that vary smoothly as a h c t i o n of cova.riates. We refer to
these as type 1 catches. In Chapter 5 we concluded that spatial location and tow depth
were the most useful covariates to include in a model for the mean of the randorn variable
we use to stochastically model type I catches. Based on these covariates we developed a
nonparametnc regression model for type 1 catches. This model essentially estimates the
mean function ushg locally weighted average. The weights were specifîed in Chapter 5.

The other component of the mixture model represents occasional large catches that are

inconsistent with our model for type 1 catches. We cal1 these inconsistent catches type

II's. We assumed that the stock components produchg type II catches are present in the
3 N 0 survey region every year, but sometimes are not detected because the areal extent
of these components is quite small. We postulatecl a simple model for type II catches in
which the mean is constant from year to year, and also spatially constant. The mixture

proportions were assumed to vary over three large spatial regions. In Chapter 5 we
identified six type II catches in the 3 N 0 research survey series from 19841994.

We develop inferences for type 1 and type

II stock components separately, and then

combining results to get confidence intervals for p,.

If we let pfi denote local type 1

trawlable stock abundance, then we first consider asymptotic inferences for pf. and then

This involves considering the large sample distribution of standardized estirnators of
and d.Next we consider asymptotic methods for inferences about

- local type II

trawlable abundance. We use profile likelihood met hods to combine results for inferences
about pt-, which is a weighted sum of p i and pfI .

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Section 6.2 we use the mixture model to
estimate total trawlable stock abundance in 3NO. In Section 6.3 we develop methods
for constructing confidence intervals for total trawlable stock abundance, and apply these
methods in Section 6.3.4. We test some of the confidence interval theory in Section
6.4 using simulations on a known population. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.5.

6.2. lLlixture model estirnation
In Chapter's 4 and 5 we concluded that a sensible approach to modelling trawl survey
data is to assume that

xi,the random variable for the trawl catch at tow station i in year

t, is a d u r e of two rv's representing type I and m e II catches. Recall that most catches
are type I's, while occasional large catches that are inconsistent with nearby catches are
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type II's. The mixture mode1 is

where q: and

are N'S for the two stock components. The mixture indicator randorn

variables Ii are ail independent with expectations pi. The d u r e proportions, pi's, are
assumed to be equal throughout three large geographicd areas in 3NO.

Bank slope,
p2, if i E southeastern Grand Bank slope,

p l , if i E southwestern Grand
pi =

p3, if i E Grand Bank shelf.

For simplicity we assume the three pi's are h o w n exactly, although we estimated these in
Chapter 5. We will not consider uncertain@ in out ùiferences arising fiom the unknown

mixture proportions; however, in the next section we will consider the sensitivity of our
inferences to other reasonable mixture proportions.

If:

i i d-

and di= =:(xi) is
a smooth function of c o d a t e s xi's (latitude, longitude, and depth of the tow). NB
Type 1 catches are denoted as YI'S, where

NB(& k'),

denotes the Negative Binomial distribution (see Section 5.4 in Chapter 5). Type II
catches are denoted as yu's, where Y
;:

-

i.i.ci.

NB

g r ) ; that is, the mean of k;il does

not depend on location or year. This assumption is based on habitat selection concepts,

where h h move into favorable habitats as space becomes available, thereby maintaining

their density in small amounts of highly favorable habitat as overall density declines. This
assumption was discussed in more detail at the beginning of Chapter 5. We assume that
the K:'s and ytfl's are &O independent. T h e expected catch using (6.2.1) is

6.2.1. Estimates of 3N0 trawlable stock size,

~ c ,

We can estimate trawlable stock size by estimating each pti and summing i over the
roughly 2.5 million trawl stations in 3NO. If we let r = 1,2,3 index the three geographid
areas mentioned above, then the estimator of h-is

where

jiir*is the estimator of type 1 stock size in region r and year t, N,

number of trawl stations in region r, and

CrprNr

is the total

is the total number of trawl stations

with type II stock components. Unfortunately we do not know the covariates required to
estimate p: ( G )everywhere, so this approach is not possible. We do know the covariates
for a large number of tow stations randomly sampled during many s w e y s however, and
we wÏll use this information to assist in estimating p,.

We can pool covariates from annual research surveys to provide a large sample of
covariates for the population. This sample is much larger than the number of trawl
stations sampled each year. This is possible because the covariates we consider (spatial
location and tow depth) do not change over time. In addition, many tow stations are
sampled for experimental purposes, apart kom the regular survey design, and we cm also

add these to our pool of covariates. It seems reasonable to assume that

thiç large sample

of covariates are random with strata, but not between strata. The "densiS." of covariates

mies between strata; that is, if Nhis the total number of tow stations in stratum h and

Mh is the total number of random stations in this strata that we have covariate values
for, then Mh/Nh
varies with h. We must acmunt for this in estimation. Let H, denote
the number of strata in region r. The estimator we use is

where &(xi) is the average predicted trawlable stock size for the random tow stations
selected in stratum h. Note that

zthis not a stratum average of catches; in fact, the

estimate for each station is based, in part, on locally weighted averages of type 1 s w e y
catches for all strata in year y.
We demonstrate using simulations in Section 6.4 that estimation of a population
total based on a large sample of covariates is almost as good as estimation using the
covariates for the entire population. The basic idea here is to weight the catches in our
sample by the representativeness of the corresponding covariates in terms of the covaxiates
for the whole population. For example, if a catch occurs at a depth that is infiequent
in the population, then that observation should receive less weight for estimation than
catches that occur a t depths that are fiequent in the population.
We restrict our random c o d a t e samples to the 300-series strata (see Tables 3.3a-k)
because these are the strata sampled continuously throughout 1984-1994 and we do not
wish to extrapolate densities in deepwater strata in years in which these strata were

not sampled. Because of the increased precision in measurements of spatial location and

depths in the 1990's we base our covariate sample on the 1636 tows DFO has conducted
in 3 N 0 since 1990. Most of these tows are not ùicluded in the data set we have analyzed

so far because they were taken after 1994, or at different times of the year, or were not
survey tows, etc. The density of covariate samples varies considerably between strata,

and this is why we use a strata-size weighted total. For example, the density ranges fiom
47 stations in strata 332 (0.05%) to 24 in stratum 335 (0.55%).

The average densiw is

0.14%.

The estimator of &(xJ proposed in Chapter 5 is a simple locally weighted average
(smoother) of trawl catches. The bandwidths we use for smoothing are those in Table 5.19.

The values of the NB k parameter we use for infixences are also listed in Table 5.19. We
used this mode1 in Chapter 5 t o predict local abundance at all the trawl stations sampled

each year. ui th& section we merely use the model to predict local trawlable abundance
at the nonsampled tow stations we have selected. These predictions are simply weighted
averages of type 1catches each year in the swey. Estimates of annual type 1trawlable
abundance for each region (fi:,)

are presented in the middle three columns in Table 6.2,

and will be discussed shortly.
The type II catches identified in Chapter 5 are listed in Table 5.16. Based on these
data, firr = 1629, and

-

pK= 8.86.

only slightly larger than df

The deviance for the type 11 catches in 6.11, which is

= 5. This indicates that the

NB model fits these data well.

The total number of type II catches identified for the three regions outlined in Section
5.7 in Chapter 5 , and the pr, are presented in Table 6.1. In this table bi-' = TN~F'' is

Table 6.1.

of type II catches. Nr is the number of trawlable
units in a region.
is the total type II trawlable abundance.
in 1000s.

Sllrnmary

Region (r)

Number T o t a l n u b e r
m e II sets exarnined
SW dope in 30
4
385
SE dope in 3N
1
257
3NO shelf
1
1270

-

pr

NE

PT.
II

0.0104
0.0039
0.00079

357756
157305
2075525

6054.9
997.1
2662.2

the estimate of total type II trawlable stock size for region r. The sum of type II trawlable
abundance for the three regions is 9.714 mülion, which suggests that approximately 20000
tonnes of cod aggregate in spatidy-srnall dense schook each year, based on an average
weight per fish of a little over 2 Kg.
The estimates of mixture proportions are based on srnall sample sizes, because the
total number of type II catches is very s m d . The total number of trawl stations with
type I I stock components is C,prN, = 5963. If we assume that the mixhire proportions

are constant throughout 3N0 then p = 611912, which is the total number of type II

catches divided by the total number of tows during 198494. Using this value the total
number of trawl stations with type II stock components is pN = 8129, which is 36%
greater than 5963. This gives a total type II trawlable stock biomass of about 27000
tonnes, and has an appreciable effect on estimates of trawlable stock abundance. This
demonstrates that our assumptions about the incidence of type II stock components has
infiuence on our estimates.

As a simple test of whether the mixture proportions differ between the three geographic
regions we assume within each region that the number of type II catches identified is

B i n ( f , w ) ,where n, is the total number of sarnples collected for region r in the 3N0
research survey during 1984-94. Fisher's exact test for

Ho:

= p2 = p3 versus

Ha: not so

gives a pvalue = 0.015, which is strong evidence against the null hypothesis. An equiv-

alent test for just the two slope regions gives a pvalue = 0.653. This suggests that the
incidence of type II catches is not significantly different for the two slope regions. If we
make this assumption then the total number of trawl stations with type II stock comp*
nents is 5646, which is nearly identical to the value we use (5963), and this assumption
wodd result in only small changes in our estimates of stock abundance. We choose not to
combine estimates for these two slope regions because of the different nature of the environment befmeen these regions. We conclude that although our estimates of the mixture
proportions are based on srnd sample sizes we feel that our estimates will not change too

much for other mixture proportions that are reasonably consistent with the incidence of
type II catches in our data.
Estimates of annual type I trawlable abundance and total abundance for both stock
components are presented in Table 6.2. In this table fig.is the sum of the type 1 abundance
fiom each region plus 9714.2,which is the total type II abundance in Table 6.1. These
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Table 6.2. Mixture model estimates of annud
trawlable stock abundance.
is
total m e I trawlable abundance in
each region. p, is total trawlable
abundance. Numbers are in 1000's.
-1

Pt,

Year SW slope SE slope
1430.3
1515.6
1984
3896.5
9541.1
1985
3146.7
5908.4
1986
4069.5
16144.3
1987
1216.0
4287.6
1988
1456.2
2469.9
1989
1751.9
3567.8
1990
4610.1
2690.2
1991
7490-4
5478.6
1992
35969.5
1442.9
1993
780.1
8645.0
1994

values are also plotted in Figure 6.2 in Section 6.3.4, dong with the stratum areaweighted averages used by DFO ( s e Table 3.4a). The mixture model confidence intervals
presented in this figure are described in the next section. The stratum-means confidence
intervals are based on f2 standard errors, and these are described in Chapter 3 and
presented in Table 3.4a. The mixture model suggests much different trends in 1992-94,
with population abundance apparently increasing 3-fold in 1993 then decreasing bfold,
whereas stratified-means suggest a 10-fold increase in 1993, and a 20-fold decrease in 1994.

The mixture model has lead to some smoothing, with lower peaks and higher valleys in
Figure 6.2 than the stratified-meam.

In this section we develop confidence intervals for annual trawlable stock size, p,. The
basic procedure we use is to develop an asymptoticdy pivotal statistic for k , and corn-

fifi, which is proportional to a NB random variable.
is a weighted sum of fi: and b". We use the profile likeli-

bine this with the distribution of

Recall that our estimator of p,

hood procedure (see Barndorff-Nielsen and Cox, 1994) to develop confidence intenals for
p, based on likelihoods for

and

We approximate the distribution of the profile

Iikelihood statistic as chi-square with one degree-of-freedom. We h t consider the consis
tency of fi:(x) for &x) , and then consider the consistency and asymptotic distribution

We assume throughout this section that s w e y trawl catches are independently distributed as either NB{pf(=), k) for type I catches, or NB @", k") for type two catches.
We assume that the k's are known because of the confounding between bandwidths and

k, as discussed in Chapter 5. We investigate the sensitivity of this assumption using
simulations. For type 1 catches we take k = 0.89 for the 3N0 shelf region, and k = 0.44
for the slope region. These d u e s were derived üi Chapter 5.

6.3.1. Consistency of ,G:(x)

In this section we show that &)

is consistent for local type 1 trawlable abundance,

~ : ( x )under
,
some reasonable conditions on the bandwidths and local weights. We treat
the local weights as fked; that is, we do not explicitly consider that the bandwidths are
chosen to minimiae a criterion based on the responses; however, we do consider the impact
that the method for choosing bandwidths may have on asymptotic inferences.

Remark 5. For simpIicity we drop the t and I notation in this section.

The abundance estimator is based on survey catches, (yl,x l ), ...,(y,, q),
where the
y's are the trawl catches and the x's are p x 1 vectors of covaziates. In this chapter
p = 3, because the only covariates we consider are latitude, longitude, and tow depth.

The estimator is simply a weighted average of the y's, where the weights are all positive

and sum to one. The estimator is

where

and z k is an element of x. We have dropped the bandwidth notation in W ( - ) .

Locally weighted average-type estimators like (6.3.1) have been extensively studied
in the statistical literature. A common approach when investigating the distributional

properties of (6.3.1) is to assume both

and xi are random (for example, see Hardie,

1991). Stone (1977) considered conditions for the weights so that (6.3.1) is consistent
for p(x) In keeping with the standard practice of conditioning on the conriates in a
regession analysis, we assume that the covariates are not random. Ruppert and Wand
(1994)

&O

assumed the same. Stone's (1997) results can be easily modified for this

setting. We also assume that the survey design is such that as the sample size increases

the sampled sites spread out evenly; that is, we do not sample specific areas much more
kequently than other areas. For the 3N0 survey design this is true.
The expected value of the estimator of local stock abundance is

which can be written as

for some constant a > O. We assume the Lipsitz condition for local stock abundance,

where c is also a constant. Let bi (x)= p(&)

- p(x).

Using this assumption we have that

The following condition establishes the asymptotic unbiasedness of @ ( x ) .

Because ma= bi(x)= rn-

lp(=)

- p ( x )1 is bounded the first term on the right-hand side

of the inequality goes to zero using condition (6.3.2). Since a can be made arbitrarily
small we have that

hence, P(x) is asymptotidy unbiased for p(x).

Condition (6.3.2) follows if the bandwidths decrease as n gets large, and if the covaziates spread out evenly. Roughly spealcing for the conriates we mean that their density

rem-

bounded away from zero; that is, for any covariate region A,

Data-driven methods of bandwidth selection (e.g. G e p ) have the property that bandwidths decrease as n increases. We demonstrate that (6.3.2) holds with the assumptions

about bandwidth size and covariate de*

using a simpIe example at the end of this

section.
We can easily show using Chebyshov's inequality that b(x) 5 p(x) if, in addition to
being asymptotically unbiased, Var b(x)]+ O as n + W. The variance for ~ ( xis)
n

Var [G(x)] =

C W! (x)v a r ( ~ ) ,
i=1

For our problem it is reasonable to assume that O < E 5 V a r ( x ) 5 M

< w for a l i,

where E and M are constants. Hence, Var b(x)] -,O if

Because the weights are constrained to s u m to one (6.3.4) is quivalent to m e Wj(x)+ 0,

and this implies than the bandwidths must not decrease too slowly with n. Hence, if
conditions (6.3.2)and (6.3.4) hold then F(x) is consistent for p(x).

We Uustrate, using a simple example, that (6.3.2)and (6.3.4) hold if, as n

+ oo,b,

O

and nbP, + m. These are the basic assumptions often made in nonparametric kerneI
regression. Consider the case when p = 1, x = 0, and the xi ail have densities that are
uniform on (-$,

i).We can rewrite xy=,W ~ ( X ) I { ~ ~in~ (6.3.2)
- , ~ ~ as
>~)

T a h g limits, for the denominator we have

This limit is one if bn

-t

O as n -,m. For the numerator, if a

This limit is zero with our assurnption about b,; hence, if b,
is holds.

> O we have

-t

O as n + cx, then (6.3.2)

In a similar rnanner we can rewrite Cy=l W?(x) in (6.3.4)as
n

C W?(X) =

(nb,)-= [CLl ( 2 ~-'/*
) (nbJ

(2~)

[c:='=,
(23
(nbn)-'exp ( - ~ : / 2 b 2 , ) ]

i=l

The limit as n

-r

-'exp (-x?/b:)]

-

oo of the denominator is again one. The M t of [-] in the numerator is

2-'12, hence, if nbn + oo as n

co then the limit of the numerator is zero, and (6.3.4)

is satisfied. Note that if x is p x 1 and the bandwidths are the same for each element in

x then we require only that bP, + O as n

-r

oo and n e

-+ w

as n

-t

oo. These results

make more precise how the bandwidths must decrease as n increases.

6.3.2. Consistency and asymptotic normality of

In this section we show the consistency of

F[

&-

for pi,and asymptotic nom-

of fi:, for

some reasonable conditions on bandwidths and local weights. In this section we again
drop the t and I notation for simplicity; however, we will re-introduce this notation later.

We use the asymptotic normality result to develop approximate confidence intervals for
For sirnplicity we assume for now that alI the population is composed of

me 1stock

components. We first deal with the case when the covariates are known for the entire
population; that is, XI, ...,x~ are Gown, then we consider the case where the covariates
are known only for a large stratified simple random sample of tow stations. This sample

includes the stations sampled in our trawl survey data set for 199û-94, and many more

(see Section 6.2.1 for details).
Remark 6. When referMng to covariates that are observecl each y e a in s m e p we use
the i subsczipt (i.e. xi), whiIe we use the j subsaipt when refemùg to wvariates in our

$opdation" sample (i.e- xi)-

In the following a.nalyses we develop asymptotics by imbedding our finite population
of tow stations into an increasing sequence of h i t e populations of size N(u), where

V

N(u) 5 w and n(v) + oo.
Covariates known for the entire population

The estimate of p. is just a sum of locally-weighted averages that we use to estimate the
stock abundance at random trawl stations. That is,

where

b(xj) is a nonparametric estimate of local trawlable abundance at tow station j,

and N is the total number of tow stations in the population. Note that the xi's are the

covariate values for the entire population, and not just the sampled trawl sites. We can
also express i2- as

where

fi'

=

~5
3-1

Wi(xj)- The

fil provide a relative measure of how representative the

sampled xi's are in terms of the population xl,...,x ~ Note
.
that

sense

is similx to the expansion estimator of T =

(see Section 3.3.2). Whereas the

T

C
,
,N

CL, fc

Yi; that is,

F

=

=

N . In a

xi=,~ ~ ' y i

weights give predata collection measures of how

representative the sampled x's are in terrns of the population, the '
f weights gïve a
post-data collection meanire of the same thing (see Chambers et. al., 1993).

Remark 7. In what f o l I ~ wlet
~ fi = f,*/N =

the density of

&g

XI,

zjN_m, ( ~ j ) / N which
,
is an estimate of

...>
XW

Note that fi's behave like densities in that

z:=, 1.
fi

=

Consistency It is convenieni; to £irstdeal with

We have shown in Section 6.3.1 that when (6.3.2) holds bias{ji(%)) + O as n

+ W.

This iç implied when the bandwidths decrease as n increases and (6.3.3) holds; that is,
the covariate density remains bounded away fkom zero. Because of the continuiw of p ( x )
we can

&O

show using the bounded convergence theorem that when bn

-r

O as n

+w

and (6.3.3) hoids uniformly for all xi,

In many situations the biases for the fi(^^)'^ may cancel, so

EN may be asymptoticdy

unbiased for jiN even if (6.3.2) doesn't hold. If, in addition, we have that

then we can show using Chebyshov's inequality that

SN is consistent for pN. Condition

(6.3.6) essentially requires most sampled covariates t O be representative of population
values.
Asymptotic normality We establish the asymptotic n o r m a l i ~of

First consider the distribution of

Sn- E&).

in two steps.

Using Liapunov's central limit theorem,

In our application samples are collected, approximately, uçing stratified random sampling
with proportional allocation, so the fi's are approximately equal. In this case the skewness

factor in (6.3.7) is ~(n-Il6),
and the E t is zero.

Zn - EG,) has an açymptotic
For inferences it is desirable if Zn - jiN also has such an

So far we have shown that a suitably scaled version of
standard normal distribution.

asymptotic distribution, because this result can directly be used for inferences. Otherwise we have to estimate the b i s , or employ some other correction for this term. The

standardized bias is

The bias is not asymptotically negligible in general. A common practice is to use a highorder kernel to reduce this bias, or to use the bootstrap to estimate the bias. Simulation
results for a population similar to that in our application suggest that this bias is not
large, so we choose simply to ignore it.
Conditions (6.3.5) t hrough (6 .3.7),in addition with the above bias argument, imply

Variance estimation Unfortunately the denominator in (6.3.8) involves unknown O: 's,
so we cannot directly use (6.3.8) for inferences about pN. We propose a modification for

Negative Binomial data when k is known, or assumed to be known. In this case

First consider when k is the same for the entire sarnpIe. Let

05

= jiN
n

+ &/k,

and

If var&) was actually v,o$ then we would not have to estimate it, because (6.3.8) would
give an asymptotic pivotal statistic for

PN

which could directly be used for inferences.

The modification we propose uses this idea. We construct confidence intervals using the
approxbate pivotal statistic

Note that a&

+ & is a dinerence estimate of x:=,f?o:.

If there is little variation in

the p(&)'s then & will be close tb zero. In this case variance estimation for Negative
Binomial data is not really neceSSitry7and (6.3.9) is the preferred statistic for inferences
about pN. If 4 = O then confidence intenmls based on (6.3.9) will not cover negative
values because the asymptotic pivot

+w

as jiN

-r

O. This is important when jiN is close

to zero. The resulting i n t e r 4 will also be skewed, which is often more realistic thm a
symmetric interval.
To apply this procedure to our data a slight modification is required, because we have
assumed two diaerent values of k for the dope and shelf regions. We use an average value

of these two k's for inferences. As usual let s denote our sample. Let

s,h

= {i : xi is on

the shelf), and let

sSl =

s\ssh. The average value for k that we use is

If the p ( q ) ' s are dl equal to ji,

then this value for

would be the correct choice for

inferences; hence it is the appropriate value to use when there is little variation in the
p(-) 'S.

We construct confidence intends for total trawlable stock size using (6.3.9) with

k in 0%. Note that we do not use

in dn;the appropriate k are used to compute &.

We c m obtain confidence intervals for p- as N x the intenmls we obtain for ji, using
(6.3.9).
Covariates known for a large random sample of the population

In the preceding section we developed methods for inference about p. assuming that the
covariates were known for the entire population. In this section we develop inferences
for p. assuming only that the covariates are known for a large stratifiecl simple random

sample of tow stations. Let Mh denote the number of tow stations in stratum h that
we use for inferences about p.. In this section we make the same assumptions as in the
previous section, plus we assume th& M =

ChMh »n.

The estimate of p. is just a sum of lody-weighted average that we use to estirnate
the stock abundance at random trawl stations. That is,

where fi(&) is a nonparametric estimate of local trawlable abundance at tow station i, Nh

is the total number of tow stations in the stratum, and H is the total number of &rata.

Using the same notation as in the pervious section, we can m i t e

fi. = N

C jiyi,

are estimates of the fiYs- the population densities of the sampled -'S.

These estimates are

based on a large sample xi,..., x ~ We
. use over 1600 tows stations for M, so we feel the
fi's are accurate for the fi's. If (6.3.5) holds, in addition to the bias mgurnent presented
in the previous section, then (6.3.9) can be used to construct coddence intervals for p..
Comparing the f-weights with the design-based T-weights reveals the difference in

how catches aaéct our estimate of type 1 trawlable stock abundance using these two
approaches. In Figures 6.la,b in the Appendix (Section 6.6) we plot the f - n weights.

The T-weights are for type 1 catches only, and have been stzndardized to sum to one.
Several conclusions are apparent:
1. Tows in the deep-water strata (added to the s w e y after 1990) receive more f-

weight than T-weight. This is because the deep-water strata tows are not included
in the design-based estimates ~f type 1trawlable stock size. On the other hand these

f-weights are not too large because the regression estimate of stock size is based
only on the shallow water region (300 series strata), and observations outside this
region receive l e s weight than those withlli this region. This seems reasonable as
well. We would be uncornfortable if the diffaence between mode1 and design-bas&

estimates was based on catches fÏom deep water strata that were never sampled
prior to 1991. On the other hand we cannot ignore catches in the deep water strata
either. The approach we have taken weights the deep water catches reasonably.

2. Tows near the 3L boundary usualIy have smaller f-weights than T-weights. In light
of the stock mixing concenis identified in Chapter 2 for this area, snaller weights

for these catches seems appropnate.

3. Clusters of tows usually have smaller f -weights than ir-weights. In Figures 6.la,b
this is evidenced by the higher fiequency of spatial clusters of x ' s than

+'S.

This

is also intuitively reasonable. Catches at tow sites very close together provide l e s

information about total stock abundance than catches at tow sites that are spread
throughout the survey region.
4. Tows that surround a large sampling "gap" have higher f -weights than ir-weights.

This is because tbese tows are more informative about trawlable abundance within
the "gap" region that was not sampled. The design-based estimator has no c'knowledge" of sampling gaps, whereas the model-based estimator does, and it uses this

"knowledge" effectively
The results in Figures 6.la,b suggest that the model-based estimator of iype 1trawlable
abundance weights the sampled catches in a reasonable manner relative to the designbased stratum-weight ed average estimator.
6.3.3. Confidence intervals for P!'

Pr)random variables. I t is

Recall that type II catches are assumed to be i.i.d. NB(&
easy to show that the suaicient statistic for
number of type II catches is nrf, then Y" ln1'

is Yi' =

-

construct confidence intervals for

KI'

if k is known. If the total

N B (nnPfr,n I r k I r ) . FoIlowing standard

statistical practice, we base inferences involving prr on
we assume is the case, then -In"

xi

is pivota1 for

xi

qIf.

If

k"

is knom, which

and we can use it's distribution to

6.3.4. Confidence intervals for p,

In this section we use the profile likelihood method to construct confidence intexvals for

where N"

=

CrprNr.

loglikelihoods for

The method is as follows. Let l(p:) and Z(pf1) denote the

and pf'. These are found wing the asymptotic normali@ result for

E: in Section 6.3.2 and the distribution of ~ ~ I j ngiven
" in the previous section. We write
these loglikelihoods explicitly below. If we fix p, as some constant c, the distributional

approximation we use for confidence intervals is

Here firr is the value for p r h h a t maximizes 1 (c - pl')

+1(p").

A (1- a)100% confidence

interval for p, is given as the smallest (Ut) and largest (L,)values of c such that pl(&)
and PG)
2 XiJ-aMore specificâuy, the loglikelihoods are

and

R

d that Q(-) = log(r(-)).
The fi's are not quite the same as in Section 6.3.2. In that section we assumecl there

were no type II catches (i.e. p = O), whereas in this section we have these catches. The
appropriate f's are

The profde Iikelihood confidence intervals are presented in Table 6.3 and plotted in FigTable 6.3. Mixture mode1 estimates of m u a l trawlable stock
abundance, ML, with 95% confidence intervals (L,U).
Numbers are in 1000's.

ure 6.2. The difference in the mixturemode1 estimates and the stratum-weighted average

has been discussed previously. In Figure 6.2 we see that the mixturemode1 confidence
intervals are substantially smaller in many years compared to the design-based intervals.

In some years the mixture-mode1 confidence intervals are slightly larger. This is because
of the added uncertainty from type II catches in those years. The confidence intervals are
slightly asymmetric, with the'upper interval width ranging £iom 512% greater than the
lower interval width.

In Section 6.4 we test the asymptotic procedures we develop for inferences about
the population total type I abundance. We demonstrate that the inference procedures
work very wd. We feel the chi-square approximation for the profile Ekelihood statistic
is good. This is because the normal approximation for

works wd, as demonstrated
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Figure 6.2: Annual estimates of trawlable stock abundance fkom the mixture model, and
stratum area-weighted averages.

in the simulations. Also, b" has an approlcimately normal distribution because it is just
the average of type II catches. Although the number of type II catches is too small to
draw on the central limit theorem for the approxixnate norrnality of FI',

the fact that if Y

N B ( m , k ) then Y

we can utilize

+ N{rn,m(l + r n / k ) ) as r n + oo.

The mean

of the type II catches is large, and these catches are approximately normally distributed.

enc ce, fir'

is just an average of six approxïmately normal rv's, and is itself approximately

normally distributed.

Our inferences may be overly optimistic in years when the total

type 1 abundance is s m d , because we do not account for uncertaint3f in the mixture
proportions. This is hard to do with the small number of type II catches we have identifie&

We could easily protile with the mixture proportions to get confidence intenmls for k - ,but
the hard part is s p e c i w g the distribution of the mixture indicator random variables. In
some years total type 1abundance is large (198488, 1993), and the unaccounted mixture
proportion uncertaint ies d l probably have Little effect on inferences, because total S p e

II abundance is l e s than 25% of total abundance.

6 -4. Simulation
We consider a simple population to test the accuracy of the confidence intends used in
Section 6.3. We feel that our inferences conceming type II catches are sound, and that
the profile likelihood method in Section 6.3 is reliable if (6.3.8) is a good approximation.
This approximation will not be good if substantial bias is present, or if we have chosen
the wrong values for k. To test this we created a known population consisting of 10 000

values of densities p's and covariates XI and X2.The population is plotted in Figure 6.3.
This represents a hypothetical population of type 1trawl densities. The average densiw

for this population is p = 6.145. Our simulation consists of drawing random samples

p(Xl, X2))'s, then randomly generating
of size n from the population of 10000 {XI,X2,
NB(p, k) observations. We use n =-100 and 200, and k = 2. The d u e s of n bound the
sample &es in the 3 N 0 survey. We do this using 2000 simulations for each n and k.
We compute confidence intends for ji and observe whether P exceeds these intervals
for each simulation. We use k = 1 , 2 or 3 when computing these intervals to assess the
impact mis-specifying k has on inferences. For convenience we chose a systematic sample

X2)'s for smoother predictions. In each simulation we find the
of 1600 {XI,

GC'b~&

then compute confidence intervals using these bandwidths. The profde likeLihood procedure does not have to be used because we are considering only type 1 stock size, and we

can use (6.3.9) directly to compute confidence intervals for this quantiW. These can be

Figure 6.3: Simulation population.
solved a n d y t i d y . If

then a (1 - a)100% confidence interval for p is obtained as /3 &

JG-

The simulated exceedances are presented in Table 6.4. We count exceednces for
ct

= 0.2,0.1,0.05,

and 0.01. The results demonstrate that the confidence intervals work

very well, especidy when a > 0.01. The actual coverage probabiïties are very close to

th& nominal values, and are robust to the misspeciücations of k we wnsidered. The
reason for this is the contounding between bandwidths and k. If we assume to large a

Table 6.4. Simulated exceedames of P outside (1- cr)100% confidence
intervals. The proportion of times exceeds the lower and
upper bounds are presented in parantheses. The standardized
bias in the simulated estimates is also presented. y = 6.14

k
1
100 2
3
1
200 2
3
n

bias
-0.176
-0.167
-0.160
-0.118
-0.158
-0.142

(0.089,0.123) (0.050,0.058)
(0.092,0.123) (0.051,0.062)
(0.077,O.lOl) (0.035,0.052)
(0.088,O-111) (0.040,0.052)
(0.085,0.116) (0.041,0.053)
(0.088,0.121) (0.047,0.062)

(0.023,0.025)
(0.027,0.028)
(0.016,0.028)
(0.021,0.021)
(0.020,0.026)
(0.023,0.026)

(0-008,0.005)
(0.005,0.005)
(0.004,0.005)
(0.003,0.006)
(0.006,0.005)
(0.005,0.006)

value for k then 0% in (6.3.9) will be too small. At the s a m e time un will &O be too large,

so that our estimate of Var(&) may s t U be reasonable. The simulation results suggest
that this is the case.
We also computed the standardized bias

where the expectation is the average over the simulated data sets. This incorporates both
randomness in the data and randomness in the site selections. The bias is s d , but not
completely inconsequential. The sign and magnitude of the bias is consistent with the
lower than nominal coverage probabiüties for the lower tail, and the higher than nominal
coverage probabilities for the upper tail. These ditferences are minor however, and bias
correction, if possible, does not seem necessasy.

We also analyzed the decrease in confidence interval widths caused by increashg the
sample size. The widths were 30% smaller for ali values of k and a.

We performed another simulation to assess the improvements gained by knowing the
covariates for the entire population. In this simulation we used the smoother to make
predictions at aU the 10000 covariates in the population. This is computationally more

diEcult, so we only performed 1000 simulations for each value of n and k. The results are
presented in Table 6.5. The standardized bias is s m d e r than in Table 6.5. The coverage
Table 6.5. Simulated exceedances of outkide (1 - a)100% confidence
intervals. T h e proportion of tirnes p exceeds the lower and
upper bounds are presented in parantheses. The standardized
bias in the simulated estimates is also presented. Ti = 6.14

-

n

k

100

1
2

i

bias
-0.095
-0.064
-0.120
-0.019

2
3

0.024
-0.019

3
200

(0.102,0.111)
(0.115,0.101)
(O-105,0.113)
(0.103,0.093)
(0.114,0.082)
(0.112,0.097)

-

(0.061,0.061)
(0.062,0.045)
(0.053,0.054)
(0.058,0.057)
(0.061,0.033)
(0.055,0.047)

-

(0.033,0.025)
(0.024,0.016)
(0.026,0.028)
(0.028,0.032)
(0.033,0.016)
(0.027,0.021)

(0.009,O .005)
(O-007,O .002)
(0.007,0.003)
(0.006,0.006)
(O-004,0.003)
(0.009,0.004)

probabilities for the two tails are more similar, due to the srnder bias. The improve
ments are not substantid however. This suggests that knowledge of covariate values for
a large sample of the population is almost as good as knowledge of the conriates for the
entire population. In our application we choose roughly 1600 covariates for prediction
purposes, but many more are available. Our simulation r d t s suggest that including
more covariates for predictions may not improve our inferences much.
The confidence intervals we developed in Section 6.3.3 are conditional on the sampled
covariates. Our simulation was based on random covariates. It demonstrates that the
asyrnptotic bias will tend not to be a problem for a random samphg design; however,
there are many samples in which the bias could be a problem. All one has to do is imagine

the bias that results if none of the samples sites f
d on one of the "biimps" in Figure 6.3.
Fortunately the 3 N 0 research s w e y design is robust against such samples because of the
three-stage random sampling design employed. This ensures tow sites are spread out.

6.5. Conclusions
In this chapter we have pulled together ail of the results presented in Chapters 4
5 to produce a model-based estimate of trawlable stock size in NAF'O Divisions 3NO.

This estimate appears to be more consistent with the visual impression of changes in

abundance that one gets fkom examùling Figures 4.la,b in Chapter 4, and in this sense
the estimates are more realistic than stratum area-weighted averages. This is especially
tme for the 1992-1994 survey results. The trends fkom the design-based estimates of
trawlable abundance in these years seem implausible based on stock dynamics, and are
inconsistent with trends in catches in most areas sampled. The interannual variability in
the mixture model estimates is generally less than for the stratifiecl averages, which seems
more reasonable. We have also considered the asymptotic properties of the nonparametric
estimator of type 1 abundance, and we have developed methods for constructing confidence
intervals for type I and type II abunaances, and type 1

+ type II abundance. The mixture

mode1 confidence intervals suggest much greater certainty about trawlable stock size in
some years.

Our analyses suggest that our model for the incidence of type II catches is reasonable;
that is, the incidence of these catches seems to vary spatidy. This conclusion is statistically significant, although our sample size is quite smd and one can legitirnately question
the power of our test. We have presented some results that suggest that our estimate of
type II trawlable stock 4ze is robust to the mixture probabiüties if these probabiïities are
reasonably consistent with the location of the type II catches we have observed.

The simulation experirnent was designed to test the itccuracy of our inference results for

type 1stock size. The population we considered had h o inferentially dîfEcuIt features:

i) a spatial trend in density, and ii) two large density 'Lbumpsn. We feel the arinual
population distribution of m e 1catches i
n 3N0 are no more difEcult than the one used in
our simulation. The simulation results are encouraging because the coverage probabilities
of the confidence intervals were very close to their nominal values, even when k is miîspecsed. Bias associated with the nonparametric approach was not a problem in the
simulation. This is because covariates were randomly sampled in each iteration. This
simulation feature is relevant to our problem, because random samphg is wed each year
to allocate tow sites for surveying. The simulation results do not suggest any reason why
the coverage probabilities for the mixture-mode1 confidence intenmls in Figure 6.2 might ,
in every year, comistently depart fiom their nominal values. The simulation results

&O

demonstrate the benefit of using a random sampling design in the 3 N 0 cod survey; this
is reliable inference, at least for type 1stock size.

The concept of design-robustness in model-based inference is not new. S m d a l et.
al. concluded that linear regression estimators of population tot ah are approxirnately
design-unbiased no matter what the shape of the finite population point scatter is. Firth

and Bennett (1998) have shown that a wider class of regression estimators also have this
property. The importance of choosing the correct model is in terms of precision; it is
critical that the correct model is chosen to achieve s m d variance. The point is that a
good p r o b a b w sampling design is a prerequisite for this design-robustness property. The
estimator of type 1stock size we have chosen is not design-unbiased, for several reasons.

Firth and Bennett (1998) show that this generdy holds for nonparametric local likelihood

models. We have not investigated design-consistency, but a basic requirement would be
that our N x f-weights are asymptoticdy equident to the ?r-weights, which does not
appear reasonable. The design-robustness property that we invoke, and that we think is
really useful, is that the standardized bias is s

d under repeated sampling. It is difficult

to see how this can be achieved without a sampling design that ensures that, on average,

pn is close to p, relative to the variance. This does not ensure design-consistency, but it
does ensure reasonable inferences, as our simulation suggests.

Longtitude

Figue 6.lb. Same as Figvre 6.la.

The 3 N 0 research surveys provide information about the abundance of cod in NAFO
Divisions 3N and 30, for the component of the population that is available to be sampled
by the fishing gear. This component is referred to as the trawlable population. This

population depends on the gear type used when surveying; for example, if a survey trawl
with a large mesh size is used then the trawlable population will be the large sized part
of the total population. In this dissertation we considered how to efficiently summarize
the information about annual trawlable abundance £rom the 3N0 research survey. We
did this using estimates and confidence intervals. The rnethods we used are applicable to

other cod stocks.
Estimates of trawlable abundance are an important source of information for the management of many commercially exploited k h stocks. In Chapter 2 we described cornmon
models used to translate information on trawlable abundance to absolute stock abundance
through the use of production models and age-structured sequential population models.
These models use other souces of information on stock abundance, most importantly tirne
series of commercial catches. A critical assumption with these methods is that the survey
region covers only one cod stock. This d c w s us to translate relative information about
the size of fish within the s w e y region to the absolute size of the stock. The assumption

that the s w e y region covers only one stock is never strictly tme for highly mobile species
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like cod, becauçe there are no physical boundaries in the ocean that correspond exactly
to the boundaries of the survey region. In Chapter 2 we described scientfic studies that
suggested that the cod within 3N0 are a stock. However, the 3N0 research sunrey information we analyzed suggested that incursions from other stocks may occur. For example,
this may be why average survey catches were so high in 1987.

Remark 8. Additional biological information is required to assess the stock ongin of

trawl catches. Age and length compositions samp1es are routinely collecteci during the
surveys and are weful for this purpose.

The stock concept defines a closed population with respect to reproduction. One
reason the stock concept is important for management is that it allows us to project what
effect a hamesting strategy has on the population. Information on the stock reproduction
capability is critical in medium to long term stock size projections.

The methods currently used by many fisheries agencies, including DFO, to summarize

s w e y catches are based on the s w e y design. We considered the 3N0 s w e y design in
Chapter 3. There are subjective elements to the design, so it is not strictly a probabsampling design. The survey design is stratXed three-stage cluster sampling, with one
sample per ciuster. Design-based 'methods for inference are complicated for the 3N0
research s w e y because of i) the mobiliw of the population, ii) measurement errors in

the catches, iü) the inabüity to sample in some locations, and iv) the one-per-cluster
sampling scheme. These difficulties also affect other fisheries sunreys. We h d these to
be compelling reasons to pursue a model-based approach for inferences. This is not to
Say that the survey design is irrelevant. In k t , random docation of sampling in the
survey design is important for reliable model-based inferences. We also conchde that the
stratification scheme in 3N0 (see Figure 1.4) is related to cod abundace, and it is not

a trivial task to build a mode1 that can account for more variation in trawl catches than
the 3N0 strata can. The smoothing approach we used, with different bandwidths for the
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dope and shelf regions, did account for more variation, but we were not able to do this
using the same bandwidths for both regions.
We approached model-building ingenuously. We did not assume which covariates were
relevant a priori, as is often the case in hheries. We had compelling reasons for this.
Most notably was the research by Smith and Page (1996) for cod on the Scotian Shelf
in 4W and 4Vs (see Figure 1.3). They showed the potential for hydrographie signal in

research survey catches that is unrelatecl to fish abundance. This is caused by changes in
the catchab*

of fish by the survey gear, or changes in the trawlable fiaction of the stock

a d a b l e to the gear. Another important paper is by Warren (1997). He showed for cod in

ZJ, 3K, and 3L that the time between tows can account for as much variation in catches as
the spatial distance between tows. The confounding between distance and time between
tows also exists in 2J3KL cod, so we feel Warren's conclusions probably can be questioned,
but nonetheless they raise the possibilities of under-counting and double-counting of fish.
These are important concepts to understand in order to produce precise information
about abundance Tom research sweys. Failure to account for fkh movements means
that our inferences can be overly optimistic. It is not difficult to imagine how even srnaIl
movements of fish could substantially diange estimates of abundance, which reflects the
uncertainty caused by the mobilis- of the population. Unfortunately it is difficult to mess
the existence and importance of these processes using survey data alone. It is &O difEcult
to adjust inferences to accommodate these processes.

Remark 9. Additional information is usually required to adjust for sources of variation

unreIated to abundance. Tagging iaformation could be valuable to address the mobïlity
issue.

In Chapter 4 we used graphical techniques to explore for coMsiate dependencies
in trawl catches. We concluded that some of the covariates routinely measured in the
survey of 3N0 did not seem to be related to trawl catches of cod. We also concluded
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that six covariates were potentidy related to trawl catches. The relationships were not
simple however, which suggested a nonparametric approach to m o d e h g was suitable. A
problem with the graphical approach is that we could not decide if covariates were related
to trawl catches, or to other covariates that were t d y related to trawl catches. We
called this confomding. We employed high-dimensional analytic nonparametric variable
selection techniques to assist with t h problem. Our graphical analyses also revealed that
the distribution of survey catches is very skewed. It often occurs that average catches
exceed the 75th catch percentiles. Shis is related to a srnd number of very large catches
which have great influence on inferences. We concludeci that these should be treated

separately. Our graphical analyses indicated that these catches occurred apparently at
random in terms of covarïates. Based on these results we proposed a separate model for
large catches based on simple habitat-selection theory. A rnixtur+model was proposed to
combine the nonparametric model for most catches (type 1's) and the model for extremely
large catches (type II's).

In Chapter 5 we collected all the analyses we felt were neceççary to constmct a
defensible model for trawl catches. This ïncluded the identification of covariates to include
in our nonparametric mode1 for type 1 catches, and the identification of m e II catches. We

used robust nonparametric smoothing techniques to assist in i d e n t w g type II catches,

and for robust variable selection. We assumed a Negative Binomial stochastic mode1 for
trawl catches, which has been suggested in the fisheries literature. For robust smoothing
we developed a method for robust estimation of the mean for i.i.d. Negative Binomial
samples. We also tested the robust methods on simulated data to assess their performance
with sample sizes relevant to our problem. These results were used to develop a robust

Negative Binomial smoother. We &O considered the amount of smoothing in Chapter
5. We found bandwidths that resulted in reasonably smooth model fits but &O accomted

for reasonable mounts of d a t i o n in trawl catches. We used a combination of predictive

and "significance" methods for bandwidth selection.
We used smoothing techniques to locally "orthogonalize" covariates to deal with confounding between some of them. A subjective decision had to be made about which

covariates to orthogonalize. This decision has great a u e n c e on which covariates are
included in the mode1 via variable selection routines. This is a m c u l t issue that we
discussed at length in Chapter's 4 and 5. In the end we decided on practicali~grounds
to orthogonalize those covaziates that were l e s useful for predictive purposes.
We concluded in Chapter 5 that spatial location and tow depth were the most important covariates to include in our nonparametric smoother for type 1catches. We

&O

selected bandwidths for our smoother. We compared this model with one based on the
survey design, in which a separate mean was estimated for each stratum. The nonpara-

metric model performed better, in terms of explaining more variation with more error
degrees of fkeedom, and in a predictive sense. We &O concluded that six of the 1912 tows
in the s w e y t h e series we examined were type II catches. The spatial incidence of type

II catches suggested a modification to o u mixturemode1 to d o w for different mixïngproportions for three large geographic regions in 3NO. This modification was consistent with
lifehistory information about cod in this region, because dense spawning aggregations of
cod in 3 N 0 tended to form in warm water on the coctinental dopes.

Remark 10. Additional information about patch ske in 3 N 0 could be used to r&e

the

mixture-model, and make it more reaüstic. Acoustics can supply this information.
Having constructed an informative rnodel for trawl catches, the remaining task was
to construct confidence intenals. This was the subject of Chapter 6. We used o u
mixture-mode1 to estimate trawlable abundance in 3N0 by predicting local trawlable
density at a large number of random tow stations, and adding these predictions t o estimate
total trawiable abundance. The mixture suggested that approximately 20000 tonnes of
cod annudy f o m dense m e II aggregations in 3N0. The mixture-mode1 estimates of
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abundance appeared more consistent with the visual impression one gets kom examining
plots of survey catches than did stratum area-weighted averages.

We developed asymptotic ùiferential theory for total S p e 1 abundance, and combined this with survey information about type II abundance using likelihood methods to
produce approximate confidence intervals for total trawlable abundance. We used the
profile-likelihood rnethod for this purpose. The mixturemode1 confidence intervals were
usually considerably smaller than &2 x design-based standard errors. A s m d simulation
experiment indicated that confidence intenmls for type 1stock size work well. A diEcult issue we faced when building our Negative Binomial smoother was estimating the

Negative Binomial overdispersion parameter k. Fortunately, the simulation experiment
also indicated that reasonable misspecification of k had Little effect on coverage properties of our confidence intervals. This is a somewhat surprising result, but is related to
confounding between bandwidths and k. This is discussed more fully in Chapter 6.

Our nonparametric estimator of average iype 1 trawlable density can be formulated
as a simple weighted average. We compared these weights with the corresponding d e
sign weights based on sample inclusion probabüities. The model-based approach weights

catches in a more reasonable manner than the design-based approach for our data. Boundary observations and clusters of observations tended to receive l e s weight , while catches

in regions sparsely sampled tended to receive more weight.

The issue of whether to use a design- or model-based approach for the 3N0 s w e y ,
apart from the mobility of the population, seems to rest with sampling intensity. The
sampling intensities cmently used by DFO are insacient for cod abundame to be es&
mated with much precision. Increasing sample size does not seem to be an option either.

It is not clear than even twice the sampling intensitqr would improve this situation substantidy, whereas the costs for this increase would be prohibitive. In the model-based
approach we add information to inmease precision - at the possible loss of accuracy. The

model-based approach allows us to channel "common scientific sense", or scientific idormation obtained fiom experiments and expenence, into inferences about stock size. There
is a degree of subjectivity in doing this, and herein lies the drawback of the model-based

approach. For example, with our mixturwnodel we assumed that the type II model component does not change annually. But what if it has, and how can we detect if it has?
The conundrum is that to be robust to model mis-specification involves a loss in precision.

We hope that the mixture-mode1 provides a reasonable compromise for 3N0 cod.

7.2. F'uture research
In our summary we have remarked on several occasions how additional information can
be incorporated to improve the accuracy and precision of stock size inferences based
on research s w e y data. This is one direction we propose for future research. For the
results of this dissertation to be used in stock assessrnents, through estimation of SPA's,
two things must occur. The fbst is that o u . estimates of trawlable stock size must be

disaggregated by length and age. Length distributions are sampled from the catch of
some survey tows. These are not selected entirely at random, because we do not know a
priori what tows will catch cod. Typically most of the length samples are taken early in
the survey. Population length distributions are currently estimated using catch-weighted
average5 of the length distribution samples. A natural direction for future research is to

use the mixture-mode1 for this weighting. The population age distribution is estimated
using the length distribution estirnate and an age-length key. This key is based on length-

stratified age samples. The second thing we must do is develop a reiationship between
the trawlable stock components for the two types of trawls used in the 3N0 survey during

198498. In 1995 the survey gear was changed to a shrimp trawl. The tow duration was
also changed from 30 to 15 minutes. The shrimp trawl has a much s m d e r mesh size and

is more effective at catching s r n d fish. It also has been suggested that it is less effective
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at catching larger fish than the trawl used till1995. The effet of this is that the trawlable
portion of the stock has changed with the change in gear type and tow duration. It is
desirable to understand this relationship to use average sunrey catch rates for estimating

SPA parameters.
The type II part of the mixture-model provides some temporal persistence in out estirnates. F'urther research in this direction may be f i t f u l . Consider Figure 7.1. This is
a plot of average trawl catches for each stratum in two consecutive years. There is con-

siderable temporal persistence in catch rates between years. Type II catches are included
in this figure, which partially accounts for the low temporal correlation's in some years.
Figure 7.1 suggests further improvements in the precision of inferences about trawlable
stock size may be possible using the temporal persistence in type I stock components.
The results in this dissertation can also be applied to 0th- stocks, with considerable
simplifications. Kn other applications it may not be necessary to use the analytic rnethods
to i d e n t e type II catches. The analyses we conducted have s h o w that the potential
for these analytic methods may be limited by sample size, and in the end a subjective
decision about type II catches may be required. In this case one can make this decision
kom inspecting the data, and dispense with the analytic procedures without great los.
While variable selection is importa&, we have shown that it is difficult for trawl research
surveys because of confounding. Again one could proceed with a mode1 using spatial
location and depth, at least with less peril than before o u research. The same can be said
for bandwidth selection and estimating the Negative Binomial overdispersion parameter,

GC, for bandwidths), and
this could be used directly without cornparisons with other methods (e.g. CV,GCV).
The cod stock to the west of 3N0 in NAFO Division 3Ps (see Figure 1.3) is a good
k. Our results suggest specific procedures that are useful (e.g.

candidate for the mixture-mode1 methods. This stock currently has the largest direct
cornmerciai cod fishery off the east-coast of Canada, with a catch quota of 20000 tonnes

Square root strata average numbar per tow in year y-1

Figure 7.1: Between year temporal persistence in stratum-average survey catches. The
correlation coefficient is listed in the upper right-hand corner of each panel. The slope of
the regression line Y = a X +E is listed following the year. The solid line is a least-squares
linear fit, the dotted line is an Splus lowess fit.

in 1997. In 1995 the catch in one s w e y tow was 80% of the total survey catch for

that year. To understand the effect this catch has on our inferences about stock size,

consider Figure 7.2. In this figure we plot survey catch rates and SPA modd predictions.
The SPA was based on the ofihore component of 3Ps cod. Recall kom Chapter 2

Year

Figure 7.2: Observed (points) and predicted (lines) Canadian 3PS w e y indices.
that the basic mode1 used to estimate SPA parameters is E(&J = qoN, = puy,where

the traditional stratum ara-weighted average catch-at-age. Quasi-likelihood methods,

assuming Var(R,) = q5&,

were used to estimate parameters, and for inferences. The

key feature we wish to point out is the large discrepancy between the obsewed and
predicted index in 1995. This is Iargely related to the effect of one extremely large tow in
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this year. This leads to an over-idated estimate of 4. It is easy to see that the average
trawlable stock size estimator we propose would be more consistent with the SPA in 1995.

A potential implication of this large tow is lost yield of fish t o the fishery The reason
for this is as follows. One approach in deciding catch quotas for the coming year is to
assess the effect of quota options on projected stock size. The projection is based on an

SPA and a recniitment model. If the probability is "large" that our stock size projection
is l e s than some desired reference level then the quota option the projection is based

on is judged too risky, and a lower option is considered. The most recent projected risk
analysis for 3Ps is presented in Figure 7.3. The risk c w e s are very flat compared to
other North Atlantic groundfish stocks. Part of the reason for this is the large catch

in 1995 which results in a large coefficient of variation (4) for the risk analysis. Catch
quota's must be lowered because of the large tow to maintain a small probability of not
exceeding the target, which in this case is fishing mort-

< Fo.i.This is lost yield to the

fkhery. Whether this is appropriate is debatable. The mixture-mode1 suggests it is not
reasonable. At the same time we should note that there are many sources of uncertainw
that the SPA and projection methods do not explicitly consider, which may imply higher
risks than indicated in Figure 7.3. The point is that lower projection precision means lost
yield to the commercial fishery. This idea is well h o w n in industnal settings, but is only
now getting recognition in fisherïes science and management. If we do not incorporate all
of our certainties, as well as our uncert ainties, into our rkk analyçis then we may be guiity
of causing overly consemative hmesting strategies. This is a socio-economic realization
of the impact that methods for inference can have.
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Figure 7.3: Profile quasi-likelihood based stochastic descriptions of the change in o&hore
3PS spawner biomass (SB) and fishing mortality (F) for 7 TAC options. The top panel
presents the probabilities that 1999 SB projections will not grow by more than 0, 10, and
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